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The whole comprises the 
parts, 
the parts compose the 
whole. 
6 Focus 
A magnificent collage 
bits and pieces, 
th is and that , 
now and then , 
here and there -
makes up thi s experience called college. 
Focus 7 

We affect it and we are affected by it. 
Focus 9 
This is, indeed, 
Our Time in History 
Past . 

The ever-changing skyline reflects 
our ever-growing community. 

Focus on the University 
Special in its Beauty 
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26 Focus 
Foc us 27 
Everybody deserves 
to be in the spotlight 
at one time 
or another. 
Performing 
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But best 
of a 11 . . . 
Focus 31 
Just Being There 
32 Focus 

34 Focus 
Focus 0 - nth · 
separate you frome intricate qualities 
you spec ial t I your neighb . that 
a genuine a ~nts that enable or, g,v,ng 
that of a , unique produ ct you to offer 
nyone else. not quite like 
But put together the products of many 
different people, each giving in a different 
way, and that is the Focus on those special 
occasions, the memory-making good and 
bad times that make it possible to say, 
years later " Remember when?" 


University President 
Dr. E. Bruce Heilman 
Now in his fourth year as President, Dr. 
Heilman heads a flourishing program of 
updating , sprucing up, making changes 
and propelling the University of 
Richmond into the ranks of the best. 
Working with new people, new buildings 
and new ideas, he helps to alter the course 
the University will take in the future - a 
course that is fi lied with high objectives, 
spotted with controversy and conflicting 
opinions, and punctuated by the en-
thusiasm and interest of those whose lives 
are connected with it. 
Academics 39 
Dr. Charles H. Wheeler Ill 
40 Academics 
For nearly half a century Dr. Wheeler 
has been an influence on the destiny of 
the University of Richmond. As an as-
sistant professor in 1928, then as a pro-
fessor and Chairman of the Mathema-
tics Department, he has molded many 
policies and shaped many lives. 
Now he concludes a 33-year span as 
Secretary-Treasurer, a position of im-
portance distinguished by outstanding 
service. The Web Staff is associated 
with Dr. Wheeler in still another capac-
ity - his secondary position as Chair-
man of the Board of Publications. We 
wish to recognize his cooperation, de-
dication, help and friendship. 

Administration 
Dr. CE. Glass ick, Provost Dr. Russell G. Warren, Dean, R.C. 
Dr. R.A. Mateer, Dean of Students, R.C., SBA 
Dr. E.C. Peple , Assoc. Provost 
42 Academics 
Dr. C.J. Gray, Dean of Administrative Services Dr. Max C. Graeber, Dean of Summer School, UC 
Dr. William H. Leftwich, VP of Student Affairs, with Dean Richard A. Mateer 
Will iam J. Rhodes, Jr., Business Manager 
Academics 43 
Dr. Mary Louise Gehring, Dean, WC 
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Dr. Harold G. Wren, Dean of Law School 
44 Academ ics 
Administration 
Dr. W. David Robbins, Dean of SBA 
Miss Clara M. Keith, Dean of Students, WC 
Chief Robert C. Dilla rd, Security 
Mr. Thomas N. Polla rd, Jr., Dir. RC Admissions M iss Mary Ellen Anderson, Dir. WC Admissions 
Mr. James L. Ferrell, Personnel Officer Mr. H. Gerald Quigg, VP of Univ. Relations and Development 
Administration 
Clyde W. Biggers, Athlet ic Director Allen W. Fredd Jr., Director of Student Financial Aid 
Randolph H. Walker Jr., Director of Public Information Gertrude S. Arnall, WC Dietician 
46 Administrat ion 
Administration 
N 
Dr. David D. Burhans, University Chaplain Melvin C. Burton Jr., University Registrar 
Frank P. Soden, Assistant Athletic Director Herbert C. Peterson, Controller Rudolph M. Peterson, Director of Physical Plant 
Administration 47 
48 Academics 
Westhampton English Department 
I 
W.C. English: Front row, Dr. G. Christopher, Mr. F. White, Dr. B. Griffin, Mrs. M. Edwards, Dr. C. Oberg. 
Back row, Dr. E. Penninger, Dr. J. Evans. 
R.C. English: Front row, Dr. L. Ball, Dr. D. Robnett, Dr. A. Loxterman, Ms. B. Curlier, Mr. D. Martin. 
Second row, Dr. G. Gunter, Dr. J. Duckworth, Dr. M. McDill, Dr. W. Taylor. Back row, Dr. G. Gurney, Dr. 
J. Boggs, Dr. I. Brown, Mrs. M. Cecil, Dr. E. Peple. 
Richmond History Department 
Sitting : Dr. B. Westin, Dr. E. Bolt, Dr. M. Ryle, M r. C. Nunn, Dr. E. Bogle, Dr . J. Gordon. Standing: Dr. H. 
Daniel. 
Westhampton History Department 
Sitting: Dr. F. Underhill, Dr. F. 
Gregory. Standing: Mr. D. 
Evans, Dr. W. Thorn. 
Academics 49 
Ancient Languages 
Left to right: Dr. F. Johanson, Mr. 5. Wheeler, Dr. T. Selby 
Other Languages 
Left to right: Dr. W. Marr, Mr. 5. Dunham, Dr. T. Anderson, Dr. G.Adrean 
Political Science 
Dr. J. Outland Dr. A. Gunl icks, Chairman Dr. E. West 
Spanish Department 
Spanish Department: Mrs. P. Hart, Dr. R. MacDonald, Mrs. J. Dunford, Dr. R. Marcone, Dr. A. Dawson. 
French Department 
French Department: Front row, 
Mrs. M. Reisler, Mrs. J. Francis. 
Second row, Dr. F. Ravaux, Mr. 
D. Hartman, Mr. J. Ravaux. 
Back row, Dr. R. Terry, Dr. N. 
Larkin. 
51 
Math Department 
Mr. S. Grable Dr. E. Hesch Mrs. D. Willet 
Mr. F. Key Dr. P. Atkins Dr. N. Withers 
Mrs. E. McLaughlin, Dr . C. Monk, Mrs. M. Stokes, Dr. J. Kent, Dr. J. Bowen. 
52 Academics 
Dr. W. Major 
Dr. J. Seaborn 
Physics Department 
Dr. A. Campbell 
Dr. J. Taylor 
Chemistry Department 
Dr. J. Worsham Dr. W. Myers 
Dr. A. Powell Dr. S. Clough Dr. R. Topham 
Left to right: Mr. R. Bell, Dr. S. Clough, Dr. R. Topham, Dr. A. Powell, Dr. W. Myers. 
54 Academics 
Biology 
Dr. G. Schaefer 
Dr. N. Rice 
Dr. D. Towle 
Academics 55 
56 
Psychology 
Department 
Dr. W. Walker 
Dr. B. Sholley 
Academics 
Dr. F. Kozub 
Mrs. J. Dickenson Dr. R. Filer 
Dr· L. T romater Dr. J. Preston 
Education and Speech Departments 
Dr. 8. Cobbs Dr. L. Flora Dr. E. Overton 
Dr. 8. Eicher Dr. M. Williams Dr. J. Welsh 
Mr. R. Frank Dr. J. Tarver Mr. W. Lockey 
Academics 57 
Philosophy and Religion Departments 
Dr. J. Hall and Dr. N. Mucklow 
Dr. W. Rhodenhiser Dr. P. Hart 
Dr. R. Alley Dr. F. Eakin Dr. R. James 
58 Academ ics 
Journal ism 
Mr. E. Swain, Chairman Mr. C. Fishburne, Ill 
Music 
Left to right: Dr. B. Rivera, Dr. B. McMurtry, Dr. F. Neumann, Mrs. C. Pend leton, Mr. J. Larkin, Miss J. Magrath, Mrs.S. Bunting, Mr. J. Erb, Mr. A. Stein. 
Academics 59 
Sociology 
Dr. J. Sartain, Chairman Left to right: Dr. R. Wingrove, Dr. H. McCain, Mr. J. Thayer 
Art 
Mrs. ). Campbell Dr. D. Mavroud is Dr. C. Johnson 
60 Academics 
WC and RC Physical Education Departments 
Mr. W. Jordan Dr. J. McMoran Mr. R. Tobin and Dr. L. McNeal 
Dr. N. Eastman Miss A. Chapman Dr. K. Rohaly 
Dr. R. Humbert and Mr. F. Hardy Miss E. Massey 
Academics 61 
ROTC 
Col. 8. Harmon Capt. R. Cicco lella 
SGM G. Higa Capt. J. Schantz 
62 Academics 
University College 
UC Faculty: Left to right - Dr. R. Chewning, Dr. T. Berry. 
Academics 63 
School of Business 
Dr. B. Hodges Dr. D. Whitaker, Dr. C. Jung Mr . A. Bettenhausen 
Dr. F. Bird Dr. R. Phillip s Dr. F. Edwards 
Dr. L. Mark Dr. R. Nicholson Judge D. White 
64 Academics 
T.C. Williams School of Law 
Law School Faculty 
Academics 65 
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68 Honoraries 
O~E 
Omicron Delta Epsilon - Economics 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Dr. N. Fayne Edwards 
Dr. Clarence R. Jung Jr. 
Dr. Russell G. Warren 
Dr. David A. Whitaker 
MEMBERS 
Deborah Lynn Copeland 
Jay Arthur Fisher 
Gary Wayne Kelly 
Mary Jane Loizou 
Michael Eric Lubin 
Nancy Jeanne Matthias 
Linda Anne McKee! 
Jan Alyn Pennell 
Helen Comer Sutton 
Joan Dalziel Wagner 
Westhampton Music Honorary 
OFFICERS 
Mary Ann McCary - President 
Judy Carlton Conley - Vice President 
Karen Elaine Snead - Secretary 
Sarah Lucy Rex - Treasurer 
MEMBERS 
Helen Page DuVal 
Ruthanne Miller Giammittorio 
Lynn Cowling Goodwin 
Ellen Sue Haden 
Carolyn Barton Hall 
Nancy Elizabeth Kirkland 
Cindy Short Littleton 
Betsy May 
Deborah Louise Rawls 
Rachel Anderson Renfro 
Lynne Anne Stanley 
K~n 
Kappa Delta Pi 
OFFICERS 
Ellen Sue Haden - President 
Chris Wagner Turner - Secretary-Historian 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Dr. Edward F. Overton - Counselor 
Dr. Marianne T. Williams - Co-counselor 
Dr. H. Bruce Cobbs 
Dr. B. Keith Eicher 
Dr. Larry D. Flora 
Miss Clara M. Keith 
Dr. William H. Leftwich 
Dr. Clarence Monk 
Dr. Henry H. Stewart Jr. 
MEMBERS 
Beverly 0. Baird 
Jane J. Baskerville 
Linda E. Cook 
Education 
Pamela Dawn Davis 
Barbara Ekey 
Ray J. Frantz Jr. 
Michael Garbini 
Charlene M. Greeley 
Patricia B. Hatfield 
Deborah Ann Hino 
Barbara S. Holt 
Marcia Eve Kelley 
Nancy Jane Landshof 
Cynthia Anne Lowe 
Sandra H. McCubbins 
Jewel Morecock 
Faye Pearce Nalls 
Jean Anne Panko 
Joan N. St. John 
Pi Delta Epsi Ion 
OFFICERS 
Cynthia Barbara Creasy - President 
Carol Ann Chittum - Vice President 
Diana Elaine Blackburn - Secretary-Treasurer 
Edward W. Swain - Faculty Advisor 
MEMBERS 
Michael Bennett Amowitz 
Donna Kay Anderson 
Catherine Sheppard Beane 
Elizabeth Rhodes Brimm 
Nancy Sue Carter 
Journalism 
David James Docherty 
Kathy Ann Gregory 
William Curtis Hall 
John Paul Livingston Jr. 
Michael Dean McOsker 
Bernard Allen Morgenstern 
Linda Lee Price 
Jeffrey Richard Schoonmaker 
Wanda Virginia Starke 
Anne Trice Thompson 
Elaine Ruth Voight 
<DA0 
Phi Alpha Theta 
OFFICERS 
Jean Anne Panko - President 
Anne Trice Thompson - Vice President 
Martha Jane Schoonover - Secretary-Treasurer 
MEMBERS 
Linda Gayle Bambacus 
Susan Gayle Blount 
Lynn Curtis Brownley 
William Joseph Campbell 
Ann C. Chappell 
Joan Elizabeth Davanzo 
James Burton Doggette 
History 
Thomas E. W. Launder 
Catherine L. Magee 
Elizabeth Neal Pitzer 
Jonathan Hughett Poston 
William A. Powell Jr. 
Andrea C. Ruck 
Ellen Trimmer Taylor 
Ann Hamilton Thompson 
Teresa Payne West 
Anne E. Witt 
Elisabeth Evans Wray 
Honoraries 69 
70 Honoraries 
nME 
Pi Mu Epsilon 
OFFICERS 
Nancy Jeanne Matthias - President 
Deborah Lynn Copeland - WC Vice President 
David Shepherd Baker - RC Vice President 
Catherine Elizabeth McCarthy - Secretary 
Clarence William Gowen Jr. - Treasurer 
MEMBERS 
Dale Frank Ashley 
Mary Nell Blanton 
Sandra Lee Busch 
Teresa Eugenia Diaz 
Paula Kyle Dillard 
Solon David Foster 
Esther Carol Gray 
Keith Barton Hall 
rI:E 
Gamma Sigma Epsilon 
OFFICERS 
Ellen Gentry Christian - Grand Alchemist 
George Nicholas Stokes - Visor 
Barney Edward Selph - Recorder 
Douglass Woodson Green - Keeper of the Captured Mison 
Robert Cleveland Parker Jr. - Sergeant at Arms 
MEMBERS 
Marilyn Elizabeth Alley 
Thomas Patrick Archer 
Anthony David Bailey 
David Ware Branch Jr. 
Harry Winters Buchanan IV 
Cecil Bernard Cross 
Debra Louise Drumheller 
George E. DuVal Ill 
Lockett Wootten Garnett 
Clarence William Gowen Jr. 
Margaret Archer Greene 
Math 
Charlotte Joyce Heck 
Betty Bruce Higginbotham 
Karen Ruth Hutcheson 
Willard Allen King 
Marcia Rhea Lehman 
Tenita Jean Palmer 
Linda Lee Phillips 
Rachel Anderson Renfro 
Debra Jane Skaggs 
Susan Goodwyn Stone 
Helen Comer Sutton 
Ellen Trimmer Taylor 
Beverly Maie Tisdale 
Jeanne Marie Van Divender 
John Farrar Yancey Jr. 
Chemistry 
Mark Worsham Gustafson 
Marcia Rhea Lehman 
Susan Ellen Lum 
Nancy Hurt Manson 
Douglas Carlton McCorkle 
Milton L. McPherson Jr. 
Eleanor Exum Meek 
Charles Scott Norris 
Jerry Lee Posenau 
Myra Jerone McCrickard 
Leslie W. Rose Ill 
Kevin Graham Scanlan 
Sydney Benita Sowell 
Jarman Wade Thigpen 
Marie Therese Tiedemann 
William T. Trimmer Ill 
Jeanne Marie Van Divender 
<DMA 
Phi Mu Alpha - Music 
OFFICERS 
Bruce Swartz - President 
George Shirley Sadler - Vice President 
Robert Thomas Dail - Secretary 
David Wayne Carper - Treasurer 
MEMBERS 
E. Thomas Briner Jr. 
Samuel L. Burleigh, Ill 
Robert Wintz Horuff 
Ted Lane 
John H. McKay 
Donald Wylie McVay Jr. 
Stephen H. Rosser 
David R. White 
AllJ 0 
Alpha Psi Omega - Drama 
OFFICERS 
OFFICERS 
Kirwan Rockefeller - President 
Carol Ann Chittum - Vice President 
Kelley Payne Chenault - Secretary 
Thomas Warren Hughes - Treasurer 
William H. Lockey - Faculty Advisor 
Dr. John D. Welsh - Faculty Advisor 
MEMBERS 
Kevin Scott Cook 
Robert Mitchell Fore 
Dawn Marie Wagner 
Herbert G. Wertheimer 
llJX 
Psi Chi Psychology 
Gregory Lee Duncan - President 
Joan E. Davanzo 
Sherwin Davis 
James J. Fox Ill 
Jacqueline Kannon 
Elizabeth Pulley 
Marianne Seibert 
Gary Gill Blankenship - Vice President 
Pamela Dawn Davis - Secretary-Treasurer 
Dr. Frederick Kozub - Faculty Advisor 
MEMBERS 
Kathy Gail Bailey 
Diane Elaine Blackburn 
Steven Franklin Waranch 
Honoraries 71 
72 Honoraries 
Hl:<D 
Eta Sigma Phi 
OFFICERS 
Joel W. Nuckols Ill - Prytanis 
Barbara Anne Pritchett - Hyparchos 
Jonathan Hughett Poston - Chrysophylax 
Harriet Anne Moncure - Epistolographos 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Dr. S. Frederic Johanson 
William C. Perrine 
Dr. Talbot R. Selby 
Stuart L. Wheeler 
Dr. Joseph S. White 
MEMBERS 
Kenneth Arthur Andrews 
Charlotte T. Anton 
Patricia Lynn Barlow 
David Ware Branch Jr. 
F. Brister 
Nancy Sue Carter 
Paige Clark 
Robert E. Clement 
Virginia Ann Davis 
Ray J. Frantz Jr. 
Clarence William Gowen Jr. 
John C. Hiers 
<D l: I 
Classics 
Robert Nathan Hoskins Jr. 
Gary Wayne Kelly 
Barry Lynn Kreisa 
Thomas Michael Kroupa 
James Robert Landrigan 
David Harry Levy 
Cynthia Lee Lind 
E. Roxanne Lindsey 
Robert W. McWilliams 
Bollin M. Millner 
Sharon E. Nance 
Robert Cleveland Parker Jr. 
Anita Curtis Proferes 
Connie Lynn Rodriguez 
Michael W. Rucker 
Robert Shannahan 
Rhoney Snider 
Robert Lee Spicer Ill 
John W. Steefe Jr. 
Barbara Hayes Vann 
William L. Winston Jr. 
Elisabeth Evans Wray 
James Harold Wren 
John Farrar Yancey Jr. 
Phi Sigma Iota - Modern· Languages 
OFFICERS 
Ann Fleming Martens - President 
Cynthia Anne Lowe - Vice President 
Jacqueline McDonald - Recording Secretary 
J. Daniel Hartman Jr. - Corresponding Secretary 
Sara Kate Stanton - Treasurer 
MEMBERS 
Deborah Anne Boswell 
Karen Lee Bowman 
Vicki Denise Brodie 
Helen Kay Ellsworth 
Rita Annabelle Daley 
Cynthia Susan Kaye 
Karen Mary Kennedy 
Susan Ellen Lum 
Carolyn Lee Luttrell 
Jean Anne Panko 
Martha Jane Schoonover 
Denise Kathleen Shaw 
Ronald Wayne Thompson 
Areopagus English 
OFFICERS 
Malcolm Rudolph West - President 
Robert Shawn Majette - Vice President 
Thomas Case Hurst - Secretary-Treasurer 
Dr. Alan S. Loxterman - Faculty Advisor 
MEMBERS 
Frank Elmore Butler 
Charles C. Cosby 
Tim Jerome Dolan 
Donald Warren Ellison 
Ray J. Frantz Jr. 
Bruce Whitmore Kirtley 
Robert Shannahan Marion Phillip Barbee 
Michael Joseph Bender 
Who's Who 
WESTHAMPTON COLLEGE 
Robin Jane Adair 
Vicki Denise Brodie 
Susie Warren Buhrman 
Charlotte Marie Chapman 
Ellen Gentry Christian 
Rita Annabelle Daley 
Carolyn Barton Hall 
Frances Lou Henderson 
Ann Fleming Martens 
Linda Anne McKee! 
Christine Housen Murphy 
Elizabeth Ann Mitchell 
Jean Anne Panko 
Linda Lee Price 
Rachel Anderson Renfro 
Martha Jane Schoonover 
Ellen Trimmer Taylor 
Beverly Maie Tisdale 
RICHMOND COLLEGE 
George Mark Ailsworth 
Lewis P. Armstrong 
John Abbott Byrd Ill 
Stuart J. Cordish 
Peter Daniel DeBoer Jr. 
Roger E. Early 
Paul Ashby Foltz Jr. 
Ray J. Frantz Jr. 
Alan Steven Friedman 
Thomas Case Hurst 
Kevin Leigh Hutchinson 
James Robert Landrigan 
Benn Harvy Legum 
Leslie Morton Osborn 
Robert Cleveland Parker Jr. 
James Michael Ponder 
Leslie W. Rose Ill 
Barney Edward Selph 
Bruce Orburn Speas 
George Nicholas Stokes 
Jarman Wade Thigpen 
Steven Franklin Waranch 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Cathy Jane Anderson 
Margaret Louise Barfoot 
Thomas Alfred Bass Jr. 
Deborah Kay Blankenship 
James Reed Carter 
Peter Henley Coley 
Donald Eugene Clem 
Robert Mason Crispin 
Edward A. Day 
Betsy Ann Hogg 
Carroll Downing Hurst 
William Joseph Kannan 
Russell Lee Madison 
Michael Maurice Meade Ill 
Darnell Jerome Morris 
Stephen Pavlick 
Kristin Marie Ramkey 
David Scott Showalter 
Honoraries 73 
74 Honoraries 
BBB 
Beta Beta Beta 
OFFICERS 
Robert Cleveland Parker Jr. - President 
Unda Lee Phillips - Vice President 
Marilyn Elizabeth Alley- Secretary-Treasurer 
Eleanor Exum Meek - Historian 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Dr. John W. Bishop 
Dr . R. Dean Decker 
Mrs. Elsa Q. Falls 
Dr. Francis B. Leftwich 
Dr. Willie M. Reams Jr. 
Dr. Nolan E. Rice 
Dr. Gerald C. Schaefer 
Dr. Robert F. Smart 
Howard M. Smith 
Dr. John C. Strictland Jr. 
Dr. Wilton R. Tenney 
Dr. David W. Towle 
Dr. Warwick R. West Jr. 
Dr. William S. Woolcott 
MEMBERS 
Thomas Patrick Archer 
Anthony David Bailey 
Mark Cameron Barr 
Charles N. Bethmann 
Stephen James Binns 
Peter Douglas Blunt 
David Ware Branch Jr. 
Harry Winters Buchanan IV 
Ann Carol Byrd 
Margaret Emily Coppedge 
Louis Achilles Coukos 
Cecil Bernard Cross 
William S. Cunningham 
Stanley Dawson Dameron 
Robert Fisher Dance 
Debra Louise Drumheller 
Susan Howard Early 
Fred Dana Ellerbe 
Hugh Erskine Fraser 
Biology 
Roger Eugene Goins 
Barbara H. Green 
Douglass Woodson Green 
John Francis Gusich 
Mark Worsham Gustafson 
Frank Loving Holt Jr. 
Wallace Jennings Horne 
Andrew David lwanik 
Robert Emmet Johnson 
Peter Arlie Jordan 
Mary Catherine Kirchman 
Susan Ellen Lum 
John Makriyianis 
Eugene George Maurakis 
Douglas Carlton Mccorkle 
James Williams Moore Ill 
Penny Suzanne Nair 
Charles Scott Norris 
John Dickens Pinch 
Robert A. Prehn Jr. 
Robert Andrew Rhodes Ill 
Ronald Lee Salisbury 
James Spencer Sease 
William Craig Sease 
Alger Rixey Southall Ill 
Sydney Benita Sowell 
Jarman Wade Thigpen 
Nancy Katherine Toms 
Joan Claire Wilson 
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
Marcia Tinsley Andrews 
Herbert Reed Boyd Ill 
Cathleen Joan Buchanan 
George Miller Duncan II 
Christopher C. Easter 
Agnes Loretta Fox 
Margaret Archer Green 
William Garnet Jones 
Gerald Vincent Klim 
nIA 
Pi Sigma Alpha - Political Science 
OFFICERS 
Melissa Lynn Kidwell - President 
Christine Housen Murphy - Vice President 
Dr. John T. Whelan - Faculty Advisor 
MEMBERS 
Lawrence Earl Adams 
Van Cornell Angleman 
Lynn Curtis Brownley 
Gary Vance Cooke 
Peter Daniel DeBoer Jr. 
Robert A. Quentin Harris 
Richard Austin Hobson 
Lucretia C. Irby 
Edward Bryan Kidd 
Leslie Morton Osborn 
Paul Eugene Sutton II 
BrI 
Beta Gamma Sigma - Business Administration 
MEMBERS 
Marshall Peter Bank 
Margaret Louise Barfoot 
Thomas Alfred Bass Jr. 
Donna Jean Berry 
James S. Blankenbaker 
Deborah Kay Blankenship 
James Reed Carter 
Robyn Ann Chappell 
Donald Eugene Clem 
Paul Steven Cline 
Brian John Grady 
Craig Douglas Hadley 
Betsy Ann Hogg 
Carroll Downing Hurst 
Russell Lee Madison 
George Wayne Martin 
Kathleen Anne McBride 
Susan Huske Moomaw 
Darnell Jerome Morris 
Frederick Theodore Naschold 
Stephen Pavlick 
David Scott Showalter 
Walter Raymond Wilkerson 
Honoraries 75 
76 Honoraries 
04K 
Omicron Delta Kappa - Leadership 
FACULTY Stephen Jeffrey Kessler 
William Hamilton Bryson 
Dr. Jean N. Dickenson 
Dr. Lynn C. Dickerson II 
Dr. Philip R. Hart 
Mary Louise Kramer 
Robert Bolling Lambeth Jr. 
Andrew Chrismond Mitchell Jr. 
John Grant Mizell Jr. 
Dr. Rose Marie Marcone 
Jean M. Tarpley 
Dr. L. James Tromater 
Dr. Russell G. Warren 
MEMBERS 
Dennis lrl Belcher 
Richard Kent Bennett 
John Gordon Colan 
Mark Thomas Davis 
Roger E. Early 
Willard Lawrence Fitch 
Bruce Alan Friedman 
James David Gibbs 
Mike B. Hawkes 
John Henry Herbig 
Michael Anthony lngrao 
John Randolph Nelson 
Leslie Morton Osborn 
Stephen Pav! ick 
James Michael Ponder 
Jonathan H. Poston 
Duncan Phillip Reid 
Aubrey J. Rosser Jr. 
Barney Edward Selph 
Wayne George Souza 
Gary Joseph Spahn 
George N. Stokes 
Richard 0. Stone 
Jarman Wade Thigpen 
M. Coleman Walsh 
Steven Franklin Waranch 
James Gaston Blackford Williams 
Mortar Board 
OFFICERS 
Ann Fleming Martens - President 
Sydney Benita Sowell - Vice President 
Pamela Heflin Sellers - Secretary 
Ingrid Rudszinat - Treasurer 
Nancy Sue Carter - Editor 
Linda Anne McKee! - Historian 
Mrs. Mary E. Edwards - Faculty Advisor 
Dr. Kathleen A. Rohaly - Faculty Advisor 
Dr. Barbara K. Sholley - Faculty Advisor 
MEMBERS 
Julie Ann Berish 
Deborah Kay Blankenship 
Ellen Gentry Christian 
Joan Elizabeth Davanzo 
Sharen Dale Enscore 
Ellen Sue Haden 
Betsy Ann Hogg 
Karen Ruth Hutcheson 
Mary Jane Loizou 
Mary Ann McCary 
Christine Housen Murphy 
Rachel Anderson Renfro 
Ellen Trimmer Taylor 
Martha Ellyn Watts 
<DBK 
Phi Beta Kappa 
OFFICERS 
Dr. Thomas S. Berry - President 
Dr. F. Elaine Penninger - Vice President 
Dr. Clarence J. Gray - Secretary-Treasurer 
Dr. Georgia B. C~ristopher - Member, Executive Committee 
ACT IVE FACULTY MEMBERS 
H. Pearce Atkins 
Lewis F. Ball 
Irby B. Brown 
Suzanne Kidd Bunting 
Stuart C. Clough 
Albert C. Dawson 
Lynn C. Dickerson II 
Frank E. Eakin Jr. 
David C. Evans 
Robert J. Filer 
Charles E. Friend 
Charles E. Glassick 
Frances W. Gregory 
Austin E. Grigg 
Garland 0. Gunter 
J. Daniel Hartman Jr. 
E. Bruce Heilman 
Robison B. James 
Frances B. Key 
Robert A. MacDonald 
George M. Modlin 
Neale H . Mucklow 
William H. Myers 
Edward C. Peple 
W. Allan Powell 
0. William Rhodenhiser 
John R. Rilling 
Marion J. Stokes 
Robert M. Terry 
Richard W. Topham 
Charles H. Wheeler Ill 
C. Ray Wingrove 
Harold G. Wren 
EMERITI FACULTY MEMBERS 
Catherine Bell 
E. Wadsworth Gregory Jr. 
Woodford B. Hackley 
B.C. Holtzclaw 
Ralph C. McDanel 
Joseph C. Roberts 
Marguerite Roberts 
N. Wilford Skinner 
Robert F. Smart 
Pauline Turnbull 
Ellsworth Wi Its hi re 
STUDENT MEMBERS 
Thomas P. Archer 
Lewis P. Armstrong 
Dale F. Ashley 
Kathy G. Bailey 
David S. Baker 
Linda G. Bambacus 
Mary N. Blanton 
David W. Branch Jr. 
Harry W. Buchanan IV 
John A. Byrd Ill 
Nancy S. Carter 
Timothy A. Chenault 
Ellen G. Christian 
Deborah L. Copeland 
Joan E. Da Vanzo 
Sharen D. Enscore 
Solon D. Foster 
Diane E. Fraser 
Lockett W. Garnett 
Clarence W. Gowen Jr. 
Ellen S. Haden 
Karen R. Hutcheson 
Judith S. Kibiloski 
Edward B. Kidd 
Nancy C. King 
Willard A. King 
Nancy J. Matthias 
Frances E. May 
Margaret W. Morris 
Christine H. Murphy 
Carol A. Oakes 
Jean A. Panko 
Linda L. Phillips 
Rachel A. Renfro 
Andrea C. Ruck 
Pamela H. Sellers 
Martha J. Schoonover 
Elizabeth R. Shannon 
Sydney B. Sowell 
George N. Stokes 
Daniel M. Stuck 
Ellen T. Taylor 
Jarman W. Thigpen 
Ronald W. Thompson 
Malcolm R. West 
Anne E. Witt 
John F. Yancey Jr. 
Honoraries 77 


80 Freshmen 
Freshmen 
A new start - taking the campus by storm and 
finding that there are a thou sand things to know. 
Thoughts are pondered and practiced. Trick s and 
secrets are learned, habits are formed and crazy 
things are accomplished. Strange faces become 
familiar; familiar faces turn into friends. It's a 
once-in-a-lifetime year. 
Stephen Wade Adkins, RC 
Danie l S. Alexa nder, RC 
Randolph Webster 
Allensworth Ill , RC 
John Robert Amrien, RC 
Melanie Anderson, WC 
Maryan L. Armstrong, WC 
Craig Elliott Arnold, RC 
Nancy Luelle Ashby, WC 
Bonnie Jean Axtell, WC 
Ndthan Page Ball, RC 
V.A. Ball, WC 
Jane Elizabeth Bell, WC 
Lawrence Robert Bellam, RC 
Bruce Dixon Berbert, RC 
Margaret Elizabeth 
Bernhart, WC 
John D . Beveridge, RC 
Carolyn Bixiones, WC 
Alisa Hester Backburn, WC 
F. Belle Blake, WC 
Alan William Blevins, RC 
Kim 0. Boys, RC 
John Andrew Brabender, RC 
Susan Ann Bradshaw, WC 
Marilyn Rose Branch, WC 
Debra Ellen Brooke, WC 
Laure Porter Brophy, WC 
Mary Ann Brown , WC 
Robert E. Bruns, RC 
Marshall G. Bryant, RC 
Will iam Welton Burke, RC 
Ashby Jeffries Burton, RC 
George F. Bushnell, RC 
Lisa G. Butterfield , WC 
Allen Bynum, RC 
Timothy Will iam Callahan, RC 
Alexis Nicole Campbell , WC 
Freshmen 81 
Kathleen Ann Carlsson, WC 
Catherine Anne Carneal, WC 
Herb Carro, RC 
Anne Stewart Carter, WC 
William David Carter, RC 
Robin Marie Castagnino, WC 
Michael K. Caulkins, RC 
Cynthia Chance, WC 
Sally Ruth Chappell, WC 
Anne Mifflin Chiles, WC 
Christie Kirk Clarke, WC 
Debbie Dunn Clay, WC 
Mildred Loleta Coates, WC 
Charles Hunter Cockrell, RC 
Susan Ellen Cole, WC 
Donna L. Comer, WC 
Christopher Charles Conver, RC 
Richard Judson Cooke, RC 
Lyn-Anne Elizabeth Cornelius, WC 
Kimberly Ann Covington, WC 
82 Freshmen 
\ 
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James B. Cowan, RC 
Carol Jane Creasey, WC 
Carolyn Anne Currin, WC 
Tara A. Daly, WC 
Christopher F. Daniel, RC 
William Samuel Daniel, RC 
Susan A. Daniels, WC 
Wil liam Arthur Daou las, RC 
Elizabeth Louise Davis, WC 
Farley Davis, we 
Lynne Pendleton Deane, WC 
F. Amanda DeBusk, WC 
David Scott Delaney, Re 
Jane Parshall Denny , we 
James Otey Dic kenson, RC 
Denn is Patrick Dietrick , RC 
Frederick W. Donnelly , RC 
Brian Douglas Donovan, RC 
Frances Ann Doyle, WC 
Joseph Peter Drennan, RC 
Freshmen 83 
84 Freshmen 
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E.A. Duel ly, we 
Wi lliam Bryant Dulany, RC 
Jeffrey C. Early, RC 
David A. Ecbtine, RC 
D. Gregory Edel, RC 
Jan-Maloy Edwards, WC 
Inga Anna Eglitis, WC 
Edward Irving Eldredge, RC 
Genene Sparrow Elliott, WC 
Cynthia Lynn Ellis, WC 
L.L. Emory, RC 
Charles Edward Fancher, RC 
Carol A. Farino, WC 
Leigh Alison Fitchett, WC 
Harold A. Fleming, RC 
Evelyn Eleanore Fletcher 
WC 
Leslie Lynn Fisher, WC 
Elizabeth Lucille Ford, WC 
Donald Michael Fox, RC 
Gerald Q. Freeman, RC 
Mark R. French, RC 
Kim L. Frey, WC 
Karen Lee Fugate, WC 
Gregg Neal Gammon, RC 
J. Bradford Gardner, RC 
Jane Marie Garlington, WC 
Janet Lynne George, WC 
Robert Bruce Gill, RC 
Jeanne D. Gilmo re, WC 
Charles Wesley Giovannetti 
RC 
A. Stephanie Glakas, WC 
William Howa rd Goodman, RC 
Elizabeth Stribling Green 
WC 
Cathryn Melissa Grove, WC 
Mary Brooke Grove, WC 
Maria C. Guarisco, WC 
Arthur Edward Hald, RC 
Billy Hargroves, RC 
Pamela Dean Harrell, WC 
Susan Warren Harris, WC 
Freshmen 85 
Amy Louise Harvey , WC 
Sandra Jo Hasher, WC 
Gregory Scott Hatfield, RC 
Brian Patrick Hawkinson, RC 
Timothy James Haycox, RC 
Claire Hayes, WC 
William J. Hazzard, RC 
Gerre G. Head, WC 
Mark Andrew Hebdon, RC 
D.L. Heineman, WC 
Laurie Heishman, WC 
G. Gray Henley, RC 
Graham Scott Hetzer, RC 
George F. Hidalgo, RC 
Beth R. Hillegass, WC 
Linda G. Holmes, WC 
P.L. Hooper , WC 
Ann Patterson Holt, WC 
Charles C. Howell , RC 
Leonard Wayne Hughes, RC 
86 Freshmen 
Susan D. Hutchinson, WC 
John B. Ingersoll, RC 
Betty L. Isaacs, WC 
M. Ann Jackson, WC 
David Howard Jennings, RC 
William L. Johns, RC 
H. Dale Johnson, RC 
Linda A. Johnson, WC 
Allison Frances Jones, WC 
David Alan Jones, RC 
Robert Steven Jordan, RC 
William T. Jorgenson, RC 
Carla Eileen Joseph, WC 
Leslie Lillian Jureit, WC 
Leslie Anne Kamrad, WC 
Meera Abhaysingh Kapadia, WC 
Yale J. Kaplan, RC 
Barbara Marie Keeling, WC 
Suellen Anne Keever, WC 
Thomas Jefferson Kelley, RC 
Freshmen 87 
88 Freshmen 
Bruce Alan Kennedy, RC 
David Elliott Kent, RC 
Charles Ronald Kersh, RC 
Kimberly Anne Kettle, WC 
Stephen Wendell Key, RC 
Mary E. Kiley, WC 
Michael Stephen Killeen , RC 
Terry Hall Kingery, RC 
Walter R. Kitson, RC 
Nancy Elizabeth Kohler, WC 
Limo F. Kollum , RC 
Jane Leslie Krantz, WC 
Susan Jane Kravetz, WC 
Cynthia Rene Lane, WC 
Denise Marie Lavoie, WC 
Anne E. Lay, WC 
Elaine Ellen LeCraw, WC 
Frederick L. Lees, RC 
Cindy R. Leigh, WC 
Hank J. Llewellyn , RC 
Carey Marie LeSieur, WC 
Michael Wayne LeSueur, RC 
Nancy Ray Lewis, WC 
Roy Leong Ligh, RC 
L.N. Linas, WC 
Kirk H. Lind, RC 
Teresa Lipps, WC 
Francis Leon Lloyd, RC 
Sally Tabor Lloyd, WC 
Melissa Leigh Locher, WC 
Barry Edwin Long, RC 
Michael Steven Long, RC 
James Marton Mackey, RC 
Michele J. Madeksza, WC 
David W. Majo r, RC 
Walter C. Major, RC 
Joe J. Mancuso, RC 
Curtis Lewis Marsh, RC 
Carol E. Marshall, WC 
Helen C. Marshall, WC 
Freshmen 89 
Betsy Ann Mathews, WC 
Barron Black Martin, RC 
Conrad B. Mattox, RC 
Brian John McAvoy, RC 
Mary-Kay McClintock, WC 
Stephen Allen McConihey, RC 
Lee Anne McDonald, WC 
Meg McElligott , WC 
Anne Theresa McGee, WC 
Steven James McIntosh, RC 
Peter Lawrence McKenna, RC 
Robert Preston McKenney, RC 
Ellen Grace Mclaughlin, WC 
Stephen Lee McMaster, RC 
Melissa Merrill McWethy , WC 
Pat Mead, WC 
Brion Walter Midland , RC 
Karen Diane Miller, WC 
Harri lyn Dame Mills, WC 
K.M. Mills, WC 
90 Freshmen 
j 
Jane Rutledge Moon, WC 
Janet Elizabeth Moore, WC 
Pamela Hawley Moore, WC 
Bruce Carl Morris, RC 
William Tracy Morse, RC 
Robert Earnest Moss, RC 
Christopher Elliott Mullen , RC 
Beth H.K. Mulvihill, WC 
Cathy M. Murphy, WC 
Jennifer Ruth Murphey, WC 
John L. Nachman, RC 
Nancy A. Nassetta, WC 
Robert Thomas Nering, RC 
Donna Anne Nevin , WC 
Joel A. Nichols, RC 
Edward Perry Nininger, RC 
Patti Ann Nolan, WC 
Ross Willingham Norfleet, RC 
Celeste Renee Nuckols , WC 
David William Nugent, RC 
Freshmen 91 
92 Freshmen 
Jean Elizabeth Nunnally , WC 
John Albert Olsson, RC 
Charles Wayne Oppenheim, 
RC 
James Montgomery Orben , RC 
Robert Jerome Orrell, RC 
Anne E. Osborne, WC 
Margaret Ownby , WC 
Ann Cary Palmer, WC 
K.J. Panags, we 
Eleanor Eanes Patrick, WC 
George Raymond Payne, RC 
Donaleigh Perrine, WC 
Susan C. Philpotts, WC 
Patricia Ann Pope, WC 
H. Christie Prince, WC 
Bonnie Priscil la 
Proffitt, WC 
Cynthia Louise Puryear, WC 
Rae Ann Rasmussen, WC 
Robert Joseph Ravelli, RC 
Thomas Edward Reed, RC 
Daniel Garland Reynolds, RC 
Vicki L. Richardson, WC 
David Lee Roberts, RC 
David Werner Robertson, RC 
William Augustus Robins, RC 
Pauline Minta Robinson, WC 
Ann Marie Rutledge, WC 
Robin Christopher Ryan, RC 
Alan Earnest Sadler, RC 
Deborah Jo Samples, WC 
Ellen Elizabeth Sanford, WC 
Ellen Clark Santilli, WC 
Rachel Williams Saunders, WC 
Peter Montgomery Sauvain, RC 
Don Wilbur Sawyer, RC 
Walter E. Saxon, RC 
Nancy Lynn Schroeder, WC 
James Carlton Seekford, RC 
Kimberlie Lynn Sheffield, WC 
Freshmen 93 
Craig Shoemaker, RC 
Susan Bowles Shumate, WC 
James R. Sipe, RC 
Robert Lynn Skinner, RC 
Jacqueline Joyce Smarge, WC 
Mark Hefley Smith, RC 
William Wayland Smith, RC 
Maura Anne Soden, WC 
Frank Howard Southall , RC 
Tricia Fitzgerald Spratt, WC 
Richard Edward Starke, RC 
Carolyn Reynolds Steere, WC 
Steve Robert Steigleder, RC 
Daniel Keith Stevenson, RC 
Teri Stevenson, WC 
Paige Diane Stull, WC 
John Lawrence Sullivan, RC 
Martha Bancer Sulzycki, WC 
David Ellis Sutton, RC 
Lynne Ann Sweet, WC 
94 Freshmen 
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Thomas Kelley Swett, RC 
Richard Michael Tallerico, RC 
Frances Sanders Taylor, WC 
Patricia Lynn Taylor, WC 
Jeffrey Lane Thomas, RC 
Robert Littleton Thompson, RC 
Janice R. Thrall, WC 
Robert Newman Toms, RC 
Donald Willard Trenary, RC 
John Edward Troxel, RC 
Janet Rose Tuck, WC 
N. Katherine Tucker, WC 
Gayle Patrice Turnamian, WC 
Richard Charles Turner, RC 
Janet Grace Upshaw, WC 
Karen H. Vaughan, WC 
Robert A. Vecchiolla, RC 
Pamela Holloman Vick, WC 
Robert Martin Vogt, RC 
Betsy A. Wacker, WC 
Freshmen 95 
96 Freshmen 
Suzanne Ilene Wagstaff, WC 
Akiko Wakabayashi, we 
Katherine Grace Walker, WC 
Teresa Gail Watt, we 
C.E. Webb, we 
Randall Gary Weeks, RC 
Cynthia Marie Weidler, WC 
Martha Gorman White , WC 
Grace Christian Wilkinson 
we 
R.E. Willey, we 
Nancy Elizabeth Williams 
WC 
M. Carter Wilson , WC 
Patricia Jeanne Woodside, WC 
Patricia Carmines Wormon , WC 
Barbara Louise Wyrick, WC 
•· 
Eric Steven Yaffe, RC 
Kip Patrick Young, RC 
Richard Arden Young, RC 
Sarah Youngblood, WC 
Scott Edward Zinkham, RC 
Kenneth J. Alcott, RC 
Kent Douglas Alley, RC 
Barry William Allman, RC 
Jessie Elizabeth Amos, WC 
Nancy K. Anderson, WC 
Ervin E. Anthony, RC 
Bee Baggett, RC 
Robert Roy Baker, RC 
Debra Ann Bareford, WC 
John V. Barnes, RC 
Sophomores 
An altered status - return ing after the summer 
to greet the people who' II be friends forever. No 
more the protected and looked-after freshmen . 
There have been gains in nearly everything: 
friendships, knowledge, insight s, confidence. 
Halfway through and wondering what the second 
half will be like . 
Jean Little Baskervi I le, WC 
Dianna Louise Baumann, WC 
Mark Robert Begiebing, RC 
Ann Bennighof, WC 
Liz Bigler, WC 
Nancy Blackwell, WC 
Sophomores 97 
Debbie Blankenship, WC 
Mary S. Blanton, WC 
Donald Carl Blessing, RC 
Brenda P. Boggs, WC 
William Campbell Bradford, RC 
Donald Wayne Bragg, RC 
B.R. Brimm, WC 
Delena J. Browder, WC 
William Joseph Buhrman, RC 
Richard Lawrence Burka, RC 
Robin Gregg Butler, WC 
Stuart Elliott Butler, RC 
Douglas Darrell Callaway, RC 
Kathleen Hunt Calnan, WC 
Deborah Wray Campbell, WC 
Patricia L. Carpenter, WC 
Mark Kevin Carsley, RC 
Jane Barbour Carvil, WC 
Thurman Sweeney Cash, RC 
Barbara J. Chamberlin, WC 
98 Sophomores 
Judy L. Chin, WC 
Allen C. Clements, RC 
Paul Kevin Clements, RC 
Robert Edward Clement, RC 
Langley Barbara Cline, WC 
Cynthia P. Cobbs, WC 
James Chandler Coggins, RC 
W.P. Cole, RC 
W. Stephen Coleman, RC 
Richard J. Conroy, RC 
Diane Lee Cooler , WC 
William Caldwel Coursey, RC 
Robert Edward Cox, RC 
Anne Elizabeth Creasy, WC 
Kappy Crews, WC 
Mark Wayne Cummins, RC 
Suzanne Darling, WC 
Richard Randall Daugherty, RC 
Halbert Eugene Davis, RC 
Catherine F. Day, WC 
Sophomores 99 
Betsy Todd Delk, WC 
David H. Demo, RC 
Justin Cecilia Derieux, WC 
Ann Marie Dickenson, WC 
John Neasmith Dickinson , RC 
100 Sophomores 
Timothy Joseph Dietrick , RC 
Patricia L. Doeller, WC 
Timothy Jerome Dolan, RC 
Catherine Ritchie Dorrier, WC 
June C. Duncan , WC 
Edward Lightfoot Dunford, RC 
Christopher C. Earhart, RC 
M. Jayne Edwards, WC 
Stephen Maxey Ellett, RC 
Franklin Roswell 
El lsworth, RC 
Powel l Shannon Elswick, RC 
Mary Gail Evans, WC 
Julie Katheryn Fegley, WC 
Marienne Irene Fekete, WC 
Steve D. Ferguson RC 
Shelley Marie Flippen, WC 
Richard Phillip Fowler, RC 
Robert Stephen Fowler, RC 
B.N. Frank, RC 
Jeffrey L. Franklin, RC 
.~",.•~-.. . 
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Jocelyn Mattie Gara, WC 
Frank James Garito, RC 
Marsha C. Garnett, WC 
Jackson Eldridge Gaylord, RC 
Lester L. George, RC 
Harry Charles Gill , RC 
Dan Bruner Gillette, RC 
Elaine Gilmore , WC 
Sally Bishop Gilmore, WC 
Jon M ichael Gitelson, RC 
Judith M. Glassisk, we 
Julie Goldich , we 
E.R. Goode, RC 
Andrew M. Goodman, RC 
William Granvil le 
Goodman , RC 
Sophomo res 101 
Kathryn Anne Gordy, WC 
Pat Gorey, WC 
David Kall Gerwitz, RC 
David Hayes Gouger, RC 
Dianne Graham, WC 
Alvin Greenwalt, RC 
Mitzi Lee Gregory, WC 
Robin Ann Griggs, WC 
Merlin Thomas Grim, RC 
Shelia Grizzard, WC 
Mark Griffin Guedri, RC 
James W. Gustin, RC 
Mary Flo Guynn, WC 
George Paul Gwaltney, RC 
Mark Alan Hammock, RC 
William Edward Harper, RC 
Rayford L. Harris, RC 
Charles Elmo Hastings, RC 
Jill Hanau, we 
Amos W. Healy, RC 
1 02 Sophomores 
Mary Lynne Hearring, WC 
John P. Higgins, RC 
Major M. Hillard , RC 
James Will is Hilldrup, RC 
David Bruce Hilling , RC 
Debbie H. Hinton , WC 
Michael Alan Hoffman, RC 
Robert Shell Hopkins, RC 
Robert N. Hoskins, RC 
Thomas Lee Hotchkiss, RC 
Elizabeth Lynne Hummel, WC 
Robert Flynn Humphrey, RC 
Philip A. Huss, RC 
Beverly Hutcherson, WC 
Susan Moore Hutchins, WC 
Nancy Lea Hyer, WC 
John Archer Irby, RC 
Ann Jackson, WC 
Cynthia Ann Jacobs, WC 
Curtis Al len Jester, RC 
Sophomo res 103 
Ginger Faith Johnson, WC 
C. Craig Jones, RC 
Mary Paige Jordan, WC 
Peter M. Karker, RC 
Daryl Bruce Keeling, RC 
104 Sophomores 
Corby Keener, WC 
Peggy Kent, WC 
Kathy Kessler, WC 
Jonathan Will iam Kimmel, RC 
Claudia Kolb, we 
Keith Wi lson Kopecky, RC 
Thomas Michael Kroupa, RC 
Susan Elizabeth Lang, WC 
Kathy Dale Lantz, WC 
Anne Archbell Larkin, WC 
Stephanie Parker Lawrence 
we 
James Chinn Lee, RC 
Betty Gilliam Leonard, WC 
Douglas Paul Lewis, RC 
Kathryn Healea Lewis, WC 
E. Roxanne Lindsey, WC 
Patricia Snow Little, WC 
Gina Sue Lyons, WC 
Richard Allen Macllwaine 
RC 
Mary Lucy Markham, WC 
Anne Robin Marsh, WC 
Mary Elizabeth Masencup, WC 
Richard Davis Mattox , RC 
Harold Keith Mawyer, RC 
Cynthia Louise Mayfield 
WC 
Terri Kay McCabe, WC 
Robert Willis McClintock 
RC 
George Beverly McClure, RC 
Cathy Ann McDonough, WC 
Susan Marie McGlade, WC 
Michael Anthony McGraw , RC 
Ann Kathleen Mclaughlin, WC 
Robert Whealton McWilliams 
RC 
Michael Kenneth Metzger, RC 
Brenda Gayle Miller , WC 
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Christina Lee Mitchell , WC 
Sharon E. Nance, WC 
Marianne Nelms, WC 
Ronald C. Nelson, RC 
Nancy Keller Newlon, WC 
David H. Newton, RC 
Paula K. Newton , WC 
John Gallagher O'Reggan, RC 
M. Shannon Oster, WC 
Charles Alexander Otstot, RC 
Mark Richard Ovenden , RC 
Ray Ozyjowski , RC 
Francis Wayne Palmer, RC 
Harry Thomas Parker, RC 
Steven Gray Parker, RC 
Larry G. Pearson, RC 
Charles Lewis Peeples, RC 
Robert Barnes Pemberton, RC 
Melinda Jarrell Pentz, WC 
Susan Denise Peoples, WC 
106 Sophomores 
George Kevin Perdue, RC 
Michelle Lynn Petko, WC 
Patrick Paul Phillip s, RC 
Sharon Ann Picard, WC 
Rhonda Jean Poindexter , WC 
Robin Lee Powell, WC 
Norman Zane Power, RC 
Kenneth Lee Powers, RC 
Jack Fletcher Price, RC 
Tom Dave Primavera, RC 
Zoe Anne Pritchett , WC 
Douglas Ramsey Quaintance, RC 
Beth Rector, WC 
Charles Edward Reynolds, RC 
Jeanne E. Reynolds, WC 
Tamara Richey, WC 
Sandra Renee Richmo n, WC 
F. Carson Riley, RC 
Raymond Lee Robertson, RC 
Lynn White Robinson, WC 
Sophomores 107 
Connie Lynn Rodriguez, WC 
Debra Cornell Rogers, WC 
Janet Stewart Rogers, WC 
Anthony John Sancilio, RC 
Kathryn W. Saupe, WC 
108 Sophomores 
Katherine Streett 
Scarborough, WC 
Mary Jane Schad, WC 
Sally Linda Schlegel, WC 
Thomas Schrinel, RC 
Alan Webb Schwartz, RC 
Bettye P. Scott, WC 
Robert Dale Seabolt, RC 
Wallace Bennett·Shaw, RC 
Joanne Carner Shea, WC 
Nathaniel Sherman, RC 
Virgie Claretha Simmons, WC 
Peter Allen Skarzynski, RC 
William A. Slater, RC 
Evelyn Elizabeth Small, WC 
Russell C. Smelley, RC 
Francis Thomas Smiley, RC 
Carolyn P. Smith, WC 
George Henry Smith, RC 
Russell M. Snead, RC 
Mark C. Standridge, RC 
Gary Eugene Steele, RC 
Thomas Edward Stenzel, RC 
Jill Denise Stewart, WC 
Laura Pennington Stewart 
WC 
Susan Carol Stewart, WC 
Mary Beth Swartwout , WC 
William Thor Temple , RC 
Elizabeth Lee Thomas, WC 
Kimberlee Katherine Thomas 
WC 
Ned Randolph Thomas, RC 
Donna Elise Tiedemann , WC 
John E. Tober, RC 
David Freeman Tobin, RC 
James Watkins Tucker, RC 
Jay Tull, RC 
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Anne Garland Tullidge, WC 
Mark Grove Turner, RC 
R.C. Turner, RC 
John C. Tuttle, RC 
James John Vogler, RC 
Pamela Faye Vogt, WC 
Joan S. Walton, WC 
Wyatt Henry Walton, RC 
Timothy Alton Washburn, RC 
Phillip Gray Watlington, RC 
Pam Watson, WC 
Marie Welch, WC 
Timothy Wallace Weir, RC 
Katherine Marie Well house, WC 
David Allan Werle, RC 
Jane Elizabeth Wheeler, WC 
110 Sophomores 
Stephen H. White, RC 
Sylvia Maria White, WC 
David Bruce Whitfield, RC 
John A. Witt, RC 
Loyd Ashton Wolfley, RC 
Korrel Woody , WC 
David Eugene Woolard , RC 
James Harold Wren, RC 
Helen Louise Wright , WC 
Deanie Wiley , we 
Barbara Tyler Williams , WC 
Robert Clark Wells, RC 
Robin Lynn Wi lson, WC 
Sophomores 111 
112 Juniors 
Juniors 
A secure position - beginning to take on the 
roles of leadership; emerging as knowledgeable 
authorit ies. Coming into their own. Lifetime deci-
sions are made. A helping hand is offered - to 
freshmen and to each other. The circle of acquain-
tances widens. There is more to do than ever be-
fore. A year of recognition. 
Paula Gaye Adams, we 
Steve Akridge, SBA 
Michael Bennett Amowitz, RC 
Marcia T. Andrews, WC 
Dale Frank Ashley, RC 
John Emory Atkinson, RC 
Steven Ray Baker 
Charles Allen Baldwin , RC 
Earle McKenzie Bane, RC 
Mark Cameron Barr, RC 
George Alvin Binns, SBA 
Stephen James Binns, RC 
Jody S. Bishop, WC 
Susi Ann Black, WC 
Kathy Boepple, WC 
Ginny Boswinkle, WC 
Jeffery Alan Boteler, RC 
Stephen R. Botti, SBA 
Susan J. Bow, WC 
Gerald Alvin Bowman, RC 
Karen Lee Bowman, WC 
.../ . 
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Herbert Reed Boyd, RC 
Marcia Roberta Bracy, WC 
Ralph Reginald Brann, SBA 
James Tyron Braswell , RC 
Robert Preston Brooks, SBA 
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Patricia D. Brown, WC 
Katherine LeRaye Bunn, WC 
Ne lson Osborn Bunn, SBA 
Dotti Anne Burke, WC 
Joseph Edgar Burrough, RC 
Larry Francis Burnett, SBA 
Stephen George Burnett, RC 
Carol Byrd, WC 
Carolyn Sue Caine, SBA 
Timothy Dingwa ll Cairney 
RC 
Juniors 113 
Benton Kincaid Campbell, SBA 
David Bradford Campbell, SBA 
Gail Theresa Caravella, WC 
David Whitney Caulkins, RC 
Thomas Levi Chavis, RC 
Charles Alan Chudoba, RC 
John Wallace Clarke, RC 
Rebecca Clarke, WC 
Steven Anthony Colvin, RC 
Myra Conner, SBA 
Lynn C. Conver, RC 
Duncan Gilbert Cooke, SBA 
Rhonda Susan Coor, SBA 
Margaret Emily Coppedge, WC 
Beth Coram, SBA 
Frederick Gordon Cousins, SBA 
Christopher Eyre Covington, SBA 
Stephen T. Crescioli, SBA 
Charles White Cummings, RC 
M.W. Cummins, RC 
114 Juniors 
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Bankhead Thornton Davies, RC 
Daniel Ray Davis, RC 
Forrest Mallory Davis, RC 
Randy W. Dawson, RC 
Lloyd Whitley Day, SBA 
Mary Anne Deane, WC 
Kenneth L. DeHaven, SBA 
Richard Dale Dennin g, RC 
Teresa Eugenia Diaz, WC 
Paula K. Dillard, WC 
Elizabeth Anne Doane, WC 
David James Docherty , RC 
James Burton Doggette, RC 
Don Ezel l Dugger. SBA 
George E. DuVal, RC 
Deborah C. Early, W C 
Helene Kirkpatrick Eason, SBA 
Nancy L. Edwards, WC 
Adrienne L. Eichberg, WC 
Helen Kay Ellsworth, WC 
Juniors 115 
116 Juniors 
Jill A. Eschenbach, we 
Thomas Clyde Evelyn, SBA 
Jonathan Patrick Fegley, RC 
Susan J. Ferguson, WC 
Karen Shelley Fish, WC 
Auburn Wayne Fisher, SBA 
Albert Hall Francis, RC 
Harold Raymond Francis, RC 
Hunter Clifton Francis, RC 
Robert Charles Franklin, SBA 
Marcia Jean French, WC 
John Howard Garber, RC 
Leigh W. Garnett, WC 
Lockett Wootton Garnett, RC 
Robert Stephen Gates, RC 
Elizabeth Carol Gay, WC 
Ellis Parsons George, RC 
Ruthanne Miller 
Giammittorio, WC 
James Davis Gibbs, RC 
Kathryn Jean Gillie, SBA 
John Bertram Gillis, RC 
Brian John Grady, SBA 
Howard Lynn Granger, SBA 
Ma rgaret A. Green, WC 
Kathy A. Gregory, WC 
Holly Gronn, WC 
Thomas Robert Guest, SBA 
Jean Elizabeth Hagood, WC 
Dennis Edward Hall, SBA 
Hilda Anne Hankins, WC 
David Keith Harbaugh , SBA 
Jonathan Scott Harding, RC 
Stuart Douglas Harmon, SBA 
Brooks E. Hatch, RC 
Michael Brandon Hawkes, RC 
Debra Elizabeth Hawkins, WC 
Frederick Pierce Hayman, RC 
Charlotte Joyce Heck, WC 
Terry L. Heilman, SBA 
William Judson Hendricks, RC 
Juniors 117 
Adrienne Anne Henry, WC 
Mark S. Henry, RC 
Timothy Parker Henry, SBA 
Leonard Pierce Hester, RC 
Rudolph George Hetzer , RC 
Thomas Daniel Hickey, SBA 
Bruce Higginbotham, WC 
Deborah Ann Hino, WC 
Emily H. Hopkins, we 
Karen Elaine Horne, WC 
Edward M. Horwitz, RC 
William A. Howard, RC 
Thomas Warren Hughes, RC 
Ruth Allen Hurley, WC 
John William Inge, SBA 
Susan Kathleen Irwin , WC 
William Ready Ivey, RC 
Scott Hardwicke Jackson, RC 
Mary Victoria James, WC 
Joseph Robert Johnson, RC 
118 Juniors 
Thomas Berkley Johnson, RC 
Steve Allen Jones, SBA 
William Garnett Jones, RC 
Doug las Mercer Joyner, SBA 
Debra Ann Julian, WC 
Cindy Kaye, WC 
David Paul Keener, SBA 
J. Jefferson Keever, RC 
Kitty Kelly , WC 
Howard Frederic Kempsell , RC 
Cassie M. Kennedy, WC 
Stephen Jeffery Kessler, SBA 
Judith Stofko Kibiloski, WC 
Charles C. Kidd, SBA 
Charles Fisher Kingery, RC 
Nancy Elizabeth Kirkland , WC 
Franklin Erwin Koblischke , SBA 
Barry Lynn Kreisa, RC 
Mary Susan Ladd, WC 
Godfrey Eugene Lake, SBA 
Juniors 119 
120 Juniors 
John Goodman Lantor, SBA 
Nancy Lee Larimore, SBA 
Thomas E. Launder, RC 
Robert Lee Leach, RC 
Carol Lee, WC 
Daniel Seth Levine, SBA 
Roy L. Lewis, RC 
Rebecca Lee Liggan, WC 
Cynthia Lee Lind, WC 
Cindy Short Littleton, WC 
Sharon Anderson Lloyd , WC 
Bill Wayne Lockhart , RC 
Elizabeth Anne Locklier, WC 
Margaret Inge Lum, WC 
Cathy Magee, we 
Thomas E. Maire, RC 
Robert Shawn Majette, RC 
David M. Maloney, RC 
Alan Craig Map les, RC 
John Daniel Marsh, RC 
Brian Marth , SBA 
Pamela Clardy Marston, WC 
W. Keith Martin, RC 
Will iam B. Massey, RC 
Kathleen Anne Mc Bride, SBA 
Stephen Vincent 
Mccardell, SBA 
Joan Pruitt McFall, WC 
John Coulbourn Mclemore , SBA 
Brenda McNutt, SBA 
Pamela Sue Merritt, WC 
Wayne Richard Miles, RC 
Susan Huske Moomaw , SBA 
Linda Moore, WC 
Stephen Thomas Murphy , RC 
Edwin Bracey Nash, SBA 
Kem Nelson, RC 
David Lewis Nicke l, RC 
Dean McNair Nicho ls, SBA 
Jeffery M. Nolen , RC 
James F. O'Donnell, RC 
Juniors 121 
Kenneth Wayne Paciocco, RC 
Gloria E. Palmer, WC 
Tenita J. Palmer, WC 
Anna Elizabeth Partain, WC 
Lucinda Marie Peake, WC 
Diane Wright Phillips , we 
Liza Pitzer, WC 
Jonathan Hughett Poston, RC 
Robert McLean Potter, SBA 
Jeffery A. Powell, RC 
Tom P. Powell, RC 
Robert Allan Prehn, RC 
Hubert Hudson Price, RC 
Anita Curtis Proferes, WC 
Jean Oakley Pulley, WC 
Peter Brien Purkrabek, SBA 
James Scott Quarforth , SBA 
Mira Radivojevic , WC 
Craig Lee Rascoe, SBA 
Deborah Louise Rawls, WC 
122 Juniors 
James P. Register, SBA 
Sarah Lucy Rex, WC 
Bonnie Louise Ritchie , WC 
Steve Weldon Rose, RC 
Stephen Hollyday Rosser, RC 
Mark Fredrick Rowley, RC 
Gilbert Mark Royston, SBA 
William M. Ryland, RC 
Dru Samples, WC 
Charles M. Saunders, RC 
Jeffrey Oakes Saufley, SBA 
David Warren Savold, RC 
Kevin G. Scanl,in, RC 
David John Scrimshaw, RC 
James S. Sease, RC 
Stephen Maloney Seeger, RC 
Martha H. Shackelford , SBA 
Julia Wickham Shannon, WC 
Debra Jane Skaggs, WC 
Barry Reginald Slagle, RC 
Juniors 123 
124 Juniors 
Paul Richard Smiley , RC 
Marvin Lee Smith, SBA 
Mallon Andrew Snyder , SBA 
Richard C. Snyder , RC 
A l Southall , RC 
Sophista Katherine Starnes 
WC 
Wanda V. Starke, WC 
Ned Stephenson , RC 
Sidne Ann Stockman , WC 
Susan Goodwyn Stone, WC 
Douglas Dillon Taylor, RC 
Lee Tay lor, RC 
Deborah Jean Terry, WC 
George Milton Thomas, SBA 
Robert Jackson Thomasson 
SBA 
Ann H. Thompson, WC 
Marie Therese Tiedemann, WC 
T.A. Todd, RC 
Robert Charles Tramonte, RC 
W il liam Temple Trimmer , RC 
Thomas J. Tuck , RC 
James Marcus Tucker, RC 
David Lawrence Turner, SBA 
Claudia Elaine Tyner, SBA 
Robert Wayne Tyree, SBA 
I 
'-.. 
Michael Kerry Usher, RC 
Jeanne Marie VanDivender 
WC 
Richard Emory Vaughan, SBA 
Clinton Edward Vincent , RC 
Steven Keith Von Canon, RC 
Lloyd Edward Voneiff, SBA 
Patrick Lynn Waguespack, RC 
James L. Walker , RC 
Robert Kenneth Walker, SBA 
Jane Claire Walton , WC 
Debra Gay Ward, WC 
Lynn N. Welton, WC 
Charles Michael West, RC 
David Roland White, RC 
Gordon Scott White, SBA 
Juniors 125 
Dirk White Widdowson, RC 
John Mi chael Wilkin s, RC 
Dona ld Carey Williams, SBA 
Allen Wesley Wills, SBA 
Ann Moyer Wilson, SBA 
Joan C. Wilson, WC 
John Branton Wilson, RC 
Everett 0. W inn, SBA 
William L. Winston, RC 
Donna Joan Wirshup, WC 
Tommie Lee Wirt, WC 
Elizabeth Ann Woods, WC 
Sly Marshall Wright, RC 
James Francis Wya tt, SBA 
Lenora Sevanne Younger , SBA 
Carlton Mayo Yowel l, SBA 
126 Junio rs 
Robin Jane Adair, WC 
George Mark Ailsworth, RC 
Rodney David Allen, RC 
Marilyn Elizabeth Alley, WC 
Cathy Jane Anderson, SBA 
Donna Kay Anderson, WC 
Kenneth Arthur Andrews, RC 
Frank R. Aronica, RC 
Seniors 
A short long stay - it only just started and it's 
finished already. The oldest, they know their way 
around. It becomes hard to put into words what 
kind of person you are now. It becomes easy to 
recollect all of the stored-up memories. Glancing 
backward some, but mainly looking ahead to the 
beginning of another adventure. "I can't believe 
it's over." 
Richard Thomas Atkins, SBA 
John William Attkisson, RC 
Anthony David Bailey, RC 
Kathy Gail Bailey, WC 
Seniors 127 
Robert Tyler Bailey, RC 
David Shepherd Baker, RC 
Roger Beal Ball, SBA 
Betty Ann Baptist, WC 
128 Seniors 
Margaret Louise Barfoot, SBA 
Richard Noble Barnes, SBA 
Thomas Alfred Bass, Jr., SBA 
Jon D. Becker, RC 
James Cameron Bell, SBA 
Michael Joseph Bender, RC 
Brian Edward Berger, RC 
Donna Jean Berry, SBA 
Carl Franklin Bess, Jr., RC 
James Lee Bias, RC 
Diana Elaine Blackburn, WC 
Paul Terry Blackhurst, SBA 
Anne Theresa Blakey, WC 
James Smith Blakenbaker, SBA 
Deborah Kay Blakenship, SBA 
Gary Gill Blakenship, RC 
Mary Nell Blanton, WC 
Peter Douglas Blunt, RC 
James Cannon Bonniwel l, RC 
Thomas Sidney Bonniwell, Jr., RC 
David Earl Basher, SBA 
Stephen James Boyd, RC 
Roger Dale Brockwell, SBA 
Vicki Denise Brodie, WC 
Jon Benjamin Bronner, SBA 
Seniors 129 
Lisa Bryan, WC 
Harry Winters Buchanan IV, RC 
130 Seniors 
Susie Warren Buhrman, WC 
Mart in Vander Burks Ill, RC 
William lewis Burns, Jr. 
RC 
John Lloyd Butterfield, RC 
Nancy May Campbell, WC 
William Joseph Campbell, RC 
John Paul Carman, RC 
David Wayne Carper, RC 
William Kirby Carrington, RC 
James Reed Carter, SBA 
Nancy Sue Carter, WC 
David Clyde Castlebury, RC 
Charlotte Marie Chapman, WC 
Timothy A. Chenault, RC 
Thomas Johnson Childress, SBA 
Mary G. Chin, WC 
Carol Ann Chittum, WC · 
Ellen Gentry Christian, WC 
Joseph Aaron Christopher , RC 
Sandra Lee Clarke, WC 
Donald Eugene Clem, SBA 
Paul Steven Cline, RC 
Robert Wayne Clymer , RC 
Peter Hewl ey Coley, SBA 
Judy Carlton Conley, WC 
Gary Vance Cooke, RC 
Deborah Lynn Copeland, WC 
Dennis Lee Coppedge, SBA 
132 Seniors 
Stuart Jeffrey Cardish, RC 
Malcolm Spencer Covington, RC 
Howard Brook Craddock, SBA 
Cynthia Barbara Creasy, WC 
Robert Mason Crispin, SBA 
Thomas Jackson Crooks, RC 
Brandon Dale Cross, RC 
Cecil Bernard Cross, RC 
Gary Neal Dahlquist, SBA 
Robert Thomas Dail, SBA 
Rita Annabe l le Daley, WC 
Stanley Dawson Dameron, RC 
Lai Huu Dang, SBA 
William Harold Daniel, SBA 
Joan E. Davanzo, WC 
Pamela Dawn Davis, WC 
Virginia Ann Davis, WC 
Edward A. Day, SBA 
Susan Kay Deacon, WC 
Deborah Rae Dean, WC 
I 
Peter Daniel DeBoer , Jr., RC 
Anne Rose Dern, WC 
Kenneth Lyle Dickinson , SBA 
Wi lliam Smith Dodd 111, SBA 
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Seniors 133 
George Webb Dodge, RC 
Bertram Felix Dodson, SBA 
Douglas Barry Dodson, SBA 
Henry Harold Dorton, Jr., RC 
134 Seniors 
Nancy N. Dow, WC 
Debra Louise Drumheller, WC 
Gregory Lee Duncan, RC 
Michael Logan Dunkley, RC 
Helen Page DuVal, WC 
Kevin Dyer, RC 
Roger Eugene Early, RC 
Christopher C. Easter, RC 
Leslie Richard Eaton, RC 
LeRoy John Edwards, SBA 
Robert I. Efird, RC 
Thomas Cook Ellis, SBA 
Virginia Howell Elmer, WC 
Jan Staley Ennis, SBA 
Clave! Tyrus Eubank Ill, SBA 
Frederick James Fann, RC 
Alan Timothy Felton, SBA 
Jeffrey V. Ferlazzo, SBA 
Elizabeth Loftin Fidler, WC 
Brian Thomas Fischer, SBA 
John McKee Fish, RC 
Donald Thomas Flippin , SBA 
Jerry Bruce Flowers, SBA 
Seniors 135 
Paul Ashby Foltz, Jr., RC 
Marsha Ann Ford, WC 
136 Seniors 
Dave Howard Fore, RC 
Pamela Proffitt Fowler, WC 
Agnes Loretta Fox, WC 
Ray J. Frantz, RC 
Diane Elizabeth Fraser, WC 
Hugh Erskine Fraser 111, RC 
Joseph David Freiburger, SBA 
Bruce Douglas French, SBA 
Alan Steven Friedman, RC 
Richard J. Gardner, RC 
Douglas Carlton Garrett, RC 
Steven Gerometta, RC 
Janice Gale Giddings , SBA 
James Robert Gillette , RC 
Lynn Goodwyn Gillette, RC 
Ann Rhodes G iovannetti, WC 
Donald G. Gleasner, Jr., RC 
Stephen E. Gordon , RC 
Thomas Leslie Gordon , SBA 
Clarence William Gowen , Jr., RC 
Bruce Burnside Gray, SBA 
John R. Greer, RC 
John Francis Gusich , RC 
Ellen Sue Haden , WC 
Craig Douglas Hadley , SBA 
Daniel E. Haggett, RC 
Seniors 137 
138 Seniors 
Margaret Susan Hagood, WC 
Carolyn Barton Hall, WC 
Gary Ross Hall, SBA 
Keith B. Hall, RC 
Lynn Carson Hansucker, WC 
Bernard Louis Harlow, Jr.,RC 
Julia Hughes Harper, WC 
Deborah Lee Harrison, WC 
Chester Marvin Hart, Jr. SBA 
Suzanne Eden Heffner, WC 
Fran L. Henderson, WC 
Earl L. Henley, SBA 
William Thomas Higgins, RC 
Wayne Porter Hill, SBA 
Richard Austin Hobson , RC 
Joseph Wilber Hollis , SBA 
Robert Wintz Horuff , SBA 
William John Hotchkiss , Jr., RC 
Lynn Anderson Hughes, Jr., SBA 
Barbara Catherine Hunnicutt, WC 
Walter Kenneth Hunt 111, SBA 
Seniors 139 
140 Seniors 
Kevin Leigh Hutchinson, RC 
Fayette Randolph Irby, SBA 
Andrew David lwanik, RC 
Carroll Downing Hurst, SBA 
Karen Ruth Hutcheson, WC 
Barry Eugene Jackson, SBA 
Gary Richard Jackson, RC 
lraj Jalai, SBA 
Elton Blaine Jenkins, RC 
Bruce Bennett Keeney, RC 
John D. Keitonic , RC 
Donald H. Kelly, RC 
Gary Wayne Kelly, RC 
Henry Gibbs Johnson, Jr., SBA 
R.E. Johnson, RC 
Lewis Cass Jones Il l, RC 
L.T. Jones, RC 
Stephen Brian Jones, SBA 
William Joseph Kannan, SBA 
Sharon Ruth Keyser, SBA 
James C. Khoury, RC 
Melissa Lynn Kidwell, WC 
Seun Hi Kirn, WC 
Senio rs 141 
Willard Allen King, RC 
Mary Catherine Kirchman, WC 
Fleet Watson Kirk, RC 
Burton Lewis Kraft, RC 
142 Seniors 
Thomas Peter Kuspis, RC 
David Glen Landess, RC 
James Robert Landrigan, RC 
John Garber Lee, RC 
Benn Harvy Legum, RC 
Marcia Rhea Lehman, WC 
Robert G. Lehman, SBA 
John T. Leitch, SBA 
Debra Susan Lewis, WC 
Linda Lee Lickerman, WC 
James L. Lieberman, RC 
Mary Jane Loizou, WC 
Cynthia Anne Lowe, WC 
Michael Eric Lubin, RC 
Kenneth Alan Luer, RC 
Susan Ellen Lum, WC 
Carolyn Lee Luttrell, WC 
Peter George Macheras, SBA 
Robert Earl MacPherson, SBA 
Russell L. Madison , SBA 
• 
Rebecca Jayne Major , WC 
Robert Wesley Manry , SBA 
Nancy Hurt Manson, WC 
William Benjamin Marilla ; RC 
Senio rs 143 
Charles Agee Marshall, RC 
Ann Fleming Martens, WC 
Robert Ramsey Martin, Jr., RC 
William Thomas Martin, SBA 
144 Seniors 
Lawrence Grant Mathews, RC 
Nancy Jeanne Matthias, WC 
Elizabeth May, WC 
David Lawrence Mays, SBA 
Catherine Elizabeth 
McCarthy, WC 
Mary Ann McCary, WC 
Thomas Emory McClain, Jr. RC 
Douglas Carlton McCorkle, RC 
My ra Jerone McCrickard, WC 
Linda Anne McKee!, WC 
Frank Lancaster McLean, SBA 
Michael Dean McOsker, RC 
Michael Maurice Meade, SBA 
Eleanor Exum Meek, WC 
Michael Dickie Midkiff, RC 
Arsen Arthur Miranian, Jr., SBA 
Beverly Robinson Mitchell, WC 
Elizabeth Ann Mitchell, WC 
Reginald Davis 
Mitchell, Jr., RC 
Harriet Anne Moncure, WC 
James Harrison Monk, SBA 
Seniors 145 
James William Moore Ill, RC 
Darnell Jerome Morris, SBA 
Margaret Wardlaw Morris, WC 
George Ernest Mowbray 111, SBA 
Ralph Wi lliam Taylor Munrow, RC 
Christine Housen Murphy, WC 
Frederick Theodore Naschold, SBA 
Stuart Bennett Neale, SBA 
Joel Woodrow Nuckols Ill, RC 
Carol Anne Oakes, WC 
James Howard O'Brian 111, SBA 
Robert Gervas Opdycke, RC 
146 Seniors 
Alan Leon Oppenheimer, SBA 
Leslie Morton Osborn, RC 
Michael Wayne Pace, RC 
Donald Edward Padgett, SBA 
Kristine M. Paige, SBA 
Jean Anne Panko, WC 
Richard Norman Partin, SBA 
Dwight Davis Paschall, RC 
Robert Cleveland Parker, Jr., RC 
Thomas Wesley Parson IV, RC 
Stephen Pavlick, SBA 
Jan Alyn Pennel l, WC 
Seniors 147 
James Wade Perkins, SBA 
Robert J. Peterson, SBA 
148 Seniors 
Linda lee Phillips, WC 
James Michael Ponder, RC 
Jerry lee Posenau, RC 
Nickolaos Sotprios Poulios 
RC 
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Horace Rutledge Powell Ill 
SBA 
Anne Regina Powers, WC 
Linda Lee Price, WC 
Barbara Anne Pritchett, WC 
F. David Rabil, SBA 
John Guerran t Ragland, SBA 
Kristin Marie Ramkey, SBA 
Rachel Anderson Renfro, WC 
Robert Andrew Rhodes 111, RC 
Peggy Marie Richards, SBA 
John Wa lker Richardson, Jr., RC 
Michael L. Roberts, RC 
C. Kirwan Rockefelle r, Jr., RC 
Richard Charles Rosanelli, RC 
Leslie William Rose 111, RC 
Joseph Patrick Rossi, Jr., RC 
Michae l Eugene Roth, RC 
Andrea Christine Ruck, WC 
Seni ors 149 
Michael Wingfield Rucker, RC 
Ingrid Rudszinat, WC 
William Thomas Ryan, SBA 
James Lowell Ryland, RC 
Laura Lynne Samples, WC 
William Huston Sanders, RC 
Alan Gregory Saunders, SBA • 
Thomas Nelson Saunders 111, SBA 
150 Seniors 
Thomas Lee Savage, SBA 
Martha Jane Schoonover, WC 
Bruce Gordon Schultz, RC 
Kathryn Elizabeth Schutz, SBA 
Stephen Sanders Schwab, RC 
Mary Lou Schwerdtfeger, WC 
John Charles Faulkner Scribner , RC 
Jane Chadwick Scott, SBA 
Pamela Heflin Sellers, WC 
Barney Edward Selph, RC 
Joseph Anthony Sgroi, Jr., RC 
Elizabeth Randolph Shannon, WC 
Seniors 151 
Char les L. Sharpe, SBA 
Denise Kathleen Shaw, WC 
152 Seniors 
David Scott Showalter, SBA 
John Thompson Shrader, RC 
Andrew W. Shroyer, SBA 
Sherrie Beth Sink, WC 
James Alvernon Smith 11, RC 
Steven Wright Smith, SBA 
Karen Elaine Snead, WC 
David Carro ll Snidow, SBA 
Steven Soldinger, SBA 
Sydney Benita Sowell, WC 
Bruce Orburn Speas, RC 
Joan Norwood St. John, WC 
James Allen Stanley, Jr., SBA 
Lynne Anne Stanley, WC 
Gary P. Steel, SBA 
George Nicholas Stokes, RC 
William Anderson Stone, RC 
James George Strong IV, SBA 
Robert Graham Stuart, Jr., RC 
Carol E. Sutton, WC 
Helen Comer Sutton, WC 
Charles Richmond Talley, Jr. 
SBA 
Deborah Rae Tanner, WC 
Diane B. Taylor, SBA 
Ellen Trimmer Taylor, WC 
Roy Nathan Taylor, RC 
Seniors 153 
Jodi Lou Teitelman, WC 
Myra Gail Terry, SBA 
H. Gordon Thigpen Ill, SBA 
Jarman Wade Thigpen, RC 
154 Seniors 
Robert Emmett Thomas, SBA 
Travis Herndon Thomas, SBA 
William Brodie Thomasson, SBA 
Anne Trice Thompson, WC 
Ronald Wayne Thompson, RC 
Scott D. Thompson, RC 
Doralea Staton Thurston, WC 
Beverly Maie Tisdale, WC 
J. Randall Tilus, SBA 
Nancy Katherine Torns, WC 
Helen Regina Toomey, WC 
Karen Je,in Tootelian, WC 
Charles Albert Tuck, SBA 
Jesse Miller Tucker Ill , RC 
Paul A. Tuttle, Jr., SBA 
Wil liam Stephen Tuttle, SBA 
Frances Ann Tyler, SBA 
Steve Douglas Tyree, SBA 
Martha Davis Valz, WC 
Evan Balfour Van Leeuwen, RC 
William Randolph Via, SBA 
Joan Dalziel Wagner, WC 
Seniors 155 
Bruce Colgate Walthall, Jr. 
SBA 
Steven Franklin Waranch, RC 
156 Seniors 
Stephen Randolph Warren, RC 
Martha Ellyn Walts, WC 
Howard Gordon Weinberg, SBA 
Carole M. Weinstein, WC 
Malcolm Rudolph West, RC 
Teresa Payne West, WC 
Sandra Page Whitaker, WC 
Judy Ann White, WC 
Pamela Vern Whitley, WC 
Michael D. Whittle, SBA 
Richard Herbert Wildes, Jr., SBA 
Michael Joe Wilkerson, RC 
Charles Clayton Williams, RC 
Douglas Alan Williams, RC 
Nancy Lee Willis, WC 
Wilfred G. Wilmot, Jr., SBA 
William L. Winston, Jr., RC 
Linus William Wippel, SBA 
Anne Elizabeth Witt, WC 
Christopher Guy Wood, RC 
John Farrar Yancey, Jr., RC 
Allen S. Yeatman, Jr., RC 
Seniors 157 
Sharon Ann z· k in ham, WC 
.-
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Senior Statistics 
ADAIR, ROBIN JANE - Culpeper; WC, BA, Spanish; Judteiary 
Board; Nostrae Filiae- treasurer; Aquanettes- c-o-director; 
NC Dorm Council; Pieride; freshman class AA representa-
tive; Varsity tennis, hockey. 
AILSWORTH, GEORGE MARK - Newport News; RC, BA, En• 
glish; lambda Chi Alpha - fraternity education chairman; 
Dean's List; Honor Council; Collegian- !tport,;; writer, edito--
rial editor; English ctub; lntramurals. 
ALLEN, RODNEY DAVID - Millville, N.J.; RC, BS, Biology; Phi 
Delta Theta - historian; University Band; SEA; lntramurals. 
ALLEY, MARILYN ELIZABETH - Richmond; WC, 65, Biology; 
Dean's List; Intermediate Honors; Beta Beta Beta -
secretary-treasurer; Gamma Sigma Epsilon; Psi Chi; Orienta• 
tion Counselor; Varsity tennis; lntramurals. 
ANDERSON, CATHY JANE- Richmond; SBA, BS, Accounting; 
SCA - secretary; Accounting Society - secretary, vice-
prec;ident; Society for the Advancement of Management; 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon - Sweetheart. 
ANDERSON, DONNA KAY -Amelia; WC, BA, Journalism and 
Sociology; Pi Delta Epsilon. 
ANDREWS, KENNETH ARTHUR - New Castle, Pa.; RC, SA, 
History; Eta Sigma Phi; Scabbard and Blade. 
ARONICA, FRANK R. - N. Babylon, N.Y.; RC, BS, Biology; 
Sigma Phi Epsilon - president. 
ATKINS, RICHARD THOMAS - Dunnsville; SBA; Accounting 
Society; Society for the Advancement of Mdnagemenl. 
ATTKISSON, JOHN WILLIAM - Richmond; RC, BA, Political 
Science. 
BAILEY, ANTHONY DAVID - Roanoke; RC, BS, Biology; 
Lambda Chi Alpha; Dean's List; Beta Beta Beta; IFC - trea-
surer; fntramurals. 
BAILEY, KATHY GAIL-fort Defiance; WC, BA, Psychology and 
Sociology; DeJn's list; Intermediate Honors; YWCA; Sum-
mer School Honor Council. 
BAILEY, ROBERT TYLER - Richmond; RC, BA, Economics; Var-
sity golf. 
BAKER, DAVID SHEPHERD- Richmond; RC, BS, Mathematics; 
Dean''> Li.st; lntNmediate Honors; Pi Mu Epsilon - vke-
president; Society of Physics Students. 
BALL, ROGER BEAL - Ruther Glen; SBA, BS, Finance; Dean's 
li~t; Society for the Advancement oi Management - vice-
president; Alpha Kappa Ps,. 
BAPTIST, BETTY ANN - Martinsville; we. BA, Sociology; 
YWCA - vice-president; Web staff: Orientation Coun~elor; 
BSU. 
BARFOOT, MARGARET LOUISE- Richmond; SBA; Dean's List; 
Beta Gamma Sigma; Socie1y for the Advancement of Man-
agement-vice-president, pr~ident; Senior Advisor; Varsity 
basketball. 
BARNES, RICHARD NOBLE- Bel Air, Md.; SBA, BS, Finance; Pi 
Kappa Alpha; Dean's List; J. V. baseball. 
BASS, THOMAS ALFRED, JR. - Richmond; SBA, BS, Finance; 
Alpha Kappa Psi - presiden1. 
BECKER, JON D. - Richmond; RC, BA, Political Science; De.in's 
list; Zeta Beta Tau. 
BELL, JAMES CAMERON - Lewisburg, W. Va.; SBA, BS, Market• 
ing; Phi Kappa Sigma - treasurer; ROTC; Scabbard and 
Blade; Distinguished Military Stu<len~ WCRC, Co-op; ludo 
Club. 
BENDER, MICHAEL JOSEPH - Springfield; RC, BA, English and 
Sociology; Dean's List; Outing Club, ludo Club. 
BERGER, BRIAN EDWARD - Richmond; RC; ROTC; Pershing 
Rifles; J.V. Rifle Team - capL:tin; Varsity Rifle Team - co-
captain. 
BERRY, DONNA JEAN - Richmond; SBA, BS, Business Ad-
ministration; Dean•~ lii:.t; Senior class.secretdry; Student Ai, 
fairs Committee; Society for the Advancement o( Manage-
ment. 
BESS, CARL FRANKLIN, JR. - Alexandria; RC, BA, English; 
WCRC; Web photographer. 
BIAS, JAMES LEE - O,arlottesville; RC, BA, Psychology and 
Sociology. 
BLACKBURN, DIANA ELAINE - Waynesboro; WC, BA, 
Psychology and Journalism; J.V. Oleerleader; Varsity Cheer-
leader; Collegian i:.taff; Ps, Oli; Pi Deltd Epsilon- secretary-
treasurer 
BLACKHURST, PAUL TERRY -Richmond; SBA, BS, Accounting; 
Q(lan's list; Accounting Society; National Msociation of Ac-
countilnb>. 
BLAKEY, ANNE THERESA - Waynesboro; WC, BS, Biology; 
Aquanettes; lntramurals. 
BLANKENBAKER, JAMES SMITH - Pratts; SBA, BS, Marketing; 
lambda Chi Alpha; Beta Gamma Sigma; V<usity swimming. 
BLANKENSHIP, DEBORAH KAY - Hou,ton, Tex.; SBA, BS, Fi-
nance; Dean's List; J,V. Cheerleader; SSA Senator; Mo~r 
Board. 
BLANKENSHIP, GARY Gill - Roanoke; RC. 
BLANTON, MARY NELL - Amelia; WC, BA, Mathematics; 
Dectin's list; lntennediate Honors; YWCA-president; Junior 
clas~ treasurer; Pi Mu Epsilon; UIC. 
BLAYLOCK, RALPH EDWIN - Richmood; RC, BA, Economics; 
lntramuralS. 
BLUNT, PETER DOUGLAS - Richmond; RC, "BS, Biology; Beta 
Beta Beta. 
BONNIWELL, )AMES CANNON - Richmond; RC, BA. Hisiory; 
Kappa Sigma - president, treasurer, guard; Dean's list; In· 
tramurals. 
BONNIWELL, THOMAS SIDNEY, JR. - Exmore; RC, BS, Biolo-
gy: Kappa Alpha; Outing Club; lntramurals. 
BOSHER. DAVID EARL - Sandsion; SBA, BS, Accounting; Ac-
counting Society. 
BOYD, STEPHEN JAMES - Richmond; RC, BA, Psychology. 
BROCKWELL. ROGER DALE - Lawrenceville; SBA, BS, Man• 
J.!(ement; Phi Delta Theta - historian; Society for the Ad-
vancement oi Management; Judo Club, lntramurals-. 
BRODIE, VICKI DENISE - Maninsville; WC, BA, lnterd,scipli-
nary Studies; CCA - president, vice-president, secretary; 
Senator; Student Affairs Committee; ROTC Sponsor; SSU; 
Freshman da%, social cultural coordinator; Pieride; Univer-
sity Band. 
BRONNER, ION BENJAMIN - Haynesville; SBA. 
BRYAN, LISA - Arlington; WC, BA, Elementary Education; 
Inter-Varsity O,risti<1n Fellowship. 
BUCHANAN, HARRY WINTERS, IV - Ponsmouth, RC, BS, Biol-
ogy; Phi Delta Thetd; Dean's List; Intermediate Honors; Betd 
Beta Beta; Gc1mmc1 Sigma Epsilon; Rifle Team. 
BUHRMAN, SUSIE WARREN - Richmond; we, BA, El~mentary 
Education; Dean's List; Orient:ttion Coun!>elor; Pieride; 
Board of Election..., chairman; Sophomore class secretary, 
BURKS, MARTIN VANDER, Ill - Charlottesville; RC, BA, 
Economics; Honor Council; Varsity track co-captain; Orien• 
lotion Committee; ROTC; Scabbard and Blade; Uni,er,;11y 
Guide; Student Organization for Blad Awareness; lntramur~ 
als. 
BURNS, WILLIAM LEWIS, JR. - Richmond; RC. 
BUTTERFIELD, JOHN LLOYD - Winchester, Mass.; RC, BA, En-
glish; Sigma Alpha Epsilon - Eminent Olronicler, Collegiate 
Council Representative; Collegian photo edttor; Web photo-
grapher; English Club. 
CAMPBELL, NANCY MAY - Mechanicsville; WC. BA, Religion; 
Dean's list; lntennedidte Honors. 
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM JOSEPH - Richmond; RC, BA, History; 
WCRC - librarian, program di,ector; Bela Mu. 
CARMAN, JOHN PAUL-Staten Island, N.Y.-RC, BA, Elemen. 
tary Education; Dean's List; Newman Club. 
CARPER, DAVID WAYNE- Charleston, W. Va.; RC, 8A, Music 
Education; SigrM Alpha Epsilon - secretary, rredsurer; Phi 
Mu Alpha Sinfonia - treasurer; University Band, Staie Bdnd, 
Rode Band1 Brass En,;emble; V.a. Intercollegiate Band 
CARRINGTON, WILLIAM KIRBY - Rocky Mount, N.C.; RC, BA, 
Chemistry; Dean's list; Studenl Affairs Committee; lntramur-
als. 
CARTER, JAMES REED - Bethesda, Md.; SBA, BS, Finance and 
Economics; Kappa Alpha - historian, trt:>ctsurer; Dean's List; 
Beld Gamma Sigma. SBA Senator; lntramurals. 
CARTER, NANCY SUE - Chesapeake; WC, BA, Journalism and 
English; Dean's list; Mortor Board; Judiciary Board; Colle-
gian - copy editor, man..tging editor; Web - copy editor; 
ROTC Sponsor; Orientation Counselor; Varsity lacrosse; 
Community Service Bure;su; UIC. 
CASTLEBURY, DA\llDCLYDE-Chester; RC, BA, English; BSU; 
WCRC; English Club; Che>s Club. 
CHAPMAN, CHARLOTTE MARIE - Richmond; WC, SA, Sociol-
ogy and Religion; Dean's Lbl; lntNmediate Hano~; Senator; 
Orient,Hion Counselor; Pieride; Varsity hockey, basketball. 
CHENAULT, TIMOTHY A. - Mechanicsville; RC, BA, History 
and Sociology; Ches .. Club - prt!Sident. 
CHILDRESS, THOMAS JOHNSON - Maninsville; SBA, BS, Ac• 
counting; Lambda Chi Alpha; Dedn's list; Collegian - busi-
ness mdnager. 
CHIN, MARY G. - Richmond; WC, BA, Spanish and Sociology; 
Ori(\ntation Counselor. 
CHITTUM, CAROL ANN - Chesapeake; WC, BA, Journalism 
,dnd Drama; Univer.ity Players, Alpha Psi Omega - vice--
president; Pi Delt.J Epsilon - vice-pr~ident; NC Dom1 
Council; Orientation Counselor; University Choir; Web staff; 
Colleg,an staff. 
CHRISTIAN, ELLEN GENTRY - Blackstone; we, BS, Chemistry; 
Dean's list; lntem1ediate Honors; Mortar Board; Gamma 
Sigma Epsilon; Pieride; USGA; ROTC Sponsor; Honor 
Council; Orientation Counselor; BSU. 
CHRISTOPHER, JOSEPH AARON - Alborta; RC, BA, 
Economics; Sigma Phi Epsifon: Republican St.Jte Convention 
Delegate, 
CLARKE, SANDRA LEE - Lawrenceville; WC, BS, Biology. 
CLEM, OONALD EUGENE - Stephens City; SBA, BS, Manage-
ment; Dean's List; Beld Gamma Sigma; Alpha Kappa Psi; 
Senior Advisor; Society for the Advancement of Manage--
men!; Dorm Coundl. 
CLINE, PAUL STEVEN - Harrisonburg; SBA, BS, Finance; Phi 
Kdppa Sigma; Dean's List; Intermediate Honors; Senior clas~ 
vice-president. 
Cl YMER, ROBERT WAYNE- Phillipsburg, N.I., RC, BA, Elemen-
rary Educcttion; Dean's List. 
COLEY, PETER HENLEY - Norfolk; SBA, BS, Accounting; Ac-
counting Society, USGA Senate; Senior Advisor. 
CONLEY, JUDY CARLTON - Richmond; WC, BA, Music Educa-
tion; Dean's List; Jr. Orchesi,;; University Choir; WC tv\u~ic 
Honorary Society-vice-president; Senior da1,s song leader; 
M,ss Richmond 1974. 
COOKE, GARY VANCE - Claudv,lle; RC, BA, Political Science; 
Dean's list; Glee Club. 
COPELAND, DEBORAH LYNN - Suffolk; WC, BA, Mathema• 
tics; Dean's list; Intermediate Honors; Pi Mu Epsilon -
vice,..president; Omicron Delta Epsilon; Senior class secret-
ary; USU. 
COPPEDGE, DENNIS LEE - Ellan; SBA, BS, Finance; Dean', list: 
Intermediate Honor;; Alpha Kappa P~i; Distingu1,;,hed Milit• 
ary Student; Society for the Advdncemen1 of Management -
1masure-r; Intramural~. 
CORDISH, STUART JEFFREY - Baltimore, Md.; RC, BA, Russian 
Area Studies and Political Science; Senator. 
COVINGTON, MALCOLM SPENCER - Peter,;burg; RC, BA, 
Phys,cal Education; Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Varsity baseball; 
Physical Education Majo~ Club, lntramurals. 
CRADDOCK, HOWARD BROOK-· Afton; SBA, BS, Accounting. 
CREASY, CYNTHIA BARBARA- Virginia Beach; WC. BA, )our• 
nalism; Dean's list; ln1ermediate Ho~or..; Web - copy 
editor; Collegian st.1ff; Pi Delt,a Epsilon - president; Senior 
dass vice-president; University Band, Orientdtlon Coun• 
selor; lntramurals. 
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CRISPIN, ROBERT MASON - Mickletoo, N.J.; SBA, BS, Fin,nce; 
SBA SGA - president. 
CROOKS, THOMAS JACKSON - Parkersburg, W. Va.; RC, BA, 
Politicdl Science and Sociology; Ski Club; lntramurdls. 
CROSS, BRANDON DALE - Virginia Be,ch; RC, BA, Political 
Science and Sociology; Collegian - ad and business mdn-
dger 
CROSS, CECIL BERNARD - Chantilly; RC, BS, Biology; Sigma 
Phi Ep\iJon - COrfe<"iponding secretdry; Beta Beta Beta, 
DAHLQUIST. GARY NEAL - Alexandria; SBA, BS. Marketing 
and Finance; Young Life; USGA Senator; Alpha Kappo Psi; 
Society for the Adv1mc-ement of Managf'ment. 
DAIL, ROBERT THOMAS - Chesape,ke; SBA, BS, Marketing; 
fheta Chi - c1ssbt.dnt treasurer, treasurer, c-xerutivc commit-
tee; Dean's list; Pht Mu Alphc1- secretary; ROTC; Scabb,a.rd 
and Bldde; Collegian - sports writer. 
DALEY, RITA ANNABELLE -- Oradell, N.J.; WC, BA, Spanish; 
AquanettM; Orientation Counselor; PieridC'; Varsity tennis. 
DAMERON, STANLEY DAWSON - Fredericksburg; RC, BS, 
Biology; Thetd O,i - house m,mager, pledge marshal; 
Dean'~ list; Intermediate Hono~; Curriculum Cornmit1ee; 
Beta Beta Beta; lntramurals. 
DANG, LAI HUU - S,igon, South Vietnam; SBA, BS, Busine,s 
Administrc:Uion; Dean's List; Society for Actvancem('nl of 
M.1:ndgement; American Marketing As~ociation. 
DANIEL, WILLIAM HAROLD - Blanch, N.C.; SBA, BS, Man-
agement; Var-.ity football; Society for the Advancement of 
Man;&gemf'nt 
DAVANZO, JOAN ELIZABETH - Basking Ridge, N.J.; WC, BA, 
P5ychol0Ky; Dean·~ lbt; lntermedidt() Honor\; Psi Chi; Phi 
Alpha Theta; Univer.ity Players; Web - co-editor; Mortar 
Board; loving Book Award. 
DAVIS, PAMELA DAWN - Danville; WC, BA, Psychology; 
Dean's Li~t; lntem1ediate Hano~; P~i O,i - seoetary-
treasurN; Kappa Delta Pi; Web staff; p,.ychology Club. 
DAVIS, VIRGINIA ANN- HunlinKton, W. Va.; WC, BA, Sociol-
ogy: Et.a Sigma Phi; Aquunf'ttes. 
DAY, EDWARD A. ·- Virginia Beach; SBA, BS, Marketing; Senior 
clac." pre!-ident; lunior rid~" trea5urer; Alpha Kappa Psi; 
Senior Advisor; lntramur.ils. 
DF.ACON, SUSAN KAY- Lynchi,urg; WC, BA, Physic,1 Educa-
tion; V;w,ity lacro .. s; J.V. tt'nnis; basketball m,mager, 
DEAN. DEBORAH RAE - Glen Allen; WC, BA, Engli,h. 
DEBOER, PETER DANIEL, JR. - Richmond; RC BA, Political 
Scienc('; Senator; Dean'(, list. 
DERN, ANNE ROSE - Richmond; WC, BA, Elementary Educ•-
tion: Girl~ Servil:e Club; Student Affairs Comm11t<'e; SEA, 
Dean'\ Li'-l; Sµani~h <.'lub. 
DICKINSON, KENNETH l YLE - Bumpass; SSA, BS, Finance; 
Theta Ch, - vic<"-pr~ident, libr.uian, '-OCiJI t.:hJirn1an; Var-
-,ity baseb.ill. 
DODD, WILLIAM SMITH, Ill - Glassboro, N.J.; SBA, BS, Ac-
counting and FinJn(e; HedU Resid('nl; Alpha Kappa Psi. 
DODGE, GEORGE WEBB - Arlin~lon; RC, BA, History and 
Political Sci~nce; Dean·~ Lr-,t; WCRC - busine:.s manager; 
lntr.-1.murdls. 
DODSON, BfRTRAM FELIX, JR. - l ynchburg; SBA, BS, Man-
<1g('n,ent; Varsity lrc1ck, cross country. 
DODSON, DOUGI.AS BARRY - Richmond; SBA, BS, ,lccount-
1ng; Accounting Soc1e1y; Society for the Advancenwnt of 
Mdnagenwnt. 
DORTON. HENRY HAROLD, JR. - Martinsville; RC, BA. 
Economics; Phi KappJ s,~rna - -.ecret,uy; ROTC Academics 
Ac-hievemt"nl Award; Richmond Rdngef\; Univcrsily Players. 
DOW , NANCY N, - Mediord Lakes. N,J., we, BA. Relig,on; 
Young Life: lnter--Var.1ty Christian FellO\...ship. 
DRUMHELLER, DEBRA LOUISE - Richmond; WC, BA, Biology; 
Dean'~ liM; Beta Bet.1 Be>tc1 
DUNCAN, CRFGORY I.EE - Richmond; RC, BA. Psychology· 
Psi Chi - pr~ident; Dean's Li,;;! 
DUNKLEY MICHAEL LOGAN- R,chmond; RC, BS, Chemistry; 
ROTC; Scabbard and Blade; Per.h,ng R,fl...,; Rid1mond Ran-
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gers; Society of Physics Students; Color Guard; Military Pro-
ficiency Award; Reserve Officers Association Medal. 
DUVAL, HELEN PAGE- Richmond; WC, BA, Elementary Educa-
tion; Senator, Glee Club; Plcride; Schola Cantoram; WC 
Music Honorary Society; Orientation Counselor. 
DYER, KEVIN - Richmond; RC, BA, Psychology. 
EARLY, ROGER EUGENE - 01esape)lke; RC, Phi Gamma Della; 
- 1reasurer; Social chairm,m; Judicial Council - chaim1an; 
Student Legal Aid Committee - chairman; Fin,.mcidf Aid 
Committee; Student Affairs Commirtee; Academic Theme 
Committee; Unive~ity Debate Team; President's Advisory 
Council. 
EASTER, CHRISTOPHER C. - Mariett;,, Ga., RC, BA, Biology; 
Beta Beta Betd. 
EA TON, LESLIE RICHARD - Richmond; RC, BA, Physics. 
EDWARDS, LEROY IOHN - Richmond; SBA, BS, Finance; Pi 
Kappa Alpha - house manager; lntramurdls. 
EFIRD, ROBERT I - Greensboro, N.C.; RC, BA, Economics; 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Dean·~ List; Varsity golf; lntrdmurals. 
ELLIS, THOMAS COOK - Annand•le; SBA, BS, Marketing; Resi-
dent Council; Juditiary Committc-e· Alpha Kappa Psi. 
ELMER, VIRGINIA HOWELL-Front Royal; WC, BA, Elementary 
Eduution and Psychology; Dean·s list; Orientation Coun• 
St'lor; Senior das5 historian; BSU. 
ENNIS, JAN STALEY - Hampton; SBA, BS, Management •nd 
Fincmce; Pi Kappa Alpha- secretary, pre;ident; Junior cla5S 
pre-sident; Society for the Advdncement of Management; 
USU Program Board; Pr~id€nt's Advisory Council; IFC R~p• 
resenta1ive; lntramur.ils. 
EUBANK, CLAVEL TYRUS, JR. - Richmond; SBA, BS, Manage-
ment; Vdfsity football; Pi Kappa ,\lpha; Society for the Ad. 
v.lncernent of Mandgcment. 
FANN, FREDERICK JAMES - Colonial Heights; RC, BS, 
Mathena tics. 
FELTON, ALAN TIMOTHY - Norfolk; SBA, BS, M,nagcment 
FERLAZZO, JEFFREY V. - Quantico; SBA, BS, Finance; Dean·, 
List; Alpha Kappa Psi; Society for the Advancement ot Man-
agement; lntrdmurab. 
FIDLER, ELIZABETH LOFTIN - Ridgewood, N.j.; WC, BA, 
Psychol08Y .1nd Elemenrary Educ.iti<m; Honor Council; 
Orientation Counselor; Pierid~ - chairmdn; ROTC Spon• 
sor; Web - business manager, 
FISCHER, BRIAN THOMAS - West Haven, Conn.; SBA: Phi De• 
h• Theta. 
FISH, JOHN MCKEE - St,mford, Conn.; RC, BA, English. 
FISHER. JAY ARTHUR- Richmond; RC, BA. Economics; Dean's 
U5t; Sigma Phi Epsilon; Omicron Delt.i Epsilon. 
FLIPPEN, DONALD THOMAS - Colonial Heights; SBA, BS, Ac-
counting.; Accounting Society, lntramurc1ls 
FLOWERS, JERRY BRUCE - Drewryville; SBA, BS, Marketing. 
FOLTZ, PAUL ASHBY, JR. - Bowling Green; RC, BA, Psychology 
and Sociology; De.an'5 Lisi; Honor Council - chairman; 
Pr~ident's Advi".iory Council; Head Resident, Orientation 
Committee; Vi5ilation Study Committee; Commiuee for 
Dorm Autonomy; USU; WC, RC Co-op; Ski Club. 
FORD, MARSHA ANN - Richmond; WC, BA, Elementary Edu-
cation; Juciidary 80drd. 
FORE, DAVE HOWARD - Richmond; RC. BS, Biology. 
FOWLER. PAMELA PROFFITT - Richmond; WC, BA, 
EconomiC"!'i, 
FOX, AGNES LORlT I A - Richmond; WC, BA, Biology; Orienta-
tion Coun:,("lo,, Web staff. 
FRANTZ, RAY J. - Alex•ndria; RC, BA, English; De,rn's Li,t; Eta 
Sigmd Phi; Areopagus - ,ecr('t.iry-tredsurer; Stale presidf>nl, 
VEA; English Club. 
FRASER, DIANE ELIZABETH - Mddlson, N.J.; WC, BA, French; 
lntermt..><fiJte Honors, Junior YC>Jr in Frcrnce; Communily Ser~ 
vit:e Bureau, 
FRASER, HUGH ERSKINE, Ill - Greensboro, N.C.; RC BS, Biol-
ogy; Dedn's list, lntNmediate Honors; B('td Re>ta R('ta; Donn 
Council; Spani~h Club: Outing Club. 
FREIBURGER, JOSEPH DAVID - Midlothian; SBA, BS, Finance 
and Economics; Alpha Kappa Psi; Dean's Lisi; lntramurals. 
FRENCH, BRUCE DOUGLAS - Richmood; SBA, BS, Account-
ing; Alpha Kappd Pc.i; Dean's list; Accounting Society; In~ 
termedidtP. Honors; lntramurats. 
FRIEDMAN, ALAN STEVEN - Norfolk; RC, BA, Psychology; 
Kappa Alpha - president; Dean's List; Who', Who; Omic-
ron Delta Kdppa; SCA Secretary; Fre'.>hman class secret.aiy; 
Senator; Sophomore cl,:1ss presiden1; Wicker Award; Presi• 
dent's Advisory Council; University Guide. 
GARDNER, RICHARD J. -Syosset, N.Y.; SBA, BS, Finance and 
M.uketmg; Dean's lic.t; USGA Senator; Alpha Kappa Psi. 
GARRETT, DOUGLAS CARLTON - Blackstone; RC, BA, Physi-
cal Education; Varsity tennis, swimming; lntramurals. 
GEROMETT A, STEVEN - Westwood, N.J.; RC, BA, English and 
Physic.al Education; Ecology Club; lntramuralc.. 
GIDDINGS, JANICE GALE - Wilminb10n, N.C.; SBA, BS, Mar-
keting and Management; Society for the Advancement ot 
Management. 
GILLETTE, JAMES ROBERT - Courtland; RC, BA, Econ,,mic,;; 
lambda Chi Alpha; Dean's Listi Va~ity baseball; lntramur-
als. 
GILLETTE, LYNN GOODWYN - Courtland; RC, BA, Economics; 
lambda Oli Alpha; Dean's list; Varsity baseball; lntumur• 
als. 
GIOVANNETTI, ANN RHODES - Richmond; WC, BA, History. 
GLEASNER, DONALD G., JR. - R,dgewood, N.J.; RC, BA. Politi-
cal Science; Lambda Chi Alpha; Ski Club; Civil Liberties 
Club; WC, RC Co-op. 
GORDON, STEPHEN E. - Fall< Church; RC, SA, Speech Com-
munication and Theater Arts; lamlxla Chi Alph.-t - rush 
chaimian, executive committ~; I.V. basketball; Va~ity bas-
ketball, bac.eball; JV. bc1sketball studen1 assistdnl. 
GORDON, THOMAS LESLIE - West Point; SBA, BS, Manage-
ment; Alpha Kappd Psi; Dean's Li,;t; lntermPdiate Honors; 
Society for the Advancement of M,magemelll; lntramurals. 
GOWEN, CLARENCE WILLIAM, JR. - Madison Heigh.,; RC, BS, 
Chemistry and Mdthematics; Phi Mu Epsilon; Gamma Sigm.1 
Epsilon; Eta Sigma Phi; Intermediate Honors; University 
Band. 
GRAY, BRUCE BURNSIDE - Waverly; SBA, BS, MJnagement; 
Society for the Advdncement of Mandgement; Dean·.-. List. 
GREER, JOHN R. - Warr('nton; RC; Dean's List; Canterbury 
Club; Chess Club; Intramural,. 
GUSICH, JOHN FRANOS - Richmond; RC, 85, B,ology; Dean's 
List; Beta 8etJ Beta; Newmi&n Club; lnlr,unurals. 
HADEN, ELLEN SUE - Wilmington, Del.; WC, BA. Psychology 
,:1nd Elementary Education; Dedn's Lh-1; Kappa Deir., Pi; WC 
Music Honorary Sociely; Unive~ity Band, Orches• "' Orien-
tation Counselor; Pieride; ROTC Sponsor. 
HADLEY CRAIG DOUGLAS - Bronxville, N.Y.; SBA, BS, Ac-
counting; Athletic Counc-il; Pr<'Side11t's Advisory Countil; 
Dorm Council; Dean's li~t; Accounting Society; lntramuralc:. 
HAGGETT, DANIEL E. - Cherry Hill, N.J.; RC, BA, Sociology 
and Political Scit'nce; Phi Dcltd Theta; Honor Council; In• 
tramurals. 
HAGOOD. MARGARET SUSAN - Clover; WC, BA, Elementary 
EduCdl!on; Dean·s List; Lambda Chi Alpha.Crescent Girl. 
HALL, CAROLYN BARTON - Clifton Forge; we, BA, Mu,;c 
Education; Dean's list; NC Dorm Council - president; 
Judiciary Goard; Sen,nor; Orientdtion Coun-,elor; Schola 
Cantorum - secr('tary; University' ChOtr- assi-.;t.Jnl director; 
WC Mu~ic- Honorary Society; Glee Club; Fr~man and 
Junior class song lt'dder. 
HALL, GARY ROSS- Montpelier; SBA, BS, Accounting; Dean', 
Uc.t; Accountmg Society; Society for the Advancement of 
Management 
HALL, Kfl fH B. - Chincoteague; RC, BS. Physics and Mothema-
ticor,; Kappa Alpha - corresponding secr<'tdry; O<'an's list; 
lntem1edidte Honors; Committee on Studi<':, Abroad. 
HANSUCKER. LYNN CARSON - Front Roy,1; WC, BA, Health 
and Phy~ic..11 Educ<it1on; VMsity tennis; Varsily swimming -
manager and cl'.iSiSt<lnt coach; AA Board; PhysiCJl Education 
Major.;, Club. 
HARLOW, BERNARD LOUIS, JR. - Richmond; RC, University 
Players; Caving Club; Rifle Team; BSU; Reach Out and En-
counter. 
HARPER, JULIA HUGHES - Tucket, Ga.; we, BA, Sociology; 
Outing Club. . 
HARRISON, DEBORAH LEE - Midlothian; WC. 
HART, CHESTER MARVIN, JR. - Hampton; SBA, BS, Finance 
and Management; Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
HEFFNER, SUZANNE EDEN - Manakin-Sabol; WC, BA, History; 
Academic Affairs Committee; Q ient;:ition Counselor; Senior 
das<; treasurer; Junior class secretary; Pieride; Senator. 
HENDERSON, FRAN L. - Roanoke; WC, BA, Elementary Educa-
tion; Aquanettes; Senior cla~s social cultural coordinator; 
Dorm Orientation Chairman; Senator; Orientation Coun• 
selor; YWCA - secretary, treasurer. 
HENLEY, EARL l. - Richmond; SBA, BS, Accounting; Pi Kappa 
Alphc1 - treasurer; Decin's list; Accounting Society; In• 
tramurals, 
HIGGINS, WILLIAM THOMAS - Hamden, Conn.; RC, BA, 
Economics and Sociology; Phi Delta Theta; lntramurafs. 
Hill, WAYNE PORTER- Boykins; SBA, BS, Accounting; Dean's 
Lisi. 
HOBSON, RICHARD AUSTIN - Mechanic,ville; RC, BA, Politi-
cal Science; Dean's list. 
HOLLIS, JOSEPH WILBUR - Stephens City; SBA, BS, Account-
ing; Univer.ity Playersi Accounting Society; Alpha Kappa 
Psi; Society for the Advancement of Management. 
HORUFF, ROBERT WINTZ - Alexandria; SBA; Alpha Phi 
Om~ - president; University Band, Orchesta. 
HOTCHKISS, WILLIAM JOHN, JR. - Broadway; RC, BA, Physi-
cal Education; Sigma Phi Epsilon - athletic chairman, 
pledge trainer; J. V. football; Varsity football; Physical Educa-
tion Majors Club - president; lntramurals - student direc-
tor. 
HUGHES, LYNN ANDERSON, JR. - Richmond; SBA, BS, Fi-
nance; Pi Kappa Alpha; Dean's List; lntermedi.ite Honors; 
Intramural Council. 
HUNNICUTT, BARBARA CATHERINE - Richmond; WC, BA, 
English; Judiciary Board; English Club. 
HUNT, WALTER KENNETH, Ill - Jacksonville; SBA, BS, Ac-
counting; Dean's list; lntem1edia1e Honors; Accounting Soc~ 
iety; Varsity baseball; lntramurals. 
HURST,CARROLL DOWNING-Burgess; SBA, BS,Accounting; 
Dean's List; Accounting Society - pre.ident; Beta Gamma 
Sigmo. 
HURST, THOMAS C. - Centerport, N. Y.; RC, BA, English; Col-
legian, Messenger, Areopagus. 
HUTCHESON, KAREN RUTH - Hampton; WC, BA, Mathema-
tics and Economics; Dean's list; lntennediate Honors; Phi 
Beta Kappa; Mortar Board; Pi Mu Epsilon; Judiciary Board; 
GC Dorm Council - president; CGA - treasurer; Freshman 
class treasurer; Web - business manager; Intramural~; 
Homecoming Queen. 
HUTCHINSON, KEVIN LEIGH - Springfield; RC, BA, English 
and Speech; Kappa Sigma - grand master, inner guard, 
grand master of ceremonies; IFC - president; Preident's 
Advisory Council; Who's Who. 
IRBY, FAYETTE RANDOLPH - Blackstone; SBA, BS, Finance; 
Phi Kappa Sigma; American Marketing Association; In• 
tramurals. 
IWANIK, ANDREW DAVID - Annandale; RC, BS, Biology; 
Dean's list; Beta Beta Beta; lntramurals. 
JACKSON, BARRY EUGENE - Hampton; SBA, BS, Accounting; 
Phi Delta Theta - secretary, alumni secretary; Ac("ounting 
Society; Judo Club. 
JACKSON, GARY RICHARD - Portsmouth; RC, BA, Political 
Science; USU; USGA; WCRC; lntramurals. 
JALAI, !RAJ - Tehran, Iran; SBA, BS, Management; Dean's Lbt; 
Senator. 
JENKINS, EL TON BLAINE - Front Royal; SBA, BS, Management 
and finance; Society for the Advancement of Management. 
JOHNSON, HENRY GIBBS, JR. - Richmond; SBA, BS, finance; 
Phi Kappa Sigma - president; IFC. 
JONES, LEWIS CASS, Ill - Annandale; RC, BA, Elementary Edu-
cation; Glee Club; BSU. 
JONES, STEPHEN BRIAN - Charlottesville; SBA, 85, Manage-
ment; Phi Delta Theta - treasurer; Society for the Advance-
ment of Management 
KANNAN, WILLIAM JOSEPH - frank lin; SBA, BS, Finance; 
Dean's list; lntennediate Honors; Honor Counc-il; Donn 
Council; Alpha Kappa Psi; Society for the Advancement of 
Management; lntramurals. 
KEENEY, BRUCE BENNITT - Rockville, Md.; RC, BA, Political 
Science; Lambda Chi Alpha - president, rilualist, executive 
committee chairman; IFC; Dean's li st; lntramurals. 
KEITONIC, JOHN D. - Alexandria; RC, BA, Psychology. 
KELLY, DONALD H. - Richmond; RC, BA, Physical Education. 
KELLY, GARY WAYNE - Richmond; RC; Eta Sigma Phi; Omic-
ron Delta E~ilon. 
KEYSER, SHARON RUTH - Lott>burg; SBA, BS, Marketing; 
Dean's list; Varsity basketball - captain. 
KHOURY, JAMES C. - Somerville, N.J, - RC, BA, Political Sci-
ence and Philosophy; Dean's List; Dorm Council; Head Re-
sident; Senior class president; Fre$hman class vice.president; 
French Club; WC, RC Co-op; lntramurals. 
KIDWELL, MELISSA LYNN - Culpeper; WC, BA, Political Sci-
ence; Pi Sigma Alpha - pre.ident; Judiciary Board; Sopho-
more class president; Varsity hockey, basketball, lacrosse. 
KIM, SEUN HI - Charlottesville; WC, BA, Studio Art; Dean's List; 
University Players. 
KING, WILLARD ALLEN- Mechanicsville; RC, BS, Mathematics 
and Physics; Dean's list; lntennediate Honon;; Pi Mu Epsi• 
Ion; Sigma Pi Sigma; Society of Physics Students; lntramur-
als. 
KIRCHMAN, MARY CA THERINE - Dayton, Md.; we, BA, Biol-
ogy and Art; Beta Beta Beta. 
KIRK, FLEET WATSON - Richmond; RC, BA, Economics; Phi 
Kappa Sigma; lntramurals. 
KRAFT, BURTON LEWIS - Richmond; RC, BS, Biology, and BA, 
Sociology; University Players; lntramurals. 
KUSPIS, THOMAS PETER - Sprin!efield; RC, BA, Biology; Kappa 
Sigma. 
LANDESS, DAVID GLEN - Burgess; RC, BA, Sociology and 
Psychology; Dorm Council; Ecology Club; J. V. football; 
Rugby; lntramurals. 
LANDRIGAN, !AMES ROBERT - Dewittville, N.Y.; RC, BA. 
M.ithematics and Economics; Sigma Phi Epsilon - chaplain; 
Dean's Cabinet; USGA; Eta Sigma Phi; Ski Club; lntramurals. 
LEE, JOHN GARBER - Fredencksburg; RC, BS, Biology; Alpha 
Phi Omega - 1reasurer; lnlramurals. 
LEGUM, BENN HARVY - Williamsburg; RC, BS, Biology; SGA 
- president. 
LEHMAN, MARCIA RHEA - Richmond; we, BS, Mathematic,; 
Dean's list; Alpha Phi Sigma; Pi Mu Epsilon; Gamma Sigma 
Epsilon; GC Dorm Council. 
LEHMAN, ROBERT G. - Newtown Square, Pa.; SBA, BS, Man-
agement; Kappa Alpha; Phi Theta Kappa; Varsity tennis; In• 
tra,murals. 
LEITCH, JOHN T. - Richmond; SBA, BS, Finance and Manage-
ment; Varsity tennis. 
LEWIS, DEBRA SUSAN - Richmond; WC; Dean's List; Judiciary 
Board; Majorette. 
UCKERMAN, LINDA LEE - Mexico 10 OF, Mex.; WC, BA, 
Psychology and Sociology; Psi Chi; lntramurals. 
LIEBERMAN, JAMES l. - Miami Beach, Fla.; RC, BS, Chemistry; 
Fr(')hman class treasurer. 
LOIZOU, MARY JANE - McLean; WC, BA, Economics; Mortar 
Board; Omicron Delta Epsilon; USGA; Senator; Senior Or• 
chesi!t - president. 
LOWE, CYTHIA ANNE - Newport News; WC, BA, Elementary 
Education; Dean's List; lntennediate Honors; Phi Sigma Iota 
- vice-pre!ioident; Honor Council; SEA; Orienta1ion Coun-
selor; Pieride; Advisory Board; Univel)ity Oloir; J.V. Clleer-
leader. 
LUBIN, MICHAEL ERIC - Suffolk; RC, BA, Economic,; Theta 
Chi; IFC - social chairman, vice-presidenl; Va~ity tennis; 
Dean's list. 
LUER, KENNETH ALAN - Lincoln Park, N.J.; RC. BA, English; 
Dedn's List; Collegian - editorial editor; lntramurals. 
LUM, SUSAN ELLEN - Pete,sburg; WC. BS, Biology; Dean's List; 
lntennedi.ate Honor..; Beta Beta Beta; Phi Sigma Iota; 
Gamma Sigma Epsilon; Ncxtrae Filiae; BSUi Aquanettei.; 
Vamty swimming - captain. 
LUTTRELL, CAROLYN LEE-Columbia, Mo.; WC, BA, Studio Art 
and French; Dean's List; Aquanettes ; Spring Fe:.tival of 1he 
Arts - Studio Art Chainnan. 
MACHERAS, PETER GEORGE - Lexington; SBA, BS, Manage--
ment; Phi Delta Theta; De.m's li~t; Intermediate Honors; 
Var.;iry track - captain. 
MACPHERSON, ROBERT EARL - Richmond; SBA, BS, Market-
ing; Society for the Advancement of Management. 
MADISON, RUSSELL . - Richmond; SBA, BS, Management and 
Finance; Society for the Advancement of M3n.lgement; 
Alpha Kappa Psi; Who's Who. 
MA!OR, REBECCA JAYNE - Richmond; WC, BA. Elementary 
Edu('ation; Orien@tion Counselor; Sophomore dass vice-
president; Pieride; Aquanettes - ~ecretary; Student Affairs 
Committee; Junior dc1ss social•cuttural coordinator; Or-
chesis; Ski Club; Glee Club. 
MANRY, ROBERT WESLEY - Highland, Md.; SBA, BS, finance; 
Dean's list; Sodety for the Advancement o( Managemen1; 
Intra murals. 
MANSON, NANCY HURT - Blackstone; WC. BS, Biology; 
Dean's list; Intermediate Honors; Web - co-editor; Junior 
class vice--preside:nl; Senior class AA representative; Board of 
Publications. 
MARILLA, WILLIAM BENJAMIN - Charlottesville; RC, BA, 
Psychology and English; Sigma Chi. 
MARSHALL, CHARLES AGEE - Amelia; RC, BA, Economics; 
lambda Chi Alpha; J.V. track; tntromurals. 
MARTENS, ANN FLE,\I\ING - Williamsburg; WC, BA, French; 
Dean's list; Mortar Board - president; Phi Sigma Iota -
president; CGA - sociaJ chairman; Sophomore class Hea• 
surer; YWCA. 
MARTIN, ROBERT RAMSEY, JR. - Alexandria; RC. BA, 
Ecooomics; Lambda Chi Alpha. 
MARTIN, WILLIAM THOMAS - Richmond; SBA, 85, Marketing; 
Varsity swimming. 
MATHEWS, LAWRENCE GRANT - Chester; RC, BA, Biologv; 
Outing Club. 
MATTHIAS, NANCY JEANNE - Williamsville, N.Y.; WC, BA, 
Mathematics; De.an's List; Intermediate Honor:.; Pi Mu Epsi-
lon - president; Omicron Delta Epsilon; Orienration Coun-
selor· USU; Junior class historian.. 
MAY, ELIZABETH - Falls Church; WC, BA, Music; Dean'< list; 
Intermediate Honors; WC Music Honorary Society; Schola 
Cantorum. 
MA , DAVID LAWRENCE - Madison Heights; SBA, BS, Man-
agement; Oc<tn's List; Society for the Advancement of Man-
dgement; Alpha Kappa Psi; Clless Club; lntramurals. 
MCCARTHY, CATHERINE ELIZABETH - Allentown, Pa.; WC, 
BA, Mathematics; Dean's List; Intermediate Honors; Pieride; 
Senator; Pi Mu Epsilon - secretary. 
MCCARY, MARY ANN - Arlington; we, BA, Music Education; 
University Choir; Glee Club; Schola Cantorum; WC Music 
Honorary Socie1y - treasurer, president; 0-ientatioo Coun-
selor; Mortar Bo,ud; Inter· Var.,,ity Olristian Fellowship. 
MCCLAIN, THOMAS EMORY, JR. - Woodbridge; RC, BA. His-
tory; Kappa Alpha; Dean's List 
MCCORKLE, DOUGLAS CARLTON - Huntington, W. Va.; RC. 
BS, Biology; Dean's List; lntem1ediate Honor.;; Be@ Beta Be-
ta; Dorm Council; Ski Club; Outing Club; Varsity tennis; 
lntramurals. 
MC.CRICKARD, MYRA JERONE- Martinsville; WC, BS. Biology; 
lntramurals. 
MCKEEL, LINDA ANNE- Norfolk; WC, BA, Economics; Mortar 
Board - Hbtorian; \.vho's Who; Omicron Delta Epsilon; 
Intermediate Hono~; Orientation Counselor; Transfer Orien-
t.ltion Chairman; Instructor for Academic Skills Program; Qr. 
chesis; WCRC; Lutheran Student> Group - Co-founder. 
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MCI.EAN, FRANK LANCASTER - Pearisburg: S8A. B>, Mana~e-
ment; Alpha Kapp.:i Psi~ Society for 1hP Adv;incemmt or 
Mandgf>ment Gfee Club. 
MCOSKER. MICHAEi Df:AN - R«hmond: RC BA, Engli,h 
, KPHERSON, MIL TON LEE JR. -Che,apeake: RC BS. Chemis-
try; lnlrJmurab. 
MEADE. MICHA(L .\1AURICE - Richmond; SBA, 8~. Finan<:C': 
AlphJ K,:ippJ f1,;,i; SBA Sen.:itor; Soc-iel) for the Advancement 
oi -~1anag('ment: Dern'<, Lisi. 
\ffEK ELEAM)R tXUM - Roanoke: WC B!>. Biolo~y: Dean's 
l.i'l-t; 8etJ Bet;i Bf'ta - historian; Artldemic Affair<. Commit-
tee - chnirm,.m: P1ende: \VC RC Co-op. 
MIDKIFF, MICHAEL DICKIE - Martinsville; RC BA. Pwcholo~,: 
Sigm..1 \lph.1 Ep .. 1lon. 
MIRANIAN. ARSEN ARTHUR, JR. - E. Greenwich, R.I.; SBA, BS, 
Econo1rnc-s; Outing Club. 
.WTCHELL, BEYERL Y ROBINSO'- - Richmond. WC. 
Ml retiELL fl IZABfTH ANN - SJlisbur~. Md.: WC 8~ 
ElemC'nlM} Educ..:ation; SE'nior dJ5!-i pr~1dent; Junior cla~s AA 
reprl><.entJtivf'; OnC'ntnhon coun,;elor; VJr,,.1ty bJ~ketlxill -
mJndger 
MITCH fl L. RECl'-ALD OAVI>. IR. - Richmond; RC 
1\.1Or-..CURE, HARR!f.T A'\i,[ - Richmond: WC , Br\, lnr<>rd1scip-
linJr\ : Studiec,; D('<tn', L1-,t: lntermeci1.ite Honor,;; N0'J:.tr,1e 
fil1Je: Eta Sigrna Phi - •wcre1arv ; Orche,;,i .... 
MO~K. IA-\1ES HARRISQ-'\; - R1c-hmond: SBA, BS, .\ccOlmting; 
·\aountmg )OCINY. 
\IO0i<E JAMES WILLWvl, 111 Bon ~11; RC, BS. Biology; 
OC'c1n'-. Li:-(; Outing Club- trer1surer· ludo Clt1i) 
MORRIS. DAR'-:fll. JEROME - hmont; ,B.\, R,, ·\t<0unt1ng; 
l)p;rn·-:- Ll'>t; Bet.\ G.1mrnn SigmJ; Phi The>!d Kapp.::i, Alpha 
K.ipp;.i Psi; Actounting Socif't} : \,\'ho'.., Who. 
MORRIS. M•\RGARET \V.~RDI.AW - Portsmouth: WC, BA. 
frvnch· 0e~1n', Lisi; lntermt"Oh1te Hono,s; ~~wmJn Cluh; 
Comn1unilv S('rviu:• Burc-,w; lunior YeJr in fr,mce, 
MOWBRAY G[ORGE ERNEST. Ill-· Gl•n \lier, SBA. BS. \1on· 
.J~emem; Dc•an·.., Lisi; So<.:1el) for the Advdncement oi MJtl· 
.i~wmi<>nt 
\1UNROE. RAI PH WILII.\M T,\YLOR - Richmond: RC BA, 
Pollli<JI Scie1K€'; 5< ..nJtor; "Young Americans !or freedom -
d1.:iirm.m; R11fr• Team, 
\llJRPHY, CHRISTINt HOUSE'- \,liami Fla.: IVC. 8-\. Politi-
c-JI ~rienc.e; :\,1ortar BoJ:rd; P1 Si1,?m,1 Alphc1 - vic-e-µ1~iden1; 
.\d\-i'-Or\' BoMd - chairmJn· Communit\ Service> Bure.:tu-
-.tod~n, leader; N~wmJn Club; l!IC - ... eoNM\I, pre-.1dt->nl; 
Prt"-idenl'', Ad, i,or. Counul: ·\quanell£.>> 
'-ASCHOI.D. FREDERICK THFOD0RE - Salem: SBA. BS. Fi-
n,mte; Dean's List; lntc-rmed,ale Honor:-; Alph.i Kappa Psi; 
SBA SenJtor· lntramurah. 
'-IEAI E. STUART BE'-JMTT - Norfolk: ~BA. BS. Acrounling; 
D~Jn', Li•.t; Account ing Socicty; Intramural, 
'<UCKOLS, I0FL WOODROW. Ill-Rockville RC. BA. ClaS'ics: 
!:ta S11{nu Phi - pres,<lPnt· Rugbv. 
OAKE!>, CAROL ANNE - Annandale; WC. BA, Ph1fo,ophv and 
Religion. 
O'BRIEN, JAMfS HOWARD. Ill - Cha,,• City; Sl!A: Kappa 
.Alph,1. 
Of>DYCK1, ROBFRT GERV,\S - Frend11own. N,J. · RC, BA, Polit• 
l('JI Sc-ient:P: Dean's list. 
0PPE'-:l·IEIMfR, ALAN LE0r-. - IVHm111gton, '-:.C.; SBA: Zeta 
8C't..l Tau; DP.an·, lie.I; Alphtt KJppc1 Psi; vvc. RC co.op; 
\ophomow ciJ\s vice-pre-,iUeo1; Senator; Judo Club; Socil!t~• 
for lhC> t\d\'Jncem£'nt of MJnctgc-m~nt. 
OSBORN, IESI.I[ "ORTO'- - farmville: RC Pi K,ippa Alph,,. 
PALE MICt·l,,H WAYNE -· Ch{l<,tNfield; R(. 8A £cononii0i; 
VdNty tenm!,; Color GuJrd. lntr<lmu r,11<.. 
PADCtTI, lX)NALD EO\\'..-\RD •-- Richmond; SBA, BS, 1\t.:tount• 
ing; A<.:< ountinK Society; So<:iC'ly for the Adv,mcement oi 
MJn~gein~lll 
PAIGE. KRISTiNf ,"1 Richmond; SBA, BS, \.1,mngemetu; \iRm<l 
P1 B<'l.t; Socwty ior 1hp Ad\ .tlKC'm~nt of .\.1<1nageml'nt .--· 
<,~f<'!cHV 
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PANKO. JEAN ANNE- Richmon(!; WC, BA. French and H1<tory; 
Dean's List; Phi Alphil Th<>td - presidC'nl; Phi Sigma Iota; 
Univer-,ity Band; OnentJtion Coun;elor· Town Orientation 
ChJim1an 
l'ARK[R, ROBERl CLEVELAND. JR - Richmond: RC, BS, Biof<,. 
gv; Phi DPIW J"hc-td; lnterm ediJ:I~ Ho nor,.; Pr~ ident's ,\dvi ,-
ory Council; Library Aifaifs Committee; Beta Bet,1 Bew -
presidPnt; l:ld SiKm,1 Phi; Carr.m..::i Sigma Epsilon; Head Re<-1• 
denI; Judicial Council 
PARSON. THOMAS WESLEY. IV - Jarratt: RC. BA. lfatory; 
o~an· ... u ... t  
PARTIN, RICHARD NORMAN - Hopewdl; SBA, BS; Kappa 
Alphd - - vi ce-.µre:i.1den1; Society for the AdvJn<.:<>«nent oi 
.v\anagement; lntrJmural .... 
PASCHALi., DVl1GHT DWIS - Jacbonv1lle. Fla.: RC. BA Phvs-
ical EducJtion. 
PAVLICK, STEPHEN - John<.town, Pa.; SBA, BS, Accounting; 
DNn'<. Lisi; Alpha KJppa p..,1; Ac-count1nR Society; Bet.\ 
GJm1,1J Sigma; SGA - trC>J.;.urer; UJC - treJ-.urer; Varsit, 
footbdll; Intramural.,. 
P(N~Ell. J.,\l\ Al YN - LPe ... burg; we. BAi.. \1athemauc., ,,nd 
Economic,;,; De,,n'.., Li-.t: E<.:onomic Honor.uy 
PERK!!'~', JAMES WADE - Richmond; SBA. BS, FinJnc:t"'; Dt:•an·:-. 
u,1; Alpha KJpµa Psi; Universuy B.:md. 
l'ETER!>EN, R0BERi J. - Richmond; SBA, BS, \1arsetini: Dean', 
list; :::iotiet\' for the Adv,rncemC'nt of .\l\anai:;emen!; Vnrsitv 
wre.;tling. 
PHIU.11'>. ll'-DA LEE -- Richmond: VIC. BS. 81olo~v .,nd 
\1,tthema.ti~; Oe.1n', Li-.t; BNn BetJ Bela -- vit e-president~ 
Jji .\11u Ep5Hon: YWC.-\ - vic('-pf~iclenr. 
PON DER. IA ~\ES S\ICH AEL - Peter,burg; RC BA Psvcholog\ 
Jnd RE>-lixio": De,rn', u,1; -\lphn l'h1 Omega - athletic 
chairm<1n, president; Unive~ity Chorr; USGA; Community 
',ervtce Bure,w; UIC; Honor Council - secrt-ta.ry: P~, Chi; 
lntrc1mural,. 
POSE NAU JERRY IEE - Richmond: RC BS. B1olo~: Pi Kapp, 
•\lµha. 
POLJUO~, !'.ICKOLAS S. - ·\then'>. Greece; RC, BA, Economic. . 
POWELL. H0R~CE RUH EDGE. Ill - R;chmnnd; SBA. 8,. 
Economic,: 1'1 KJppa AlphJ . 
PO\'VfR5, A~NE RE'Glt\A - Richmond; \\'C. BA. ElementJn 
Education; Honor Council: SEA; G irl':- Servrc.:e Club; 
Homecorning Court. 
PRICE, llt-,,;D,\ LFE - /\.orfolk; \VC , BA. Journ,-!11-,rn; Oean ~ Li,t; 
Pi D~ltd fp,ifon; Orientation Coun)C'!or; '\JC Dorm { ouncil; 
Frt..--shman cla-.:. pr~ident; Coll£>~i.1n ) laif; Spnng f(',tival of 
thf' Art~ - co-<.hJimldO; Uni\'N)i!V Seit-Study; S1ud<~n1 r<'p· 
resentativC' to Bodrd oi 1 ruslE>£',-Commilt<-e on Univert.ih 
R()l,lt1c>ns dnd Development 
PRITCHETT. BARBARA A/'\.'\.:( - Richmond; \'VC, BA, t\nc1en1 
langu,1g5; Eta SiF,ma Phi - viLE'•presi<lent. 
RABIL f. DAVID- h.tnk.l in, SBA, BS, M,:trl,.etrng: ::>orietv 1or1he 
-\dv.JntemPnt 01 ManJ~<'m~nt; lnlrctmur als. 
RAGLAND. I0H>< GUfRRA·NT - Manmwille; SBA. BS. f;. 
nan<e: Sigma 1\lph,1 Epsilon-- chapl;nn, 1inan<:e c;ommillee; 
'\lphcl K.ippa P.;i; ~oc iety ior !he Advancement oi Manttge-
ment. 
RAMKE\-'. KRISTlr-..: MAR!F - Charle,;, To,\n, Vv, Ve\.; SBA BS, 
M.trket ing; Dean',;, List; Aqu111wne ... ; USU - bu,inc..~'- mdn• 
JgN; UIC: YWCA; V\'eb <.laff; CollegiJn - .ad mJnttger 
RENFRO. RACH[L ANDERSON -· Charlottesville; WC, BA 
.\i\u-.ic -· Mortar Roard; Honor Coun(it - cha1rm(ln; Dorm 
Auto nomy Cummitte<>: Pi 'V\u Epsilon; WC \i1u-;ir Honorarv 
Society; <..)1ientdtion Counc;.<>lor; Universily Choir; Gl<'t' Club; 
Pieocie; Freshman cla~~ hhl0ric1n. 
RHODES, ROBERT ANDREW, Ill - \'\ ayne-.boro; RC, BA. B;ol-
c)g~- and Psycholog~'- Honor Council; Beta Bera Bew; h1• 
tramural, 
RICHARDS, PEGGY MARIE - Richmond: SBA BS, Ac<.:ountmg ; 
Acco unllng Society - secreury: Soc-ie1y tor the Adv,u1re-
-n,mt of Mandgement. 
RICHARDSON, JOHN W,\LKER. IR. - Bon A11: RC. BA. Spanish; 
Varsitv wr~tling; lntramurJI,;_ 
ROBERTS. MICHAEL L - Bluefield RC. BS, Biology; Sigma 01i: 
ln1r.1mur,1ls. 
ROCKffEllER, C. KIRWAN, IR - Virginia Beach; RC BA. A1t 
History; Spc-ech Communic.tllon and Theater Am; UniV('f • 
sity Players; AlphJ P~i O111egc1 - - bU'iine,.;~ m(lnager, pr~1-
denr; <;(>nior Orche-,i<... 
ROSANElll. RICHARD CHARLES - Richmond: RC. 8\, En~li,h. 
ROSE. LE~LIE WILLIA-M, Ill .. Richmond; RC, 85. Chemi,try and 
"1athemar1c,..; H,Md R~1den1. 
ROSSI. I0SEPH PATRICK. JR. - Audubon. Pa.: RC, BA, Socio!. 
o~v and Pwchology: Young R<>Public.:Jn-.. Club; lntr,1mur t1ls 
ROTH. MICHAEL EUGENE- Annanddle; RC. BA. B"'lo~\; Gk-e 
Club; Ski Club; lnt ramurJI<... 
RUC~. ANDREA CHRISTINE - ,\rlington: WC BA. P,ycholog, 
Jnd Socioloio · 
RUCKER. ,\\ICHAH WI NGFIELD - Bediord: RC BA. 
E(:onom1c.,; De.an·.,, L, ... t; (td S1~mn Phi. 
RYAN WILLIAM THOMAS - Pittsburgh, Pa.; SBA, RS. Marke:-
ing; Soci«v for the Advrtnc-eniPnt of Mandgement; Concert 
and Otlnce Commmee. 
RYLAND. Jt\Mf:S LO\-VELL - \.Var').aw; RC BA, Economic.,; Pl11 
Gamma Delta - recording 'iC'CretJry; Curnmuni!y Si~n ice 
Bureau - co-c-hc1irm,1n; lntrJmurrtls. 
SAMPUS, LAURA LY"-iNE - Richmond: we, BA. P,;cholo~y 
and Sociolog)'; Ot•Jn·.., Li,;,f; ludicicHy B0~1rd. 
SANDERS. \\11.LIAM 1-!UST0'-' - Richmond: RC BA. MUSIC 
EUucJ!1(J1l; Otc¼n·, ti~t: Schola Cantorum. 
SAUNDER~, ALAN GREGORY - A,hfand: SBi\. BS. M,,na~e-
nwnt: Kappa AlµhJ - rec-ordinR 5<'crerary_ 
SAUNDERS, iHOMAS NEI.SON, Ill - R;rhmond: SBA. BS, 
M,'.mngemf>nl; Pi K<tppJ Alpho.: lntrJmurdlc, 
SAVAGE, THOMAS LEf - Porhmouth: SBA, B,. Finance: s;gm., 
Phi [p<,ilon - ru~h c-h,wrnJn, ~oc:.;iJl c.:hoirmdn, pledgt' da'>S 
pre<,idf'nt; tn1rc1murJI ... 
SCHOONOVER. \ \ARTH,\ IANE - Arlingt<111; WC. BA, Hi,tory 
Jnd French: Phi Beta Kappct: Phi Alphn ThPtJ; Phi Si~m.1 
!of.l; Jud1c-i.ny Bo.3rd - c-hnirm,:m; Dorm Autonomy Commil• 
tee; Vhitation Study Committee: Cahinet: Pre:i.idem\, ,\cJvi-, 
orv Council. ~C Dorm Council -- presidC>nt; Piend<•; CGA. 
- ... oci.11 chn1rm,m: At:ddemi< Affoi~ Comi11itt!'e; Fre~hmJn 
clJ,;,~ ser ret.1ry . 
SCHULTZ. BRUCE GORDO'- - Hauppau~e. l I., NY.; RC, B,. 
English: J.V, tootball 
SCHUTZ. l<ATHRY'-: EllZABEIH - Valf,,v Cott,~e. "-Y; SBA. 
85. Finance; Dean's li~t; J.V. Che>erfeader, Vc1r;.it-; Cht.X>r• 
IC'J:<ler •- Cdptain. 
SCH\\AB. SHPHF'-: $.\NDERS - PJ!m Sprin~,. Fla.; RC. 
SCHWEROlFE<,ER MMY LOU- Rockville: WC. BS, Biolog,. 
SCRIBNER. JOH'-' CHARLES FAUI.KNER - Ponsmou1h; RC, B!>. 
Biology; Ot"dn\ li'>I; SJ.., Club. 
)COTT JA~ E CHADWICK - Peter:-burg; SRA BS. fin.1n<.:P J:nd 
.v\,trketing; Junior d.i<i.., v1C()•pr~ident; Homecommg Court. 
SELPH. BARNEY f.DWARO-- ~PO, S.f.: RC BS. Chem.,try; WC. 
RC Co-op; Head re<-,denl: Photo'l,raph\. Club - prt•!ticif>nt; 
Comma Si8mc1 Ep,i!on - recorder. 
SGROI. )0Sf.PH ANTl·IONY JR. -M1ll1°',n, ·"-J-· RC B~. Phvs-
1rJI Educ.tHon; V~r<.ily iootball; lnlr,mlUrak 
SH/\NN0'-1 tLIZABHH RANDOLPH - Richmond: we. RA. 
Sodoloi~· : Dean'<i Lisi 
SHARPE, CHARU:S l - "1incrJI; SB!\, HS. M,mag<~me'Ol; .--\lphct 
K.1ppa P~i; Soc,;iety for 1he Adv.:incemen1 ot \1anJgement. 
SHA"'-, D['-115[ KATHLEEN · · Ham1,ton; WC. BA, SpJnrsh : 
ROTC Spon<.or; lnter-VJ~i ty (hri!lotian Feflow..,hip . 
SH0WALTFR. DAVID SCOTT - Harrisonburg; SBA. BS. Ac-
counrlng and FinJnce>: Dean'~ List; Alpha Kapprt Psi - )<'C· 
rC'tary; Accounting Society; Senior Advbor; Senior <"IJ.,,~ trea-
surer; Judicial Council; Gener.ii M aniigemenl Commi t1re; 
N.tlional A.)<.oci,Hion of Accountants. 
SHRADER, JOHN THOMPSON - Amherst; RC; Dean's Li,t; R,-
~1den1 Assistant 
SHROYER. ANDREW W. ·- Bethesda, Md.: SBA. BS, Manage-
ment; Phi Delta ThNd - president; Society for the Ad· 
vancement of MJndgt">ment; l ntramurc1h. 
SINK, SHERRIE BETH - Richmond; INC. BA, Speech Communi-
cation and Theatre Arts; Univcr,ity Player-, - corresponding 
~ecretarv; Alph,, Psi Oinega. 
SMITH. JAMES AL VERNON, Ill - Richmond; RC, BS, Biology; 
Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
SMITH. STEVEN WRIGHT -- Rid1mond; SBA. 8S, ManJgemenl; 
Phi Kappa Sigma; Oean·c, List; Senator: UC SGA - pre.i • 
dent; tFC representative; lntramurals. 
SNEAD, KAREN ELAINE - Richmond; WC, BA. Elementary Edu-
cation; Scn,110r; Board of Elections; Glee Club; \'\-C Mu,ic 
Honorary Society- .-.ccretar\; Univer;ity Choir-- secr~t.i:rv; 
Honor Council; Senio, clc:1s,; town repr('<,e11tat1ve: Spring fe,s. 
tival oi the Arts - co-<.hairman. 
SNIDOW, DAVID CARROLL - Winter Park, Fla.; SBA, BS. Fi-
n,mce; lambdr1 Chi Alpha - treasurer; Dc:•cln's List; Inter-
mediate Honore.; Vars.icy rennic,; Intramural Council. 
SOLDINGER, STEVEN - Norfolk; SBA. BS, Marketing; Alpha 
K<.1pp..i Psi; Society for the Advancement of MMagcment. 
SOWELL SYDNEY BENIT,\ - WC, 8$, 81ology; Diving Team; 
SophomorP dass sodal ~rultur,11 COO(din,1tor; Pieride; lunior 
and Senior Orcht...,is: Mortar Bocird; Beta Be-t,1 BN,1: Student 
I ifc Committee: USGA; \VC, RC Co-op. 
SPlAS, BRUCE ORBURN - Cumberland; RC, 8A, Speech Com-
mun1carions, The~1tre Art:, anrl P~ychology; P1 Kappa ,\lpha: 
USGA; Unrve~it-.,· Pl,wer., - president; Alpha Psi Omega. 
ST. JOHN, IOAN NORWOOD - Richmond; WC, 8,1, Elemen-
t.1ry F.ducation; Dean ' s list: Orientation Counselor; Junior 
da"" town rcprf:"SP.nt.tti,.c. 
SMNI.EY, JAMES AlLfN. JR. - Bedford; SBA. BS, finance; 
Ldmlxfo C:hi l\lpha: Collegian <,ports writer ; Varsity golf, 
SlANLEY. l YNNE ANNF - William'-bur~; W'C, BA, Music Edu-
c,1uon; \VC Musk Honorary Society; Orientation Counselor; 
Unh,ef\ity Choir - lrrusurer , president; Dean's l1i,1; SC 
Dorm Council; Sophomore dass <;.On8, lcclder; M,1iorctte; 
Glee Club. 
STF.F.l. GJ\RY P. - Cincinnati, Ohio; S81\, BS, M.irkeling : 
lt1mlxla Chi Alpha; ,\rnE"rk,1n 1\.-\,1rkcting t\<i--,O<.iat1on; In• 
tramur.11:i. 
', TOK(S CEORGf NICHOLAS - Dermott, Ark.; RC. HS. Chemis-
try; Ci!mma Sigma Epsilon; Junior cla1;1, president; Senator; 
\-\'eb - photo editor; Cotlegian - pho1ogrc1pher. 
STONE WILLIAM ANDERSON - Richmond; RC, BA, [ngli,h 
and Sociology; Oe.•an's li~t; lntromurals. 
STRONG, !,_MES GEORGE, IV - Hendersonville , N.C.; S8A, BS, 
Marke1ing; Sigma Chi - plt:dge dMs song leader, hi)torian; 
r\lphd Kappd Psi: Soc.iety for the Adv.1ncement of Monage-
ment; Young Republiuns Club; Dean's List. 
STUART, ROBERT GRAHAM, JR - Richmond; RC. BA.. Speech 
Communication 
SUTTON, HELEI< COMER - Richmond; WC, BS. Mathematics; 
Gk-c Cl"b; ~ociety of Physics Stvdenl'-- ,;,t,~cretary-tr~surer; 
Pi "1u Epsilon ; Omicron Delta Epsilon. 
lALL[Y, CHARL(S RICHMOND. JR. - Richmond; SBA. BS 
Mdfket1ng; American Marketing Associ.:itrnn; Var-,ity 
bJsd,,111; AH•St,1te; All•Southem Confcrenc:t!; lntramur.:1lc.. 
TANNER. DEBOR,IH RAE- Richmond; WC, HA, lnterdiscipli• 
n~ry Studie1o; De,1n'<, Usr; lntnmecliate Honors; Pieride; SEA: 
HomC<"om1ng Candid~te. 
TAYLOR, DIANE 8. - Franklin; SBA, BS, M.vketing: Dean's U.-.1; 
J.V. Cheerleader; Var)lly Cheerleader; Junior cl.ass 5-ec.,rctary; 
Soc..iet}' for 1he Advdncement of Manag:t.,-nent. 
TAYLOR, ELLEN TRIM\.IER-- Richmond; WC, 85, Mathematics; 
OeM-.•~ Us.t; lnttmncd1Jte Honors; Phi Beta Kappa; M0rtM 
Board; Pi Mu fp~ilon ; loving Book Awafd; Senator; Board of 
Elections - ChdimMn; Univcr.;ity Choir - bu-,mess m,10• 
J.ger; Piendc ~ Orientation Counselor; Honor Council. 
TA YI.OR, ROY N,\ THAt-i --- Charlo1tcw1lle: RC, BA, Physical 
Education and Religion: Dean·-. List; Varsity Track; lntramur• 
als; Phy~ical Education Ma1ors Cluh. 
T[ITELMAN. )001 LOU - Nonolk; WC, BA, Psvchology; 
WCRC; OWL; Ps, Chi; ConcC'rt Committee; Instructor for 
'\carlcm,c Skill~ Progrdm. 
TERRY, MYRA GAIL - 0assett: $BA, BS. Accounting: American 
Ac-counting Society . 
l HICPOs, H. CORDON, Ill - Richmond; SM, BS, Finan<e and 
\l\cl.fketing; Sigma Cht - 1reasurer. c:o-n.,S,h dl,1innan; ROTC; 
Scabbard .tnd Blade - treasure,; 6-.lphc1 Kappa Psi; Dean's 
list 
THIGPEN. JARM,\N WADE- Mobile, Ala.; RC, BA, P,ychology; 
Dean's List Intermediate Honors; Beta Beta Beta; Omicron 
Delta Kc1ppa; President',;, Advisory Council; SGA - vice• 
president; S-,n,,tor; WC, RC Co-op; Ski Club; USU; Concert 
and D.inc:e Committee; University Re-Evaluation Committee; 
Orientation Committee; \IVicke, FoundAtion A\O.ard; Thomo~ 
Branch McAdam\ Prize. 
THOMAS, ROBERT EMMETf - Richmond; SB,\ BS, Manage-
ment; Kilpp,'l Alpha; Honor Council; Sor.iety ior the Ad-
v,rncement of Managemenl. 
THOMAS, TRAVIS HERNDON - Culpeper; SBA, BS, 
Economics: Dean's. li',t; Dorm Council; ,\lpha K,1ppa Psi; 
Intramural~ 
fHOM,ISSON, WILLIAM BRODIE - Martinsville; SBA. 8S, Fi-
nance: Oe,1n·c. list; Senior Adv1 ... or; Alpha Kappa Psi; Society 
for the Advancement oi M,1nagemcnt. 
lHOMPSON, ANNE TRICE- Evington; \VC, 8A. Journalism and 
Histor\,; Phi Alpha Theta - ,.-ice--pre:.icJent; ROTC Sponsor 
- co-chairman: Collegian ,;taff: Dean's lic.t. 
Tt-JOMPSON, RONALD WAYNt - Richmond: RC. BA, Spanish; 
Dean's lii,t; lntermedia1e Honors; \lar')ity trc1ck. 
THOMPSON, SCOTT D. - Neptune, N.J.; RC. Sigrna Alpha Epsi-
lon. 
TliUkSTON. DORALE~ STATON-- Richmond; WC. 8,\, Ph,>1-
tal Cduc.atioo; Orchesis; Varsit\ archefy: AA - sPuetary. 
TISDALE. BEVERLY M/\IE - Kenbndge; WC. BS, '1athemat1c,· 
Dean's List; lntem1ecJiate Honors; SC Dorm Council - pres-
ident: Judiciary Board; CGA C1bine.•t; Orientation Coun:-,elor; 
Pie,ide; >\ccounting S<Jci(1ty; Pi Mu Ep"lilon; Dorm Autonomy 
Comm1t1ee; V.i,::oity hc1skNball, tennis. 
TITUS, J, RANDALL - f,1irfax; ~BA 8S, Management; K<1ppd 
t\lpha - vice•prt,c,1rlcnt; lntramurali,. 
T0'1S, N/\NCY KATHERINE- Richmond; \/\C, BA. B1olog, and 
Psycholog;-; OeJn's Us.t; Be1a Beta Bew; SenJtof; \.Vcb -
associare editor; Curriculum Committee: Social CommiUt.--c; 
Pre~idcnt's Cabinet; Spring Festival oi the Ari s D~rnce Execu-
tive 8ot1rd; Town Student Delegation - pre-.ident. 
T00'1EY, HELEN REGINA - Richmond: WC, BA, History. 
fOOTEllAN, K/\REN JEAN - K1chmond; WC, BA, [ng!i,h. 
TUCK, CHARLES ALBERl - f,t-em,in; SS,1 BS, Management. 
So<:iety ror the Advancement of Managerner1t. 
TUCKER, JESS( MILLER, Ill - Huddleston· RC, 8;\. Pwchologv; 
Varsity trMk; Outing Cluli. 
TUTTLE, PAUl A., JR. - Richmond; SBA BS. Ac.counting ; Ac• 
taunting Sode!~ . 
IUTTU, WILU,\,Yl STEPHEN - Portsmouth; SSA, S!>, Finance: 
Sigm,1 Pht F.p<-ilon - recording ~CCTE.'laf'\, ru!.h chairman, tre-
:twrer; lnlr(1muro;b. 
TYLER, FRANCES ANN - Peter.;burg; SBA. BS, Mari-Nin~. 
TYRE[, STEVE DOUGL,IS -- Mad,;on Heights; SBA, 85 , 
Economic-.; De.an'., list; Glee Club; Univcr,;,iry Choir; Alpha 
Kc.1ppa P'ti; ~oriety ior the Advancement of 'v1,1nagement; 
lnlramurJ.1S. 
VALZ, ,\,1ARTHA 01\VIS - Richmond; WC. BA, Studio Ari and 
Art H1-.mry; MaJorctte. 
V;\N LEEUWEN, EVAN BAI.FOUR - Gloucester; RC, BA. Relig-
ion; Sigma Chi - vice-president , sE'cret,HY, pledge trainer; 
ROTC; Pe~hing Rifles; lnrramura15. 
VIA, WILLIAM RANDOLPH ·- Hampton; SB.~; Lambda Chi 
Alpha - scholar~hip chairman , nPYvSletter corr~pondcnt; 
De.:1n's Lht; Alpha Kappa P'"ii; Collegian sport!, \w11er: Dorm 
Council; Society ror the Advanceme-nt of M,magement; Var1 
'>HY bast~baU; lntramurals. 
WAGNER, JOAN DALZlfl - West 1-lartfmd. Conn.; WC. 8A, 
Ec<momics; Dean'i, Ust; UIC - Encounter cha1nn.ln; Omic-
ron Delta Epsilon; Junior dass pre<,,icknt; Juditidry Soard; 
Varsity s\\-imming; Jntr..tmural~. 
WALTHALL, BRUCE COLCAfE, JR. - Richmond; SBA. B~. Mar-
keting; Alpha Kapp,, Psi. 
W~RANCH, STEVEN FR~NKLIN - Norfolk; RC. SA, Psycholo-
gy; Dean's li'>t; lniermed,ate Honors; Psi Oli; Jud1cal Coun-
<:il - <.hairman: Dean's Cabinet; University Self-Study; Pres-
ident's A<lvi-,o,y Council· USU. 
IVARREN, STEPHEN RANDOLPH - Cipe Charles; RC BA. 
Ec-onomics; Phi Delk\ fheta; VM.,ity baseball . 
WATTS, ,WIRlHA ELLYN - Falls Church: WC, SA. fngl,;h; In-
termediate Honors; Mortdr Board; D~an's Ur.t; A<lvi,ory 
Board- chairman: Senator· Judiciar,, Board: Cabinet: \\cb 
staff; ,\.\essenger - editor. 
WEINBERG HOWARD CORDON - Richmond; SBA, BS, Ac-
counting~ Unh,ersity Band. 
WEINS fEIN, CAROLE M. - Richmond· WC BA. English. 
WtST MALCOL'-1 RUDOI PH - Suffolk; RC, 8~ . fngl,sh ; 
Dean's lf')I; English Club; ltllramural~. 
\VEST TERESI\ PAYNE - Rrchmond; WC, 8A, Historv ; Inter• 
mediate Hon<.lr!".: J. Taylor Elh,-.on -\.-\e<lal in Virginia H1,torv; 
University PIJyeri; Junior 0(cht..,:,is; Ph, Alpha ThetJ: Alph,l 
Psi OmcgJ. 
WHll /\KER, SANDRA PAGF - Bon Ai,; WC. BA, fngl i;h , 
Spc1nish; Girls Service Club. 
\\HITE, JUDY ANN - King V\iilliam; WC, 8•\ Physi c·al lduu• 
t101,; SC DQrrn Council; Sophomort? class A:\ rt•presenu1ive; 
Var:Sity hockey , ba..,kctball. archery. 
WHITlfY , PA'v\ELA VERN - Emporia; \'vC; Univer.,lly Player<.. 
\o\'HITfL( , \i\lCHA(L 0. - Winc;heslcr; SBA, BS, ,'v1Jndgement; 
Dean ' s lbt; J.V. football; lnirarnur.1ls. 
WILDES, RICHARD HERBtRl JR - - Richmond: SBA. 8S, '-'\Jn-
d8e:nent; Phi De-ltd Th.eta: Alpha Kappd P:;1; ~oriety !or the 
Advancement of Management ; American Jn<,t1ttJte of Bank-
ing; lnttamurak 
WILKERSON, J\.UCHAEl JOE - Ameli,, · RC, BA Economics: Phi 
Kappa Sigma. 
WikUA."1S, CHARLES CLAYTON - Richmond ; RC, BA, 
Economics; Alpha Kappa p.,i. lnlramurals. 
WILLl.l\"IS, DOUGLAS ,\LAN - Richmond; RC, BA Sociology. 
WILLIS. NANCY LEE - Glen Allen; WC, BA. Sociology, BSU. 
WILLMOT. WILFRED C .. JR. - - Atlant, , Ca.; SB.I\, BS, Finance; 
lambda Chi Alpha - athletic director; l\ss1<;.tant Head RL~i• 
dent: V,1r:.tty 1cnnis: Oe.in ·s li'>t. 
WINSTON, \~lLLIAM L .. JR. - Arlington; RC. 
WIPPH LINUS WILLIAM - Long Valle\, N.). !>Bl\, 8$. Finance: 
Society for the Ad\,1ncement of Man~1gt•ment. 
\\HT, ANNE F.UZABHH - Richmond; 'NC, BA, History; Oean·s 
u-.1; lnwrmedi..ite Ho,,o...,; Phi '\lph,1 Theta 
WOOD , CHRISTOPHER GUY - Richmond; RC, Bl\. Politic., J 
Sc,cnc.c; Sigma Chi. 
YANCEY. JOHN l'ARR,\R. JR. - Richmond; RC, B~. Mathematic, 
and Physics; Dean',. Li'i>t; lntermedio;;11e Honors; Phi Beta 
K,lppa; Eta Sigma Phi; Pi Mu Ep-.iloo; S1grna Pi Sigm.1: Soci-
ety o( Ph\.'tk" Studenr:i - pr5idcm. 
YEA1MAN, ALLEN S., JR. - Montro .. ~; RC. 81\. Economic<;; 
lamlxb Chi AlphJ; Beta Bct;i Bera; lntramur,ll'i. 
ZINKHAM. SHARON ANN - Richmond; I\C, BA, Elemcntarv 
Educ,Hion and Pwchology: Dea~n•s li5t; Orientation Coun• 
selor. 
Senior Statistics 163 
164 Law 
Joseph Leath Anthony 
William Arthur Beeton Jr. 
Gilbert Wilson Chichester 
William Curtis Coleburn Ill 
Louis Richard Durnya 
James Ronald Ennis 
Lawrence T. Jones 
Herbert Ernest Maxey Jr. 
Ronald Vincent Militello 
Thomas L. Murphy 
Norwood Kendall Newsom 
Clyde Edward Roettger Jr. 
Third Year 
Second Year 
W i lliam Randolph Al lcott Jr. 
Thomas David Hunter Barnett 
Russel I Anthony Berger 
Jud W. Collier Jr. 
George Ronald Crubbs Jr. 
Fred S. Hunt Ill 
Sheldon Arthur lskow 
Marcus Harding Long 
James Lankford McLean 
John G. Mizell Jr. 
John Randolph Nelson 
Herbert F. Niles Jr. 
Law 165 
166 Law 
William Jeffrey Olson 
David Albert Powers Ill 
Bruce Calvin Stockburger 
Richard Bruce Chess 
Meek Daniel Clark 
Rick Claybrook 
Wilhelm Hans den Hartog 
Lee A. Harris Jr. 
R. Mcilwaine Keever Jr. 
Kenneth Wayne Thorson 
John Willis Vaughan Jr. 
First Year 
Jeffrey David Somers 
Gerald Kenneth Underdow n 
Floyd William Kirby, Jr. 
E. Baxter Lemmond 
Lella C. Martin 


RC Senior and Junior Class Officers 
Senior Class officers - L. Rose, ). Khoury , G. Stokes. Junior Class Offi cers - ). Doggette, D. Docherty. 
170 Government 
RC Sophomore and Freshman Class Officers 
Sophomore Class officers - J. 
Gitelson, K. Perdue, B. Fowler. 
Freshman Class officers - G. Hatf ield, W. Burke 
Government 171 
172 Gove rnment 
RC Honor Council 
R.C. Honor Council: Top to 
bottom , H. Price, 8. Rhodes, M. 
Burke, M. Ponder, R. Daven- ' 
port, M . Ail swort h, D. Blessing, 
P. Foltz. 
RC Student Government Association 
' 
., 
R.C. SGA: J. Thigpen, 8. Legum, D. Gibb s. 
WC Senior Class Officers 
W.C. Senior Class: F. Henderson, K. Snead, J. Elmer, J. Conley, D. Copeland, 5. Heffner, N. Manson, C. 
Creasy, L. Mitchell. 
WC Junior Class Officers 
W.C. Jun io r Class: G. 
Ulasiewicz, E. Coppedge, B. 
Higginbotham, C. Magee, J. 
Haygood. 
Government 173 
WC Freshman and Sophomore Class Officers 
Freshman Class Officers: Left to right - G. Turnamian, 5. Keever, L. Heishman, M. Kiley, R. Holderness, M. Stender. 
Sophomore Class Officers: Left to right - E. Ellis, L. Cline, K. Well house, 5. Grizzard, B. Wheeler, J. Edwards. 
174 Government 
WC Cabinet 
Cabinet: Front row, V. Brodie, A. Hankins, B. Tisdale. Back row, H. Gronn, P. Newton, K. Hutcheson, M. 
Schoonover, R. Renfro, C. Hall. 
WC Executive Board 
Executive Board: Front row, R. Renfro, K. Wellhouse, C. Hall, A. Hankins, L. Garnett, M. Blanton, L. 
Mitc hell. Back row, A. Martens, K. Hutcheson, R. Hurley, M. Schoonover, V. Brodie, E. Meek, B. Tisdale, 
G. Ulasiewicz. 
Governme nt 175 
176 Government 
Advisory Board: Left to right -
D. Hino, C. Murphy, 5. Busch. 
WC Advisory Board 
WC Senate 
Senate: Front row - Left to right: 5. Grimm, K. Lewis, M. McClintock, 5. Gilmore. Second row - J. 
Baskerville, J. Fegley, J. Chin, J. Wilson, A. Hankins, C. Prince, D. Rogers. Third row - K. Gordy, P. 
Dillard, B. Scott, K. Panags, D. Boswell, D. Anderson. Fourth row - A. Bowdler, M. Petko, F. Davis, F. 
Taylt,r, L. Goodwin, C. McCloy. 
WC Honor Council 
W.C. Honor Council: Front row, E. Taylor, R. Renfro, P. Marston, A. Daniel. Back 
row: C. Lowe, C. Magee, R. Griggs, K. Woody, L. Pitzer, C. Byrd, E. Christian. 
WC Judiciary Board 
W.C. Judiciary Board: Front row, L. Samples, K. Hutcheson, M. Andrews, J. Wagner, E. Watts, M. 
Schoonover, M. Ford. Back row, M. Kidwell , R. Adair , B. Tisdale, C. Hall , N. Carter. 
Governm ent 177 
1 
I 
178 Government 
WC Pierides 
Pierides: Front row, A. Larkin, M. Schad, B. Masencup, P. Little, Second row, M. Gregory, S. Smith, A. 
Daniel, K. King, C. McCloy. Back row, M. Petko, K. Woody, P. Kent, R. Dorrier, J. Baskerville, K. 
Wellhouse , D. Graham, E. Gillmore, D. Bareford, B. Scott. 
WC Orientation Counselors 
Orientation Counselors: Front row, G. Palmer, S. Stone, D. Hino, C. Lowe, L. McKeel (co-chairman), F. 
Henderson (co-chairman). Second row, L. Stanley, L. Pitzer, M. McCary, K. Gregory, P. Marston, R. 
Hurley, J. Panko (co-chairman). Third row, N. Kirkland, N. Edwards, C. Byrd, C. Kaye, D. Early, S. 
Stockman, N. Matthias, T. Palmer, M. Andrews. Fourth row, E. Taylor, M. French, C. Beane, S. Ladd, S. 
Zinkham, A. Henry, K. Lambert, B. Baptist, B. Higgenbotham, J. Walton. Back row, S. Lloyd, B. Doane,M . 
Tiedemann, B. Powell, P. Green, S. Heffner, J. St. John, S. Burhman. 
WC Dorm Councils 
North Court Dorm Council 
South Court Dorm Council 
Gray Court Dorm Council 
Government 179 
180 Government 
Junior and Senior SBA Class Officers 
Junior Class Officers: Left to right - D. Maloney , S. Akridge , B. Coram , N. Bunn. 
Senior Class Officers: Left to 
right - S. Showalter, D. Berry, 
N. Day. 
SBA Senators 
SBA Senators: ). Carter , P. Coley , G. Dahlquist , M. Meade , D. Morris. 
SBA Student Government Association 
SBA SGA: S. Pavlick, B. Cris-
pin, S. Goodpasture , C. Ander-
son. 
Government 181 
182 Government 
University Student Government Assoc. 
USGA: On floor - J. O'Donnell, S. Flippen . Seated - J. Pulley, R. Jackson, G. Dahlqu ist, B. Seabolt, R. 
Gardner, L. Hearring, P. Coley, J. Edwards. 
SBA Honor Court: Seated - M. 
Snyder, H. Eason. Standing -
R. Horuff, B. Hogg, 8. 
Campbell, J. Kannan. 
SBA Honor Court 
Moot Court 
.. 
, ... 
. . 
. ·:.:· 
..... , 
.. ,.. 
National Moot Court Team, 1974: Left to right - G. Kendall, W. Powers, T. Olivieri , L. Mezzullo. 
Honor Court 
Honor Court, Student Bar Association: Left to right- Front row: Justices - H. Collier, S. lskow, A. Jones, W. 
Trice. Second row: R. Lambeth, H. Hi rsch, G. Grubbs. 
Government 183 
Law Grievance Committee: Left 
to right - G. Pulley, S. Fulton, 
R. Smith. 
184 Government 
Law Grievance Committee 
Law Review 
Law Review: Front row - Left to right: J. Colan, M. Kramer, W. Beeton, D. Parsons, J. McGlone , R. Evans. Second row 
- J. Mclees, L. Stoneburner, D. Belcher, D. Beach, G. Tarzwel l, C. Gibb. Third row - G. Pulley, J. Herbig, R. Perrow, 
W. Trice, J. Mayes, T. Williamson, D. Horne. Fourth row - S. Kaplan, B. Mccahill, B. Lacy, A. Bugg, L. Jones, G. Spahn. 
McNeill Law Society 
McNeill Law Society: Front row - Left to right : T. Williamson, G. Tarzwell , J. McGlone, M. Kramer, E. Parsons, B. 
McCahill, S. Kaplan. Second row - D. Belcher, G. Spahn, J. Mayes, W. McGowan, D. Beach, L. Stoneburner, D. Reid, J. 
Herbig , R. Perrow, J. Colan, J. Mclees. 
Student Bar Council 
Student Bar Council: Front row , T. Olivieri, E. Parsons, F. Kirby, T. Dorrier. Back row, C. Vaughan, W. 
Allcott, J. Anthony, T. Murphey. 
Law IFC 
Law IFC: R. Ricks, R. Smith, J. 
McGlone, C. Witmeyer, J. Vau-
ghan. 
Government 185 
Legal Aid Society 
Legal Aid Society: A. Jones, H. Kestenbaum, F. Ceresi. 
Juris Publici 
Juris Publici Newspaper Staff: T.D.H. Barnett, T. Dorrier, L. Jones, G. Rosenberger. 
186 Government 
lnterfraternity Counci I 
IFC: Front row - Left to right: M. Lubin, S. Mccardell, B. Vennart, K. Hutchinson , T. Bailey. Second row - C. 
Walsh, F. Aronica, T. Frazier,). Strong, M. West, C. Voneiff , ). Bonniwell , G. Irvin , G. Johnson, ). Atkinson, S. 
Murphy, M. Smith, K. Powers, K. Perdue, A. Long. 
Government 187 
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S tr • Ike 
The Web 
Peggy Lum - Editor Mary Blanton - Business Manager 
Cindy Creasy - Associate Editor, Copy George Stokes - Associate Editor, Photog raphy 
1 90 Interests 
Left to right: Sally Lloyd, Debbie Campbell, Carolyn Steere, Tricia Carpenter. 
Susan Lum Lynn Hansucker, Cindy Peake Steve White 
Interests 1 91 
The Collegian 
Collegian Staff _ L f . et to right· N C · • arter M A'I , . ' sworth, K. Gregory, B. Hall D H , . oward, J. Livingston. 
K. Ramkey J Ch'ld , • 1 ress 
l 92 Intere sts 
, 
\ 
Interests 193 
The Messenger 
Messenger Staff - Left to right: 
T. Tuggey, E. Watts, T. Hu rst 
U. of R.'s Radio Station - WCRC 600 
The WCRC Staff 
Interests 195 
University Players 
The University of Richmond Players 
196 Interests 
Caucasian Chalk Circle 
Interests 197 
Born Yesterday 
The Glass Menagerie 
200 Interests 

UR Marching Band 
University of Richmond Marching Band 
202 Interests 
UR Schola Cantorum 
University of Richmond Schola Cantorum 
Inte rests 203 
• 
UR Choir 
University of Richmond Choi r 
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Westhampton Aquanettes 
Aquanettes: Left to right, T. Heilman, R. Adair, P. Marston, 8. Heilman , G. Boswinkle, 8. Mulvihill, M. 
Schad, K. Saupe, N. Lewis, D. Baumann, 8. Thomas, G. Davis, A. McGee. (Not pictured: R. Daley, K. 
Lambert, D. Campbell, S. Lum, P. Nolan, L. Robinson, K. Ramkey.) 
Interests 205 
UR Judo Club and UR Baptist Student Union 
University of Richmond Judo Club 
University of Richmond Baptist Student Union 
206 Interests 
WC Nostrae Filiae 
Nostrae Filiae: First row - M. Ownsby, H. Ellsworth, E. Patrick, C. Wilkinson, 
K. Gordy, P. Marston, M. Andrews. Second row - B. Blake, P. Lum, H. Mon-
cure. 
WC YWCA 
YWCA: Left to right - P. Vogt, T. Carpenter, G. Lyons, A. Marsh, S. Milam, M. 
Blanton, B. Wheeler, T. Palmer, M. Blanton. 
Interests 207 
Society for the Advancement of Management 
SBA Society for the Advancement of Management 
Alpha Kappa Psi 
SBA Alpha Kappa Psi 
208 Interests 
Black Awareness 
Studen t Organization for Black Awareness: Front row - Left to right: C. Mason, T. Richey, M. Branch, C. 
Mayfield, V. Simmons, B. Scott, D. Morris, B. Mitchell,). Cones. Second row-W. Starke, A. Owens, B. Allen, 
M. Burks, D. Cornegay, W. Edwards. 
Interests 209 
210 Interests 
Senior Orchesis 
Senior Orchesis: Front row - Left to right: C. Foutch, A. Jones. Second row - M. Loizou, K. Rockefeller, 
D. Thurston, B. Arminger, M. White, A. Cherry. 
Junior Orchesis 
Junior Orchesis: Front row- Left to right: E. Kalomiris, D. Baumann. Second row-A. Harvey , P. Adams, 
C. Weidler, N. Hyer, F. Wessells. Third row - D. Davis, J. Bishop, M. Pendleton. 
Community Service Bureau 
Republican Club 
Community Service Bureau: Left 
to right - J. Carman, J. Ryland, 
M. Ponder, M. Morris, D. 
Fraser, C. Murphy. 
Republi can Club: Members - K. Smith, D. Robertson, K. Andrews, H. Macrae, E. Trice, J. Marcus, 
B. Marcus, W . Mathi as, M . Keever, M. Bryant, B. Hargroves, 8. Gardner, B. Cavedo, T. Norado, R. Fancher, D. 
Helper, M. McClain, R. Ravelli, J. Greer, H. Vanover, 8. Morgenstern, N. Falk, J. Tracy, J. Wizort, R. Burns, S. 
Gibbs, G. Curry, S. McConihan, K. Tucker, K. Fish, B. Woodson, E. Bigler, L. Cornelius, T. Maire, J. Wren, M . 
Smith, L. Dougherty, W. Thomason, S. Ferguson, R. Epperly, S. Littleton, C. Earhart, F. Badalson, M. Coleman. 
Interests 211 
Homecoming 
Unive rsity of Richmond ' s 1974 Homecoming Queen - Karen Hutcheson 
Dede Early, Maid of Honor Jean Baskerville 
Jane Carvil Chad Scott 
Interests 213 
214 Interests 
Reserve Officers Training Corps 
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Cadet Officers; Left to right - D. Burns, B. Selph , 8. Dail, G. Thigpen, C. Bell, M. Dunkley. 
Scabbard and Blade: Left to right - D. Burns, B. Selph, B. Dail , H. Dorton , G. Thigpen, M. Dunkley , G. 
Bernard, H. Price, C. Bell, T. Lewis, Major Stiner. 
~ ... _ 
• 
liiiflftfll 
Rangers: Left to right - D. Hepler , H. Price, D. Mills, D. Gordwitz, M. French, D. Carter, K. Brisson, M. 
Long, M. Smith, C. Blackwell, J. Hunt , Captain Wentz, G. Cordle, P. Taylor, J. Gaylord, T. Hickey, D. 
Robinson. 
ROTC Sponsers: Left to right - K. Gregory, B. Thomas, L. Pitzer, A. Thompson, G. 
Lyons, V. Brodie, M. French. 
' 
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UR 
24 
45 
35 
5 
6 
6 
25 
11 
20 
26 
43 
60 
12 
0 
26 
UR Football 
Op ponent 
Vill anova 
West Virg inia 
The Citadel 
Furman 
Ball State 
V irginia Tech 
VM I 
East Carol ina 
Ap palachian State 
William & Mary 
UR Wrestling 
Opponent 
George Mason 
vcu 
Madi son 
Princeton 
Rider 
V irgi nia 
Lafayette 
SU NY-Binghamton 
Campbell 
Western Carolina 
Elizabeth City 
Hampde n-Sydney (forfeit) 
Franklin & Marsha l l 
East Carolina 
V irginia Tech 
UR Cross Country 
Opponent 
VM I 
Vi rginia 
Maryland 
Virginia State 
ODU 
Rd. Track & Field Cl ub 
Madison 
Davidson 
13 
25 
24 
24 
38 
4 1 
14 
20 
14 
54 
13 
0 
9 
31 
30 
27 
10 
25 
21 
21 
3 
0 
25 
47 
11 
45 
31 
15 
50 
45 
50 
35 
46 
UR 
23 
19 
35 
16 
7 
UR 
81 
79 
77 
67 
95 
80 
83 
90 
95 
80 
10 1 
80 
69 
58 
80 
79 
UR 
97 VMI 
UR JV Football 
Opponent 
V irginia JV 
Massanutten M.A. 
VM I JV 
Fork Union M.A. 
W illiam & Mary JV 
UR Basketbal l 
Opponent 
Mar yland 
Cal-Full erton 
Furman 
David son 
VM I 
Rollin s 
Centra l Mic higan 
Du quesne 
VM I 
George Washington 
Appalachian State 
East Caro lina 
Vi rginia Tech 
Jacksonville 
The Citadel 
Davidson 
UR Indoor Track 
Opponent 
43 Madison 
20 
6 
7 
6 
25 
106 
83 
84 
61 
90 
77 
106 
97 
98 
101 
70 
10 1 
83 
66 
75 
103 
30 
UR Swimming UR Water Polo - State Champions 
UR Opponent UR Opponent 
38 vcu 75 7 Mercersburg 4 
69 Davidson 44 16 ODU 12 
48 Wake Forest 65 10 North Carolina 5 
39 East Carolina 82 21 vcu 4 
72 VMI 39 23 ODU 12 
61 Washington & Lee 52 30 East Carolina 2 
46 Virginia 66 State Tournament 
47 Clemson 66 10 Washington & Lee A 5 
90 Appalachian State 22 23 Washington & Lee B 0 
Furman (forfeit) 17 vcu 2 
65 Virginia Tech 66 10 Washington & Lee A 5 
WC Swimming 
WC Tenni s 
WC Opponent 
WC Opponent 6 Randolph Ma con Women ' s College 1 61 ODU 60 5 Longwood 4 50 MWC 71 8 Randolph Macon Women 's College 1 80 Longwood 40 9 ODU 0 68 MWC 54 2 MWC 3 54 Virginia 75 4 Sweet Briar 3 58 William & Mary 63 5 William & Mary 4 
WC Ho ckey 
WC Opponent 
4 vcu 2 WC Archery 
0 Longwood 3 WC Opponent 
4 Cavalier Club 0 win Randolph-Macon 
2 MWC 0 loss Longwood 
0 William & Mary 7 loss Madison 
3 Richmond Club 2 
0 ODU 1 
220 Sports 
Nineteen seventy-fou r. It was a football season 
to be remembered - a victory over conference 
champion VMI, a long sought-after win over East 
Carolina, the second consecutive defeat of power-
ful West Virginia and two exciting, last-minute vic-
tories over Villanova and The Citadel. It will also 
be remembered for crushing defeats suffered at the 
hands of Virginia Tech, William and Mary and Ball 
State. But for the most part, 1974 will be look ed 
back on as a year when Richmond held the co-
veted conference championship in the palm of its 
hand and let it slip away. 
The 1974 Spiders had a tough act to follow. The 
'73 editi on sported an 8-2 record, had been ranked 
in the Associated Press poll and attained national 
prominence in defense. 
Graduation took a heavy toll on the team, espe-
cial ly on the defensive squad. From the highly re-
garded "Kelly's Heroes" unit that shut out five op-
ponents in '73, only two starters returned. Fullback 
Barty Smith, probably the greatest player to ever 
don the Spider jersey, completed his career and 
departed for Green Bay. 
An air of uncertainty surrounded the team as it 
came to the threshold of a new gridiron campaign. 
Head coach Frank Jones resigned several weeks 
before spring practice began. Long-time assistant 
Jim Tait assumed the job and stepped into his first 
head coaching job. 
Out of the ruins of one of Richmond's best teams 
emerged the '74 Spiders. A new team and a new 
coach set forth to do battle against ten strong op-
ponents, three of them new on the schedu le. 
On an unseasonably cold Saturday, the season 
began at home against Villanova. The defense, 
which was the question mark in summer drills, 
held the Wildcats to 13 points. The offense, how-
ever, sputtered and stalled until the final three mi-
nutes when it exploded for 14 points. Passes from 
the arm of quarterback Harry Knight set up two 
touchdown runs by fullback George Crossman. 
Place-kicker Terry Carter's second extra point of 
the afternoon was the margin that got Richmond 
off on the right foot. 
The following weekend the Spiders journeyed to 
West Virginia. The Mountaineers were ready to 
avenge the loss they were dealt a year earlier, but 
Knight's arm threw water on their hopes. He con-
nected with receivers Mike Mahoney, Dinky 
Jones, and Ricky Brown - all for touchdowns -
and Crossman bulled into the endzone for another 
UR Football 
score to humiliate West Virginia 29-25 in front of a 
sellout crowd. 
Another last-second field goal by Carter pro-
vided the margin of victory - this time over The 
Citadel. He added another field goal pl us extra 
points on all touchdowns, as Richmond edged the 
Bulldogs 27-24 in a nip and tuck battle. 
Furman brought Richmond crashing back down 
to earth, 24-14. Contained on offense and kept 
constantly off balance on defense, the Spiders 
were unable to get anything going until it was too 
late. 
Ball State discovered UR's weakness against the 
pass, and capita li zed by passing for five 
touchdowns. Out-muscled in the trenches, the 
Spiders could not keep pace and fell to the Cardi-
nals, 38-23. 
Richmond sank deeper into its rut in Blacksburg 
where they became a Homecoming meal for the 
Hokies. Knight was unable to ignite any attack and 
the defenders never figured what was coming next 
from Virginia Tech's wishbone formation in the 
41-7 embarrassment. 
VM I brought its tit le-contending team to town 
and was repulsed, 17-14. Crossman's touchdown 
run in the closing minutes insured a victory that 
finally got UR untracked. Knight added a 
touchdown and Carter contributed a field goal in 
the win. 
W ith visions of a championship dancing in their 
heads, the Spiders mowed down East Carolina, 
28-20, a week later. Knight hooked up w ith Nick 
Rucci and Brown for scores, Jones ran 4 1 yards for 
another and Carter split the uprights twice for field 
goals. 
Richmond held all the cards in the confe rence 
crown race until Appalachian State tripped them, 
14-13. With only a minute remaining in the 
drama-filled game, John Palazetti scored to draw 
UR to within one point. Tait gambled for the win, 
but Knight was stopped just short of the goal line 
on the conversion attempt. 
With Captains Ace Owens and Ray Perez out for 
the season with injuries and the conference 
championsh ip up in smoke, the 1974 season was, 
in effect, over . Many wished that it had been over. 
The following weekend the Spiders absorbed their 
worst defeat in 87 games, against William and 
Mary, a 54-12 drubbing. 
- John Livingston 
Collegian Sports Editor 
Sports 221 
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228 Sports 
UR Basketball T earn 
Basketball Team: Left to right - 8. Sutton, K. Eastman, S. Catlett, E. Gray, K. Heefner , S. McCurdy, 8. 
McCurdy, D. Armstrong, N. Sherman, D. Williams, C. Buhrman, M. Sanford, J. Campbell. 
UR Basketball 
"Disappointing" proved to be the best word to 
describe the opening of the Carl Slone era at the 
Robins Center. 
As expected, this year's edition of Spiders was 
noticably weaker, having lost the likes of Aron 
Stewart, Carleton Mack and Gus Colli er. An out-
standing season indeed would be needed to top 
last year's performance. 
Unfortunately, the Spiders were just not up to it, 
as night after night they battled teams with tre-
mendous height advantages. More often than not 
they ended up on the losing end of the score. 
Mr. "A ll -Everything" this season was Bob 
Mccurdy. Setting team records left and right, the 
6'7" senior led the squad in almost every offensive 
department. Many times he was all that stood bet-
ween respectability and total annihilation. 
His twisting, turning, throw-it-up style of shoot-
ing helped in victories over Tulane and Davidson, 
but proved to be no help against the likes of Fur-
man and Virginia Tech. 
Ably assisting McCurdy were a host of players, 
most impressive being Kevin Eastman and John 
Campbell. Eastman had a solid sophomore season, 
finishing as the team's second highest scorer; 
Campbell proved to be an adroit passer and a 
deadly outside shooter. 
Seniors Dave Williams and Steve Catlett also 
played well in their fina l season. Williams was a 
terror on the court, hustling after loose balls; Cat-
lett was a sparkplug coming off the bench when he 
didn't start. 
Young hopefuls Ken Heifner, Steve McCurdy 
and Bill Sutton also made their presence known, 
showing the prospect of better days to come. Mike 
Sanford, Chris Buhrman and Nate Sherman also 
turned in many clutch performances. 
Coach Slone was aided this season by Assistant 
Coaches Tom Weirich, Ray Rich and Ken Brackett. 
Weiri ch was a fixture on the bench with his clip-
board, while Rich and Brackett were scouring the 
country in search of future Spiders. 
A disappointing season -yes, unexciting- no, 
This year's team had much to live up to. Next year, 
the only way to go wi ll be up. 
- Brooks Hatch 
Collegian Sports Writer 
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Richmond Track Teams 
... 
236 Sports 
Cross Country Team: Front row, F. Koll um, R. Carr, R. Norfleet, C. Hadley, D. Rose, J. Schoonover, A. 
Easley, D. Bragg. Back row, C. Payne, C. Hunsicker, B. Dodson, J. Troxel, E. Perkins, F. Shanahan , J. 
Smith, R. Smelley, Coach Hardy. 
Sports 237 
RC Track Team 
--- . 
- . 
Track Team: First row - Left to right: J. Tucker, F. Dobson, P. Macheras, T. Burks, N. Taylor, A. Harris. Second row: C. Payne, D. Stiner, L. Snoddy, A. Easley, 
B. Wesley, R. Smelley, X. Berka, F. Kollum, Coach Jordan, Coach Hardy. Third row: M. Whitt , S. Yates, M. Stone, J. Price, C. Vincent, C. Hunsicker, L. 
Barthurst. Fourth row: C. Taylor , J. Schoonover, D. Bragg, F. Shanahan, E. Perkins, C. Hedley. 
238 Sports 
RC Swim Team 
Swim Team - In water: P. Watlington, F. Nering, E. Pierce, S. Mackintosh, D. Gouger, T. Lovette, N. 
Dunford. Sitting: J. Bistline, Coach Eastman, J. Milne, K. Poe, R. Wells, R. Robins. Standing: Capt. West 
(manager), Coach Tob in, T. Primavera, K. Kibilos ki, R. Marshal, K. Kopecky, J. Lowden, S. Lineberrey, D. 
Lockwood, D. Snyder. Not pictured: T. Cairney, P. Skarzynski, S. White, D. Armstrong. 
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UR Baseball Team 
UR Baseball Team 
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UR Wrestling Team 
Unive rsity of Richmond Wrestling Team 
Sports 241 
Richmond Tenn is Team 
Richmond Tennis Team: Front row, G. Smith. Second row, H. Haga, D. Kent, P. Steinhauser, J. Leitch. 
Back row, Coach Walker, G. Wilmot, B. Jones, R. Kohler, D. Snidow. 
UR Golf Team 
UR Golf Team: Left to right- B. Efird, J. O'Donnell, J. Satyshur, E. Robinson, Coach Withers. Missing: B. Judy, 
B. Bailey, J. Stanley, T. Carter, T. Johnson, M. Smith. 
Sports 243 
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RC Rugby Team 
Rugby Team - First row: G. Landess, T. Tuggey, J. Cornetta. Second row: H. Selby, C. Oute rbridge, J. 
Scott, B. Donovan, B. Sykes. Third row: S. Hudgins, G. Griffin, B. White, J. Nucko ls, R. Conroy, P. Karker, 
S. Rose, H. Butler, J. Bowman. 
RC Rifle Team 
Rifle Team - First row: Msg. E. Gillikin, E. Dawson, E. George, D. Caulkins, J. Hunt, R. Toms. Second 
row: T. Washburn , D. Williams , W. Lifsey, W. Bunting. 
WC Athletic Association 
WC M - Sitting: K. Lambert, special activities chairman; L. Hansucker, swimteam manager. First 
row: Miss Massey, advisor; C. Peake, president; S. Irwin, intramural coordinator. Second row: D. 
Bareford, archery team manager; R. Griggs, hockey team manager; S. Grizzard, sophomore class 
rep.; S. Schlegel, hockey team manager; N. Manson, senior class rep., G. Fisk, treasurer. Missing: J. 
White, D. Thurston, /Iii. Brown, B. Higginbotham, M. Stender, S. Deacon, C. Butch. 
I 
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WC Basketball Teams 
,· 
._ 
,, 
_y' 
Varsity Basketall - L. to R.: S. Atkins, M. Brown, J. Hanau, G. Fisk, M. Stender, B. Higginbotham , P. Clark, 
K. Rohaly - coach, J. White, S. Keyser, R. Chappell, M. Heizes. 
JV Basketball - First row: K. Woody, S. Irwin , K. Lambert. Second row: T. Richey, A. Carter, E. Gilmore, 
A. Tullidge. Third row: M. Grove, J. Gilmore, P. Taylor, T. Deyerle. 
• 
Girl's Hockey 
Girl's Hockey Team: Front row, G. Fisk, R. Chappell, M. Stender, G. Woods, M. Madeksza. Second row, 
S. Lang, S. Grizzard, S. Atkins. Back row, C. Prince, K. Miller, B. Mu lvihi ll, B. Higginbotham. S. Schlegel.. 
Sports 247 
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Girl's Tennis 
Tennis Team: Front row, K. Fugate, T. Spratt, D. Clay. Second row, A. King, C. Wood, L. Carruth. Third 
row, M. McWethy, C. Wilson, R. Adair. Fourth row , C. Peake , E. Lecraw, P. Moore, C. Butch. Back row, 
Coach E. Massey, Captain M. Jones , D. Parsons. 
WC SwimTeam 
Swim Team - In water: G. Ulasiewitz, L. Sweet, M. Waldron, K. Saupe, M. Petko, C. Prince. First row: L. 
Hansucker (manager), F. Fletcher, G. Turnamian, 5. Lloyd, N. Kohler, L. Cline, P. Hald , 5. Grizzard, J. 
Elliot, R. Dorrier (captain), C. Daniels, M. McElligot , B. Ritchie (manager). Second row: M. Campbell, P. 
Jordan, B. Walker, A. Jones, E. LeCraw, S. Stacy, P. Veit. Third row: Mi ss Massey (coach), Dr. Preston 
(coach). 
1(1\J J__,_1/, ,u ·0-l I 
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Girl's Archery 
Archery Team: C. Butch, D. Bareford, K. Lambert, K. Boepple, M. Bernhart, J. White, D. Thurston. 
250 Sports 
WC Lacrosse Team 
Lacrosse team: First row - Left to right: C. Prince, G. Wood, J. Smarge, K. M ille r. Second row - J. Krantz, B. Mulvihill, B. Ritchie, S. Irwin, A. Woods, K. 
Lambert, C. Steere, J. Edwards, G. Fisk. 
Sports 251 
Varsity Cheerleaders 
Varsity Cheerleaders - Bottom row: R. Hetzer, B. McKenney, W. Fisher, D. Lewis, K. Alcott, B. Hester. 
Second row: S. Kent, D. Early, J. Baskerville, S. Stockman. Third row: A. Eichberg, D. Julian. 
Freshman Cheerleaders 
Freshman Cheerleaders - Bottom to top: P. Vick , K. Sheffield, A. Holt, P. Pope, E. Fletcher, K. 
Covington, M. Campbell, S. Chappell. 
Sports 253 
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1. B. Hatch 
2: T. Nelson 
3. M. Pope 
4. T. Saunders 
5. S. Hughes 
6. C. Eubank 
7. D. Sawyer 
8. J. Bailey 
9. B. Powell 
10. B. Highsmith 
11. J. Flowers 
12. C. Saunders 
13. J. Hughes 
14. T. Stroud 
15. J. Atkinson 
16. A. King 
17. J. Housman 
18. T. Woytowig 
19. C. Daniels 
20. D. Welsh 
21. D. Demo 
22. J. Quarforth 
23. D. Taylor 
24. L. Davis 
25. D. Kilby 
26. A. Stone 
27. S. Parker 
28. D. Docherty 
29. K. Watkins 
nKA 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Cramps down at Phil 's ... I w uv the hillbilly ... 
Who is George Bernard? . . . DKH . . . Bert, Bunns, 
Toy and Stump ... Play Delivera nce ... What is a 
Snarker? ... Batman . . . Can you relate? . . . Earl 
the Pearl . . . Doc and Ralf - two of a kind . . . 
Muham mad Saunders and Ali Osborn behind the bar 
... Andy Stone skydiving club ... Roy likes the 
windo ws ... Shady lady takes her to ll ... Botti and 
Deeb open the door ... What did you say? Dex 
Graduates? ... Hell yes ... Super Bad from K-Tel 
. . . Kiss Me you fool . . . Demo, Ennis and Barbi -
Ghee! ... History! Go get 'em Superman Jan and ?? 
30. S. Smyth 
31. 5. Dexheimer 
32. J. Tucker 
33. J. Frayser 
34. E. Henley 
35. M. lngrao 
36. B. Luse 
37. J. Ennis 
38. T. Frazier 
39. M. Batten 
40. W. Day 
41. S. Botti 
42. B. Ivey 
43. J. Ball 
MISSING 
R. Edwards 
L. Wipple 
L. Osborn 
J. Poseneau 
B. Speas 
G. Bernard 
B. Deeb 
L. Mathews 
B. Tramonte 
R. Barnes 
B. Legum 
T. Tuggey 
D. Payne 
KI 
Kappa Sigma 
Bearita cracks whip, Bear turns tick 
M.O . jumps on the wagon ... Wizard 
pulls great disappearing act ... Greene's 
Grocery sponsor s Homecom ing .. . 
Gino 's Gor illas - Alive and well .. . 
Jose Beck provide s high spirits ... Token 
Briti sher graduates, quite , qu ite ... Win-
ning seasons in hardyball and soccer ... 
Byrd gets face lift , replaces wing with club 
. . . Harry provide s fun and games for 
pledges . . . Pinky becomes Pres as 
Boom-Boom become s bound 
Brotherhood remains high and dry as the 
Guru helps keep us afloat. 
1. J. Beveridge 
2. T. Nepola 
3. B. Campbell 
4. H. Beck 
5. K. Hyde 
6. D. Anderton 
7. M. Ovenden 
8. H. Hal l 
9. P. Dowdy 
10. M. Hagood 
11. H. Price 
12. R. Bruns 
13. J. Backerman 
14. H. Mcclaren 
15. L. Brownley 
16. R. Greene 
17. D. Callaway 
18. J. Bonniwell 
19. ). Sutherland 
20. ). Nanney 
21. S. Murphy 
22. J. Wright 
23. R. Zuraw 
24. G. Will iams 
25. G. Thompson 
26. G. Fallen 
27. T. Kus pis 
28. D. Hanlon 
29. T. Gates 
~ 30. R. Oakes 
31. D. Warren 
32. C. Burch 
33. G. McClure 
34. C. Ti mmons 
35. G. Bowman 
36. K. Hutchinson 
37. R. O' Hallahan 
38. W. Outerbridge 
39. Buddy 
MISSING 
D. Barney 
N. Howard 
C. Mullen 
J. Perry 
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1. D. Snidow 
2. M. James 
3. T. Nininger 
4. G. Wilmot 
5. B. Keeney 
6. S. Gordon 
7. A. Yeatman 
8. B. Hall 
9. J. Fish 
10. J. Childress 
11. R Martin 
12 D. Maloney 
13. D. Gleasner 
14 W. Fisher 
15 H Franci~ 
16 B. Howard 
17. T. Swell 
18. D. Carter 
19. N. Bunn 
20. S. Seekford 
21. S. Lawson 
22. B. Hester 
23. S. Getzer 
24. M. Bennett 
25. M Ford 
26. K. Kopecky 
27. V. Taylor 
28. F. Garito 
29. R. Bushnell 
30 . D. Nickel 
31. R. Marshall 
32. T. Dolan 
33. ). Reardon 
34. J. Barnes 
35. Dr. B. Walker 
36 . B. Schaaf 
37. ). O'Donnell 
38. S. Coleman 
39. D. Widdowson 
40. D. Lucas 
264 Fraternit ies 
41. B. Walton 
4;l. ). Kimmell 
43. T. Smiley 
44. B. Via 
45. M. Turner 
46. D. Blessing 
47 R. Sullivan 
48. S. Butler 
49. M. Guedri 
50. J. Buhrman 
51. M.Carsley 
52 . J. Franklin 
53. C. Oppenheim 
54. D. Campbell 
55. A. Schwartz 
56. C. Walton 
57. B. Shaw 
MISSING 
R. Snyder 
M. Snyder 
A. Wright 
J. Bareford 
C. Marshall 
W. Walton 
M. Ailsworth 
T. Bailey 
C. Nimmo 
T. Johnson 
S. Francis 
J. Blankenbaker 
S. Bowles 
J. Haynie 
C. Kingery 
C. Yowell 
T. Cash 
M. Metzger 
T. Sheehy 
B. Whitlow 
J. Early 
R. Falls 
W. Travers 
B. Tyree 
AXA 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
The Pimpmobile is back in town ... Meeting 
... what meeting? ... Everybody is a star -
Honeybunn, Neek, Captain Flash, and the little 
one ... 22 new ones - the out to lunch bunch 
... Lower than dirt ... W ill B52's strike? ... 
Bennie's back, but Dana almost left ... Stereo -
Now you hear it , now you don' t . . . What year is 
T. Lee? ... Shakey beats Dr. Bill, who blows titl e 
... A team smokes, B team ... Pledges 3, Vee-
mees O . . . Veemee 2, Bennett O .. . Spades 
anyone ... Is he playing with a full deck? .. . 
B.B.K.'s couch ... We didn't that chair .. . 
Word for the week - Brotherhood . . . Grand 
High Alpha and Faculty Awards . . . Who's 
Number One? That's easy, 'cause We're Al l Good 
Brothers, Each One The Others' FRIEND! 
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1. W. Saxon 
2. B. Dodd 
3. T. Kearney 
4. B. Hargroves 
5. T. Bonniwell 
6. L. Shockley 
7. A. Friedman 
8. H. Davis 
9. T. Sancilio 
10. J. Gillis 
11. R. McWilliams 
12. K. Hall 
13. K. Lovett - KA Rose 
14. R. Lambert 
15. R. Thomas 
16. B. Lehman 
1 7. C. Cockrel I 
18. D. Lockwood 
19. J. Carter 
20. C. Rascoe 
21. R. Lukens 
22. C. Dunn 
23. J. O'Brien 
24. J. Snider 
25. D. McFarland 
26. M. Mitchell 
27. D. Partin 
28. J. Amrien 
29. W. Miles 
30. B. Thomasson 
31. B. White 
32. R. Titus 
33. T. McClain 
34. A. Long 
35. J. Milne 
36. J. Register 
MISSING 
A. Saunders 
M. Allison 
~n·-
Wheat Barley Hay, Give Em Hell KA ... Kappa 
Alpha dominates rush - 23 pledges ... Ole 
beat-a-bowl lights up ... Batball and pingpong 
all day and night ... Alumni cocktail parties ... 
Everyone's in the rafters ... Tony's meatballs -
Alan's matzahballs ... Cloisters get a maid and 
birdhouse ... The Weasel and the Snake ... 
"Devi l's Workshop" gets down ... Tim plays 
golf and gets hole in one ... O.B. wins costume 
case . . . Roman togas . . . Rake those leaves 
... Luke breaks bone hamming it up ... Snider 
chases date - two beers and he's gone ... Maid 
Maryan's dating service ... Wayne- " Hi , this is 
Cindy" ... Longwood here we come ... Al and 
Kathy - the Goodyear blimp ... "Oh babe" 
. . . Old South . . . Brotherhood, teamwork, or-
ganizat ion better than ever . . . When you say 
Kappa Alpha, you've said it all. 
Kappa Alpha 
KA 
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<DKI 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
L.B. and B.S .... Pregnant? Who's Pre-
gnant? ... D.U. still chasing ambulances 
... Dale Smith defects to VCU ... 
CAMFU . .. Chip and Dave go down for 
the last ti me . . . H gets big "O" for 2nd 
time ... Greg who? ... R.T. and E.K. 
soar to new heights ... Paulie and String 
are still P.W .... Baby Face and Bear are 
still "Crazy" ... Phi Kap gets the three 
stooges from Harrisonburg ... Kirky en-
counters Pierpont ... Tony visits Billie 
... We won de war ... Oh! My ribs 
... Two more spies ... Still Red ... 
W.P. is losing shadow ... Major calls 
Debbie . . . R. Naphead . . . C. L. new 
spaceman ... M.T. got A date ... 
Fletch meets J.C.L. ... Don and H. - the 
bearded brothers . . . Henry says, Oh 
shucks! ... M.D. God's what? ... R.l. 
is nappy too . . . M. W. has corns . . . 
W.R. we can go to my room ... Black 
and Gold and Red and White -still tight. , 
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1. R. Ecton 
2. M. Wilkerson 
3. C. Blackburn 
4. R. Blackburn 
5. T. Lammers 
6. G. Johnson 
7. W. Perez 
8. M. Thomas 
9. J. Sipe 
I 0. F. Kirk 
11. D. Maland 
12. S. Enrique 
13. R. Irby 
14. C. Howell 
15. B. Morris 
.... , 
• ,. I 
~ 
16. C. Carrasquillo 
17. K. Lind 
18. T. Callahan 
19. C. Lawrence 
20. B. Goodman 
21. M. Hilliard 
22. W. Richardson 
23. P. Cline 
24. M. Davis 
25. D. Sawyer 
26. C. Bell 
27. G. Irvin 
28. D. Smith 
29. R. Boyd 
PX 
1. J. Ryland 
2. B. Donovan 
3. T. Soter 
4. G. Edel 
5. C. Murdock 
6. R. Conroy 
7. J. Ranson 
8. D. Williams 
9. R. Nelson 
10. C. Peeples 
11. M. McGraw 
12. J. Livingston 
25 
13. C. Walsh 
14. J. Elwood 
15. C. Cummings 
16. D. Gillette 
17. T. Kroupa 
18. D. Gorowitz 
19 A Irby 
20. B. Smith 
21. R. Toler 
22. L. Chant 
23. G. Curry 
24. T Ray 
25. R. McPherson 
26. A. Soter 
27 B. Ryland 
MISSING 
S. Kanpp 
R. Early 
B. Cox 
D.C. Strange-Boston 
J. Lucente 
G. Griffin 
D. Merritt 
Phi Gamma Delta 
Bullet elected first president of the anti-ZO 
society ... Dynoman and Eedel find 
their place in the tower ... Sonny, what 
dorm do you live in? ... New Country 
Corn Flakes ... Twin cretins laid off ... 
Pledges "ride" to the wood . . . Livy 
earns Tactless Award again, but "UN" 
was close ... Benny plays for Law Dicks 
... Gramps gets an unwanted visitor and 
a wet floor ... Pack a lunch - Napolean 
... You'll get over it, no problem, Super 
... You're a real buddy ... Gamma 
Shines ... Vodka and Coke - Undoch's 
mistake (and Dono's too) ... Crash W~l-
liams ... Daddy D's Pack . . . Zip Com-
ics ... "Aw-Cha" ... Tom and Lucy 
. . . Dock Conroy shafts pledges . . . 
Griff, Flyman, Thos - What happened 
during Thanksgiving? ... Curry, what is 
a pledge? ... Jerry-Pooh ... Chipper is 
always right!! . . . Ron sends Bullet pack-
ing ... Mighty Proud To Be A Fiji. 
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IAE 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Formals '74, Va. Beach, Ame ricano ... 
Tequila Madness ... Covington under-
goes exorcism . . . Ragland may get it yet! 
... Michels bags rhino, ships it to 
Westhampton Zoo ... Bolton cont inues 
flying lessons . . . Groundhog names son 
"Hank" .. . Bananas to Granny's .. . 
Cheetah wins Demo lition Derby .. . 
Good pledge class ... Blankenship fi-
nally loses Cherry ... Zoomp wins 
wrestling championship . . . J.B. is alive 
and living in Poland . . . Lodge gets 
overhau l . . . Crow gets feathers doused 
... Pledges roast weenies 3rd year in a 
row ... Best B.J. in town, Right Willie? 
... Voneiff rides Lynchburg Express ... 
Football too heavy, Elswick lifts Porn-Porn 
. . . Regular Bush and Beer . . . Mystery 
Brother moves into lodge ... Many indi-
viduals, many personalit ies, all united in 
the bonds of Sigma Alpha Epsilon!! 
1. Shannon S. Elswick 
2. Blinkensop 
3. Zoomp 
4. Cheetah 
5. Randall 
6. Muhammed 
7. Toms 
8. Leon 
9. T. Kingery 
10. R. Rogers 
11. R. Scherer 
12. J. Witt 
13. Hot Dog 
14. B. White 
15. C. Reasor 
16. D. Moneymaker 
17. Guppy 
18. Goldfish 
19. F. Jett 
20. Fish 
21. P.N. 
22. R. Williams 
23. Frank 
24. Little Whale 
25. Suzie-Q 
26. Muv 
27. Groundhog 
28. Han 
29. Hank 
30. Whip 
31. B. Long 
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1. V. Scuderi 
2. D. Murray 
3. R. Daugherty 
4. D. Smiley 
5. S. Majette 
6. J. Vandenberg 
7. P. Nguyen 
8. H. Kempsell 
9. B. Van Leeuwen 
10. T. Maire 
11. J. Phillips 
u,~ ,. .. .,. ....... -
,,, ,. , ... ,,. 
.,.,..,.,. u..,~.,. 
I:X 
Sigma Chi 
Who said, "Get down, get down?" . . . Little Sigs 
join the fold ... Brother Maire gets left out in 
right field ... I don't care, they are still going for a 
ride . . . The greasy ghost returns . . . Pledges 
score - 63-7 ... Dimwatt Dan sells Sylvania 
sleezes . . . Brother Roberts tries to drink Early 
Times ... Pop goes the weasel ... I didn't know 
how to drive in Bluefield ... What's a Bluefield? 
... Brothers Hurthnee, Backvilla, Garbo 
Thickpin, Kitty Woods, Sticher, Chip, Evan and 
Bil ly- we did it all? .. . Murray Christmas. 
Ork, Ork and In Hoc Hostess Twinkies. 
12. M. Rowley 
13. R. Burka 
14. E. Van Leeuwen 
15. D. Marsh 
16. P. Green 
1 7. M. Roberts 
18. B. Vennart 
19. G. Thigpen 
20. I. Eglitis 
21. B. Kirtley 
22. J. Strong 
23. D. Mitchell 
MISSING 
F. Haberman 
B. Marilla 
B. Murray 
J. Scott 
J. Schumaker 
C. Sweeney 
C. Wood 
~ 
""" • < &feHHU 
Fredericksburg Mobita Adventure . . . Let's have 
a light bulb report ... Killer-Kiley and the phan-
tom red chucks, where did they go? ... God-
father II gives his last performance ... Robin .. . 
Kegs and Eggs ... 'Magin ... Oh Wow! .. . 
Billy used to eat at Aunt Sarah's ... Shoot to the 
Wood ... T Sav invests in Alice, Ty and "I'm 
getting married" . . . "M issionary" to where, 
Bernoid? ... Frank, please don't get me a date! 
... Mismas to the A's and Nichols to the Pines! 
... Killer to American Bandstand 75 ... Get the 
snake bite kit for Bernie and what about Red! ... 
Tappahannock Jack ... Blow Beets ... Crashers 
Haskell , Cutler, Savage ... No more Mills, but 
we have Coach Hart . . . Cromagnon Man says 
Food is First ... Mike gets all the breaks ... Can 
I Play? ... Excaliber and DT ... Senator Christ-
opher ... Dinofa in the parking lot. 
1. T. Savage 
2. D. Johnson 
3. J. Landrigan 
4. D. Gimbert 
5. Y. Kaplan 
6. 8. Lifsey 
7. J. Fisher 
8. G. Miller 
9. J. Edmundson 
10. C. Arnold 
1 1. S. Ellett 
12. J. Tuttle 
13. E. Woodcock 
14. M. Hebdon 
15. F. Aronica 
16. R. Haskell 
17. 8. Cross 
18. N. Arcese 
19. M. Copley 
20. B. Johns 
21. K. Barefo rd 
22. S. Daniel 
23. M. Thompson 
24. S. Clarke 
25. S. Tuttle 
26. M. Joyner 
27. T. Hot chkiss 
28. S. Reid 
29. J. Caulfield 
30. B. Cutler 
31. R. Weeks 
32. P. Richards 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
I<l>E 
33. C. Hart 
34. J. Clarke 
35. S. Key 
36. S. Richards 
MISSING 
J. Christopher 
B. Hotchki ss 
J. Mismas 
L. Sanders 
R. Gay 
G. Nichols 
L. Pearson 
P. Clements 
S. Smith 
J. Byrd 
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1. T. Offutt 
2. K. Perdue 
3. C. Otstot 
4. R. Hetzer 
5. N. Thomas 
6. K. Dickinson 
7. T. Chilton 
8. D. Lewis 
9. M. Chevalier 
10. W. Swanson 
11. G. Thomas 
12. T. Weir 
13. A. Southall. 
14. K. Alcott 
15. K. Powers 
16. 8. Frayser 
17. S. Dameron 
18. 8. Lewis 
19. R. Ozyjowski 
20. M. McClain 
21. S. Edwards 
22. A. Merchant 
0X 
Theta Chi 
The lights are going out in 5 minutes ... Alcott 
crossing his hands for cover ... " If yo u can't take 
a joke" .. . RUSH, 13 Blue Chips ... Hardyball 
and Charlie-o ... " I just want to reiterate" .. . 
You' re outta order ... Ozzie's megaphone .. . 
Thumper! .. . Team Dri nk . . . Dynamite, tlien 
again she might not . . . Mary Wash, we won 
... Where's the stirrer? ... Fire drill at Mary-
land's ... Merc hant knows his ABC's? ... Rudy 
stepped in whose what w ith both feet? ... Hidy 
Tidy! ... Tech weekend , RRAALLPH ! ... Lewis 
and his mattress ... Beach Week , the Garbage-
man strikes, Peabody is born ... Stan goes down, 
Buck wins contest ... Dream Girl, breakfast with 
Jungle ... Hey Dai l, have you got some extra 
underwea r? ... I'm up!! Little Sisters ·_ you're 
beautifu l! ... Theta Chi and every other brother 
#1 in our hearts. 
23. N. Akers 
24. P. Smiley 
25. M. French 
26. R. Schomo 
27. M. Thornton 
28. J. Lantor 
29. M. Lapsley 
30. J. Crooks 
31. 8. Dail 
32. M. Smith 
33. F. Southall 
34. S. Steigleder 
35. Woody 
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1. J. Keever 
2. M. Nichols 
3. A. Shroyer 
4. I:>. Brockwell 
5. J. Perdew 
6. B. Jackson 
7. J. Tober 
8. M. Usher 
9. B. Buchanan 
10. C. Vick 
11. P. lsken 
12. S. McKown 
13. P. Macheras 
14. R. Wildes 
15. 8. Foster 
16. B. Fischer 
17. R. High 
18. E. Winsted 
19. B. Parker 
20. J. Higgins 
21. B. Hazzard 
22. T. Nolan 
<D40 
Phi Delta Theta 
New Haven Boys . . . Another Nose . . . Good-
man rolls Schatz ... Pen'em Pinnick ... Sleez 
takes two rides ... Flea ... S. Vick & Fro see 
C'ville ... Glassick to the rescue ... Orbit 
saved by a play . . . Red gets caught . . . 2 Ors. 
try to fly ... Blake parties? ... Active Alumni 
... lsk & Fain are fathers ... The Great Eddie 
... Wildes back ... Larry in N.Y. ... Shop-
ping at UV & Longwood ... Nice coat ... Drew 
and Mustache ... McKown in the band? ... 
Where's Shirl ey's pin? ... Rod's lost . .. Slug & 
Keev see McK inney by foot ... Where's our 
money, Casper? ... Slug gets lost at MWC . 
Locals at T-o ff ... lsk & Keev at Dobbs . . . 
Fish's bull party & Coors fight ... Pud buys .. . 
Fain's Soul Band ... " LBFMJ" ... Phi Delt 
Number One! 
23. L. George 
24. L. Robertson 
25. T. Eldredge 
26. A. Bynum 
27. L. Sullivan 
28. R. Turner 
29. S. Vick 
30. H. Pool 
31. B. Vogt 
32. J. Orbin 
33. E. George 
MISSING 
H. Massie 
F. Peebles 
S. Warren 
B. Bradford 
R. Allen 
T. Pinnick 
B. Higgins 
M. West 
B. Goodman 
D. Eckstine 
B. Brock 
C. Kolbe 
J. Glassick 
R. Young 
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1' B. Slater 
2, M. Ponder 
3, L Marsh 
4, D. Keeling 
5, R. Ryan 
6, B. Holt 
7, J. Lee 
S. S. Zehner 
9, M. Henry 
10. C Riley 
11, J. Lee 
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#1 in Friendship, Leadership and Service ... Vis-
its to Shakeys - CHUG ... CHUG ... Z-man 
hangs on strong ... Gator Slater takes a dip in the 
RC pool - gift of Pledgemaster M.H .... Blood 
Drive, Book Drive, Clothes Drive - we'll drive 
anything ... Visits to St. Mary's and St. Joseph's 
- play with the kids ... Horuff up the middle -
2 points ... C.R. - quiet but always there .. . 
Not by the hair of my CHINNY-CHIN CHINN .. . 
Dean Warren - a new brother . . . Nancy Carter 
- frat sweetie! . . . Great pledges - right B.S., 
R.R., D.K. and L.M .... B.S. gets DUM-DUM 
award - Smack goes a paddle ... M.P. retires -
What? ... No more dictator! ... Take a letter 
B.H .... _ Toast Song ... Moving around! .. 
J.L. - 3 more months ... What a year!! .. 
Alpha Phi Omega - we will make it happen! 
A<l>Q 
Alpha Phi Omega 
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In Memorium 
Stephen Jeffrey Kessler 
Any attempt to describe Steve Kessler is somehow futile. 
He was a remarkable individual who gave a certain mea-
sure of happiness to those he came in contact with, posses-
sing the rare quality of putting the needs of his friends in 
front of his own. 
If Steve were able to read this, I feel .he would be angry if 
it contained nothing but superlatives describing his charac-
ter. To those who really did not know Steve Kessler, to read 
a eulogy with nothing but adjectives would indeed be an 
injustice. But to recognize the influence Steve had on this 
schoo l is the most important thing to be remembered. 
I doubt if anyone who met Steve can say that they were 
not somehow strengthened by his presence. He added to 
life and to Richmond that part of a person many of us do 
not seem to possess, and that is his ability to give unself-
ishly. Now that he is gone, it seems an injustice that his life 
was cut so short and he could not have continued to be 
such a unique individual for many years to come. I doubt 
that for the rest of our li ves we could even meet anyone like 
Steve. 
In the years to come, when most of us look back on our 
college days, we wi ll naturally think of football games, 
dances, fraternity brothers, classes and all that any other 
college in this country has. Since we were fortunate enough 
to have Steve Kessler, the remembrance of our college days 
will indeed be enriched. 
Bill Taylor 
Aubrey Rosser 
Collegian 
November 12, 197 4 
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August 
Over 700 new faces arrived and started 
getting used to things. A couple of 
thousand familiar faces arrived and started 
getting used to things, too, because the 
long, hot summer brought a few changes. 
A new Court sat east of North and South. 
Runners sprinted around a new track. 
Brand new personnel - a chaplain, an 
athletic director, a basketball and football 
coach - mapped out their strategy for the 
year. And most noticed of all - the plug 
had been pulled on the lake and old shoes 
and tires dotted a muddy hole. 
September 
Slowly, the gears of another year were put 
into motion. Cafeteria style replaced fam-
ily style at Westhampton. Another convo-
cation announced another rise in tuition. 
Boatwright started to expand and Barracks 
D finally hit the dust. Fraternities cam-
paigned for more recruits. Elections 
picked the leaders for the year and the 
biggest issue of all -visitation - was laid 
aside for awhile to wait for the Board's 
decision. 
October 
A computer set its information banks to 
work to find ideal partners for students. 
The Players drew a Chalk Circle. Parents 
visited, toured and examined the new 
home of their freshmen. On a dark windy 
night, Westhampton seniors lit shaky can-
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dies and sang the Alma Mater for the 
newcomers who would soon take 
their places. Gray Court made its bow 
in society with a great flourish. 
November 
A visiting panel of educators 
scrutinized University life for three 
days. Billie Dawn played her cards 
right in Born Yesterday. At Homecom-
ing, Raspberry was the group at a 
concert and fisticuffs were the fea-
tured entertainment at halftime. The 
Board answered one question, but left 
another one in the dark. 
December 
A committee chose a theme and de-
dicated itself to tracing and consider-
ing the continuing American Revolu-
tion. Westhampton women invited 
their men to the Jefferson for the 
Snowball, minus the snow. Exams 
struck too quickly, but were over just 
as quickly as they had come and 
studied-out students went home to 
celebrate. 
January 
The styles of many lives were disco-
vered and discussed as women celeb-
rated their year. It finally snowed and the 
green became a friendly battleground for 
attackers and defenders. Basketball fans 
had some good moments, but mainly 
not-so-good ones. The participants in 
sports other than the big two showed their 
talents. 
February 
The bridge - one of the last links - was 
bashed and students were re-routed. A 
happening happened in the Chapel and 
easy-going people enjoyed without quite 
knowing what they were enjoying. Black 
culture was celebrated. A menagerie in 
glass presented Williams symbolism. The 
Band lived it up at Mardi Gras. 
March 
There was a pause for the arrival of spring 
and Richmond sent its representatives to 
Florida. The second annual dutch chaos 
weekend expanded to a five-day affair. 
Westhampton juniors came of age when 
their fathers escorted them down the red 
steps. The Greeks ran, hopped, rowed and 
sang to determine who was Number One 
on the charts. 
April 
Spring bloomed and Westhampton hon-
ored the arts. Romeo and Juliet made a 
different entrance. Students began to 
dream of the summer. Little sisters re-
ceived white satin pillows and a legacy. 
The pace quickened as the end of a year 
came around again. 
May 
The long black line and the final exercise 
for the seniors. Farewells ana a temporary 
absence for future seniors. 
focus 
Very few people realize the ups and downs of 
putting out a book like this. On the one hand, it is a 
tension-filled job, full of disappointments, setbacks 
and worries. On the other hand, the electric sensa-
tion of meeting those unyielding deadlines is pay-
ment enough for going up against impossible odds. 
We remember: 
When the pictures for our midnight deadl ine ar-
rived at 1 :30. 
When we miscalculated our color pages and 
had to change the whole theme. 
When the heavens refused to snow in 
November so we could have pictures for our color 
deadline in December. 
When we had to find names for people in pic-
tures who were labeled No Name and Cutie Pie. 
When we wished in January that we had done 
things differently in October. 
We also remember: 
The happy day that our cover (our best-kept sec-
ret) arrived. 
Our photography editor climbing the stairs of 
North Court. 
Picture-taking sessions on a wet, demolished 
bridge. 
Our business manager, who now knows at least 
one member of every organization on campus. 
The Greek alphabet in transfer type. 
Celebrations with Uncle Remus and Ronald 
McDonald. 
Over the months that it takes to produce The 
Web, the diasters miraculously fade away and the 
satisfaction is what is remembered best. 
So with those memories at hand, we want to 
give a pat on the back to the many people who 
helped when they were most needed. 
Mr. John Perry, our Hunter helper, who pulled 
some strings, offered dynamic advice , was patient 
with our mistakes and who listened to all of our 
problems, great and small. 
All the brave souls who came along on wild 
midnight rides to the Greyhound depot. 
Lynn and Susan, special assistants to the editor. 
Our roommates , who put up with late hours, 
rumpled rooms and temper tantrums. 
Mrs. Jean Tarpley , who identified picture after 
picture of law organizations. 
And last, but not least, the little man at the bus 
station, who worked it out. 
The Editors 
1975 Web 
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EDITORS 
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